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From: Lee Christel
To: Council, City
Subject: Short Term Rentals in Palo Alto add to our housing shortage, and ADU"s are not helping
Date: Monday, December 12, 2022 11:47:32 AM

Some people who received this message don't often get email from lee.a.christel@gmail.com. Learn why this is
important

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Council Members,

The short term rental of Palo Alto homes and ADU's has become a lucrative business
that negatively impacts our community.  The City has accepted tax revenues from short-term
rental companies but has not considered the impacts of this business on housing and
hotels. The City has done nothing to prevent real estate investors from converting housing
stock to vacation rentals. Council must act to preserve existing housing units for long term
residents of this town, because newly constructed units will never be more affordable than
existing housing. If you do nothing, more property owners will decide this is too lucrative an
option to bypass, more housing will become non-resident occupied, and housing prices will be
driven up further.  

What can the City do? Start with real data. The City should have a rental database,
including the subset of all units on short term rental sites.  Then, require those units not be
used for short-term leases more than 60 days of a year.  With a hefty fine for violators, and
consistent enforcement, hundreds of units will return to the market as long term rentals. This
should help drive down rents. 

The new City short-term rental database should be shared with the State, as evidence of units
that are not currently housing residents.  As new City rules are implemented, track how many
units/homes are returned to owner occupied, or long-term rental status. The State should count
"newly available units" as satisfying part of our "additional housing" requirement. 

Currently, the City is counting ADU's toward the State requirement for new housing units, but
more oversight is needed. These units are not being registered and tracked for
occupancy.  Allowing short-term leasing of ADU's defies the Council's stated purpose in
approving these new units; they were intended to provide housing stock, not vacation homes
and home offices. Of all the ADU's permitted after loosening the restrictions, do we know how
many are actually adding housing stock?  Unless the building permit requires a commitment
to renting that unit for at least a decade, and the City enforces this commitment, the ADU
contribution to housing stock becomes a farce.  
 
Lastly, home owners who do not "live" in Palo Alto at least 6 mo/year ruin the fabric of our
neighborhoods. These properties can easily be identified by neighbors.  All the City has to do
is ask for them to be reported to a City owned database for investigation.  Then, levy fines for
properties not inhabited at least 6 mo/year. No exceptions. Increase the fines sharply with each
additional month of vacancy and see how fast the owners sell or rent.  

If adding more housing purportedly lowers housing costs, these efforts should help. At least
they won't raise the cost of living here.

mailto:lee.a.christel@gmail.com
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Sincerely,
Amy Christel



From: Bob Wenzlau
To: Board of Neighbors Abroad
Cc: Gaines, Chantal; Milton, Lesley; Council, City
Subject: Good News at Neighbors Abroad - Transitions in Leadership
Date: Monday, December 12, 2022 8:18:00 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Board and City Council,

Last night we celebrated our support for children at our holiday party.  Our focus is on
programs in Palo, Leyte Philippines and Oaxaca, Mexico.

We also announced an important transition.  Sarah Burgess will assume the role of
President of Neighbors Abroad.  This is a transition at a high point for our organization - our
engagement both internationally and now domestically is strong and caring. I will transition to
President Emeritus supporting where my impact is judged most useful.

Additionally we welcomed Nodelyn Smith our newest board member and as a Vice President
for Palo, Leyte joining Ellena Valentine in that role.   Flor Sanchez will assume the leadership
of our Oaxaca programs as the Vice President for Oaxaca.  Betty Duran will step down as
Vice President of Palo, but stay on our board.

We have had an impactful role around the world.  We thank the engagement by our City
Council with special attention to our Mayor Burt and Council Member Tom Bubois. 
Additionally, we thank the engagement by city staff especially Chantal Cotton Gaines and
Lesley Milton.

A tradition at Neighbors Abroad is sharing a painting by Raphael Morales of Oaxaca held by
the incoming President.  I am handing the artwork in my barong from the Philippines to
Sarah.  

mailto:bwenzlau@neighborsabroad.org
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Yours,

Bob

-- 

Bob Wenzlau
President
Neighbors Abroad of Palo Alto
650-248-4467
Facebook  |  Web | Twitter | Join

https://www.facebook.com/NeighborsAbroad
http://www.neighborsabroad.org/
https://twitter.com/neighborsabroad
http://neighborsabroad.org/join


From: Aram James
To: Greg Tanaka; Bains, Paul; Pat Burt; Jeff Rosen; Binder, Andrew; Council, City; Julie Lythcott-Haims; Shikada, Ed;

Sean Allen; Jethroe Moore; Joe Simitian; Rebecca Eisenberg; Winter Dellenbach; Jay Boyarsky; Human Relations
Commission; Planning Commission; ParkRec Commission; Tannock, Julie; Reifschneider, James; Council, City;
Sean Allen; Josh Becker; chuck jagoda; ladoris cordell; Enberg, Nicholas; Wagner, April; Cecilia Taylor; Tony
Dixon; Perron, Zachary

Subject: From The Mercury News e-edition - Police accused in degree scam ( more on cops acting badly)
Date: Sunday, December 11, 2022 5:33:47 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

I saw this The Mercury News e-edition article on the The Mercury News e-edition app and thought you’d be
interested.

Police accused in degree scam
https://edition.pagesuite.com/popovers/dynamic_article_popover.aspx?guid=91b8e84a-efcf-494f-b901-
ba626f81e0c6&appcode=SAN252&eguid=292fd9e2-7303-4dcd-8768-4ce619b289da&pnum=2#

For more great content like this subscribe to the The Mercury News e-edition app here:

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Ann Balin
To: Council, City
Subject: Airbnb
Date: Sunday, December 11, 2022 4:35:36 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

Dear Mayor Burt & Council Members,

Thank you for taking a cold fish eye look at policy concerning Airbnb and the impacts currently imposed on our
town.

Statistics demonstrate the burden upon neighborhoods and the egregious elimination of housing stock caused by
Airbnb in Palo Alto.

Vacant homes are systemic in our town for the above mentioned reason but also because we have many absentee
landlords. The largest developer in Santa Clara County, Stanford Land Management - Real Estate has also
purchased homes that sometimes for several years remain ghost houses.

We cannot afford to allow a policy that allows a company to deprive the community of desperately needed housing
as is the case with Airbnb.

I know of an Airbnb on Princeton Street that was used as a party pad. Trash was left in the gutters in front of the
house including beer cans and bottles and paraphernalia. The parties would go on often all night long. I know for a
fact that this landlord lives abroad.

A long-term neighbor on Princeton Street informed me that both houses on either side of her house have absentee
landlords. This mother said that it is strange to live next to two houses that are unoccupied. I would add that these
houses could be a magnet for break-ins as well.

I do not think that the council is indifferent to the serious impacts upon neighborhoods. Please strengthen policy to
stop the further fraying of our community.

Lastly, the city cannot afford to ignore the taxes that are missing with Airbnb as hotels will continue to be
underutilized if action is not taken.

Respectively,

Ann Lafargue Balin

mailto:alafargue@mac.com
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From: Aram James
To: Council, City; citycouncil@mountainview.gov; city.council@menlopark.org; GRP-City Council; Shikada, Ed;

Jethroe Moore; Sean Allen; Jeff Rosen; Binder, Andrew; Winter Dellenbach; Julie Lythcott-Haims;
vicki@vickiforcouncil.com; Jay Boyarsky; ParkRec Commission; Rebecca Eisenberg; Joe Simitian; Greer Stone;
ladoris cordell; Human Relations Commission; Wagner, April; Reifschneider, James; Enberg, Nicholas; Perron,
Zachary; Tony Dixon; Cecilia Taylor; Betsy Nash

Subject: SGT Sean Allen describes police canine bites as looking like shark bites
Date: Sunday, December 11, 2022 3:47:23 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

FYI:

Sgt. Sean Allen describes police canine bites, occurring in our county, as looking like shark bites. He describes other
horrendous indignities visited on police canine victims as well. (See his comments in YouTube video below).

https://youtu.be/Txf-ncYm7cU
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From: Pete
To: Council, City
Subject: PA City Council consideration of the fiber to the premises (Palo Alto Fiber) project next steps
Date: Sunday, December 11, 2022 1:42:11 PM

Some people who received this message don't often get email from petenann@sonic.net. Learn why this is
important

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Please consider the following for this project:

1.  Environmental impact - There are already networks of communication and
entertainment cables strung from poles in our neighborhoods.  They are ugly.  More cables
will be worse.

2.  Compatibility with existing networks - Will AT&T and COMCAST continue to
serve the Palo Alto Community.  How will the Palo Alto Fiber Project compare in cost and
service?  Will the PA Fiber capital investment affect my utility bill or property tax?

3.  Other Considerations -  All the Pros and Cons for this proposed project should be
made available to the Palo Alto Community.

Respectfully,

Peter Knopf
927 Paradise Way
Palo Alto  94306

mailto:petenann@sonic.net
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From: Aram James
To: Binder, Andrew; Wagner, April; Reifschneider, James; james pitkin; Sean Allen; Jethroe Moore; Council, City;

Shikada, Ed; Rebecca Eisenberg; Afanasiev, Alex; Tannock, Julie; Enberg, Nicholas;
chris.barberini@cityofpaloalto.org; Jeff Rosen; Joe Simitian; Winter Dellenbach; Jay Boyarsky; Supervisor Susan
Ellenberg; Lee, Craig; Assemblymember.Berman@assembly.ca.gov; chuck jagoda; Greer Stone; Josh Becker;
Human Relations Commission; Perron, Zachary; Cecilia Taylor; Tony Dixon

Subject: Police Dogs as Weapons Webinar - 2022 SJSU Transforming Communities Conf...
Date: Sunday, December 11, 2022 12:54:01 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

https://youtu.be/Txf-ncYm7cU

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Nathan Jokel
To: Council, City
Subject: Email comment for 12/19/22 City Council Meeting - Palo Alto Fiber Next Steps
Date: Sunday, December 11, 2022 12:35:37 PM

Some people who received this message don't often get email from nathan.jokel@gmail.com. Learn why this is
important

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Palo Alto City Council and staff,

My name is Nathan Jokel, and I am a Palo Alto resident in the Palo Verde neighborhood.  I am
writing to voice my strong support for the Palo Alto Fiber project to move forward when the
council considers this matter during its December 19 meeting.

Over the past three years through the COVID-19 pandemic, broadband internet has become a
lifeline for people around the world, as they work remotely and gain access to all manner of
essential services like food delivery and healthcare via the internet.  Broadband internet has
become as important a utility as water or electricity service.  The residents of Palo Alto share
this need.  Even as the pandemic abates and companies return to hybrid work models, the way
we work is forever changed and many workers will work remotely at least part of the time,
depending on fast, reliable broadband internet to do so.

In our area, the only viable option for broadband internet is a single private ISP providing
cable internet, and we are not well served in terms of speed or reliability and have no
alternatives to switch to.  My wife and I both work remotely most of the time, and we have
had three internet outages in the past few months lasting several hours in each instance,
negatively impacting our productivity and ability to do our work. The fiber to the home project
would provide fast, reliable internet that our household and so many others like ours in Palo
Alto greatly need.

I would strongly recommend that the city proceed with the most expedient and fastest plan for
the fiber buildout, given the urgent need for this service in the community (i.e., Option 1:
Build fiber backbone and fiber to the premises within 5 years with a $98M revenue bond.)  I
believe the need for fiber is a priority and merits whatever funding means are necessary to
move the project ahead quickly.  Support for this initiative will ensure Palo Alto maintains its
status as a modern, leading community that leverages technology for the betterment of its
residents.  Furthermore, supporting Palo Alto residents working from home with fiber internet
will reduce the need for them to commute, reducing traffic and having a positive impact on the
environment.

Finally, I would request that the council consider prioritizing the Palo Verde neighborhood
during the fiber buildout.  In the map published on page 67 of the September 19th city council
meeting packet, our neighborhood (the Echelon community development off of E Meadow
Dr) is marked as blue or "Commercial Only Area."  This is not accurate, as there is a large
neighborhood of 50+ townhomes in this area, with many families who would benefit from the
fiber project.  I would request that the council consider including this area in its fiber buildout
plan in one of the earlier phases, and/or extending the existing dark fiber from the businesses
to the residential homes here.

mailto:nathan.jokel@gmail.com
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Thank you for your consideration.

Best,
Nathan Jokel



From: Bob Wenzlau
To: Council, City
Subject: Supporting Consent Item Dec 12 - GreenWaste Contract Amendment
Date: Sunday, December 11, 2022 9:07:41 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Council Members,

I support the contract amendment with GreenWaste that directs plastic and mixed paper to
US domestic markets away from Asia. The City Staff's efforts along with the cooperation of
GreenWaste has been complex and pioneering. 

However, we have not crossed the finish line on this core challenge for managing our
solid wastes. 

First, we can only now hypothesize that the fate of our corrugated cardboard is
acceptable.  This is 42% of our waste materials, and will continue to be shipped to Asia.  We
theorize that corrugated cardboard is less contaminated, and would presumably be handled
consistent with US standards, but we have no idea.  In general 25% of the incoming material
for recycling are disposed of either as solids or liquids - each a waste, and the fate of those
materials is unknown. Do these residuals go to an open dump, and is the industrial wastewater
receiving treatment prior to discharge to waterways?

Second, our actions to direct our mixed paper and plastics are a proxy arrangement. 
GreenWaste is pulling the same tons of mixed paper and plastic that Palo Alto generates, and
shipping those to domestic markets.  Our waste is 10% of the incoming waste, and is mixed
through the processing facility with the other 90% that comes from San Jose and other
adjoining cities.  As such, actually only 10% of Palo Alto's waste is directed away from Asia,
while the other 90% still goes to Asia.  For the resident that wants to feel that the materials
they put in their blue bin are actually not going to Asia, this arrangement still falls short, as in
fact 90% of those materials still will find their way there.

Even with the deficiencies noted in the current arrangement, the amendment to the
contract is still correct and shows our City's leadership on this failure in California's waste
management. The deficiencies build our agenda.

Corrugated cardboard might properly be managed in Asia if we had knowledge of the
paper processing facilities in Asia.  It is a given that the brokerage system will always hide
the destined Asian paper processing facility.  However, if we can determine that large scale
cardboard processing, regardless of the Asian country, is done in an acceptable manner, then
we could have comfort that we are doing no social or environmental harm through these
shipments.  (I hold doubts about the efficacy of tracing wastes which has been another
approach offered.)

As I represented Palo Alto in the Philippines via Neighbors Abroad, I had the opportunity to
interview government officials, and became reasonably comfortable with the environmental
enforcement regime for industrial facilities.  But corrugated paper does not go to the
Philippines. Yet the conversation revealed that one could interview environmental officials,
directly or via a consultant, and gain insights across the countries that the corrugated
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would be destined for.  Another potential ally in this discussion could be Amazon, as their
supply chain would likely hold insights as to the environmental standards as they build up
their paper products from pulp sourced where our cardboard is destined.  

Additionally, it is critical that we bring the other communities using the GreenWaste
facility on board with Palo Alto's determination.  When San Jose directs GreenWaste to
stop the shipment of their plastics and mixed paper to Asia, then and only then, could a Palo
Altan placing their plastics and paper in the blue bin know that the materials they see in their
bin are headed toward environmentally sound domestic markets.

Personally, I am humbled to have been part of this process.  Since 2018, we have lifted this
topic internationally, through original coverage by the Weekly, that was later picked up by the
Guardian and other media, and more recently by NBC.  Like our work on climate, this is an
honorable moment where the light of Palo Alto shines across the world. We should be
proud when we can use modest municipal resources to lead on critical topics.  

Sincerely,

Bob Wenzlau

Note: 

1) The percentages shared in my correspondence are based upon my best estimates, and likely
need some adjustment.  However they provide an adequate basis for the arguments made.  

2) This topic has a significant impact on Palo Alto's climate footprint.  However the ICLEI
methodology the City applies to calculate carbon footprint does not assimilate climate impact
once our waste is loaded for shipment - the wastes and potential impact should show in our
baseline.  As such the climate ramifications of this improvement for mixed paper are
undervalued.

-- 

Bob Wenzlau
bob@wenzlau.net
650-248-4467

mailto:bob@wenzlau.net


From: Aram James
To: Binder, Andrew; Wagner, April; Tannock, Julie; Stump, Molly; Shikada, Ed; Jeff Rosen; Sean Allen; Jethroe

Moore; Council, City; Rebecca Eisenberg; Winter Dellenbach; Joe Simitian; Jay Boyarsky; Josh Becker; Greer
Stone

Subject: Major U.S. police departments plagued by officer-on-officer sexual abuse and retaliation
Date: Sunday, December 11, 2022 12:10:49 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

What a culture!
https://news.yahoo.com/major-u-police-departments-plagued-130032658.html

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Aram James
To: Binder, Andrew; chris.barberini@cityofpaloalto.org; Jethroe Moore; Sean Allen; Council, City; Shikada, Ed;

Stump, Molly; Jeff Rosen; Rebecca Eisenberg; Jay Boyarsky; Joe Simitian; Winter Dellenbach; chuck jagoda; Josh
Becker; Greer Stone; Supervisor Susan Ellenberg; Javier Ortega; Michelle Osorio; Braden Cartwright; Cecilia
Taylor; Assemblymember.Berman@assembly.ca.gov; Vicki Veenker; Human Relations Commission

Subject: SJSU Transforming Communities Conference: Police Dogs as weapons-who is injured and who dies?
Date: Saturday, December 10, 2022 4:00:46 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hi Chief Andrew Binder, 
Here is a 17 min version, edited down from our over one hour original webinar,
on weaponized canines. SGT. Sean Allen is the star of the webinar. Let me know
what you think. 

Best, aram

Police Dogs as Weapons Webinar - 2022 SJSU
Transforming Communities Conference
youtu.be

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Stephen Rock
To: Council, City
Subject: housing shortage
Date: Saturday, December 10, 2022 12:27:01 PM

Some people who received this message don't often get email from ser84@caa.columbia.edu. Learn why this is
important

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

One way to help with the housing shortage is to prevent dwellings from being unoccupied.
An example.  The house at 3886 Ross Rd. has been vacant since it's owner died a long time
ago. It was finally sold in June 2022 (6 months ago) and has had a construction fence around it
for several months.  Nobody lives there. There is no construction going on. None of the
neighbors knows what's going to happen.
  This owner of this property, and other unoccupied dwellings (including unused investment
homes) should be strongly encouraged to make them available for living in. Perhaps a very
high unoccupied tax (like some cities have). Or perhaps take them over through eminent
domain. 
  Some people I've talked to blame the city. They imagine that the permit process to modify
buildings takes a year.  If this is the case, then Palo Alto City is directly responsible for part of
the housing crisis. Again IF this is the case, it should be fixed immediately.

-- 
Stephen Rock
3872 Nathan Way, Palo Alto, CA 94303
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From: Karen McNay
To: Council, City
Subject: Upcoming City Council elections
Date: Saturday, December 10, 2022 11:24:59 AM

[Some people who received this message don't often get email from kgmcnay@gmail.com. Learn why this is
important at https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

Dear City of Palo Alto Councilmembers,

Having just read about the problems electing a mayor for the City of San Mateo I’m hoping Palo Alto can avoid
those issues.

I would like to put forward my strong endorsement for Lydia Kou for Mayor of Palo Alto for 2023. Lydia is
eminently qualified both intellectually and temperamentally. Her dedication and attention to all the minute details
over the past 6 years speaks for itself. Lydia has remained passionate in her dedication to and concern for the City
and the residents of Palo Alto.

Should you have any questions or doubts please feel free to contact me.

Sincerely,

Karen McNay
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From: Stonestroms
To: Council, City
Cc: Felice Stonestrom
Subject: CPA Short-Term Rentals
Date: Friday, December 9, 2022 8:56:29 AM

Some people who received this message don't often get email from stonestroms@gmail.com. Learn why this is
important

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Honorable Council Members:

My wife and I purchased our two-bedroom house in College Terrace 31 years ago. It is
our only property. After we retired, we began renting it out on AirBnB while traveling.
We always charge below-market rates because we benefited from two landlords who
rented to us at below market when we were a young family struggling to establish
ourselves in Palo Alto. We are now paying that forward.

Today, instead of sitting empty when we travel, our home provides folks having short-
term housing needs on campus or nearby an affordable place to stay.
This increases housing availability for others and puts downward pressure on rental
rates, alleviating rather than exasperating our painfully tight real-estate market. We have
rented our house for periods of time ranging from a few days to a few months mostly to
families of visiting professors, research fellows, and individuals having specialized
medical procedures at our excellent adult and children’s hospitals. AirBnB collects
occupancy tax and pays it to the City for rentals of less than 30 days. We pay a neighbor
to serve as property manager while we are gone, so there is always a local contact should
problems arise. Our neighbors appreciate having our house occupied rather than sitting
empty while we are gone. 

Some of the more draconian proposals would take our property off the market, with no
benefit to anyone.

Some of the analysis being presented to Council on this issue seems deeply flawed. For
instance, the statement “Presumably, every short-term rental unit on the market is
potentially a housing unit that someone can be in long-term or permanently”
(https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2022/12/08/citing-housing-shortage-palo-alto-
eyes-new-rules-to-limit-airbnb-rentals) is patently false in our case. If one navigates to
our listing, one will see that there are no available dates. But this is because most of the
time we are living in our house, not because it is rented out. Any analysis that assumes
otherwise is wrong.

We acknowledge and appreciate the need to reign-in abusive short-term rental practices,
such as converting residential properties into de-facto, unregulated hotels and the
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destruction of community that can happen when neighborhoods become inundated with
remote-investor-controlled short-term rental properties. But Palo Alto is neither a tourist
nor a party destination, which greatly reduces various categories of problems associated
with sort-term rentals elsewhere.

Thanks for considering our situation in legislating a path forward.

David and Felice Stonestrom
College Terrace



From: Ronald Jean Smith
To: Council, City
Subject: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: 4096227217 or 6597227758 urgent matter

Date: Thursday, December 8, 2022 9:47:55 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking on links.

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Ronald Jean Smith <baywoodronald@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, Dec 8, 2022, 21:46
Subject: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: 4096227217 or 6597227758 urgent matter 
To: <ken.lemon@wsco-tv.com>

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Ronald Jean Smith <baywoodronald@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, Dec 8, 2022, 21:02
Subject: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: 4096227217 or 6597227758 urgent matter 
To: Animal Law <eben@ebenkurtzman.com>

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Ronald Jean Smith <baywoodronald@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, Dec 8, 2022, 21:02
Subject: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: 4096227217 or 6597227758 urgent matter 
To: <sfso.complaints@sfgov.org>

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Ronald Jean Smith <baywoodronald@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, Dec 8, 2022, 21:01
Subject: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: 4096227217 or 6597227758 urgent matter 
To: <Tim.Boelter@dhcs.ca.gov>

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Ronald Jean Smith <baywoodronald@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, Dec 8, 2022, 21:01
Subject: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: 4096227217 or 6597227758 urgent matter 
To: <tips@lawandcrime.com>

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Ronald Jean Smith <baywoodronald@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, Dec 8, 2022, 10:46
Subject: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: 4096227217 or 6597227758 urgent matter 
To: <info@animalvictory.org>

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Ronald Jean Smith <baywoodronald@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Dec 7, 2022, 13:38
Subject: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: 4096227217 or 6597227758 urgent matter 
To: <info@animalvictory.org>

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Ronald Jean Smith <baywoodronald@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Dec 7, 2022, 10:02
Subject: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: 4096227217 or 6597227758 urgent matter 
To: <info@gavinnewsom.com>

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Ronald Jean Smith <baywoodronald@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Dec 7, 2022, 10:01
Subject: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: 4096227217 or 6597227758 urgent matter 
To: <info@pelosiforcongress.org>

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Ronald Jean Smith <baywoodronald@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Dec 7, 2022, 10:01
Subject: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: 4096227217 or 6597227758 urgent matter 
To: <info@animalvictory.org>

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Ronald Jean Smith <baywoodronald@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, Dec 6, 2022, 19:24
Subject: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: 4096227217 or 6597227758 urgent matter 
To: <sfso.complaints@sfgov.org>

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Ronald Jean Smith <baywoodronald@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, Dec 6, 2022, 14:50
Subject: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: 4096227217 or 6597227758 urgent matter 
To: <spydman1@earthlink.com>

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Ronald Jean Smith <baywoodronald@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, Dec 6, 2022, 13:11
Subject: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: 4096227217 or 6597227758 urgent matter 
To: <fb_help@pawboost.com>

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Ronald Jean Smith <baywoodronald@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, Dec 6, 2022, 13:11
Subject: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: 4096227217 or 6597227758 urgent matter 
To: <tips@lawandcrime.com>

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Ronald Jean Smith <baywoodronald@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, Dec 6, 2022, 13:10
Subject: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: 4096227217 or 6597227758 urgent matter 
To: <News@kveo.com>

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Ronald Jean Smith <baywoodronald@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, Dec 6, 2022, 13:09
Subject: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: 4096227217 or 6597227758 urgent matter 
To: <militarybadasserity@gmail.com>

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Ronald Jean Smith <baywoodronald@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, Dec 6, 2022, 13:09
Subject: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: 4096227217 or 6597227758 urgent matter 
To: <ken.lemon@wsco-tv.com>

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Ronald Jean Smith <baywoodronald@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, Dec 6, 2022, 13:05
Subject: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: 4096227217 or 6597227758 urgent matter 
To: Elizabeth L. Marvin <ElizabethMarvin@nycacc.org>

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: <postmaster@nysenate.gov>
Date: Sun, Dec 4, 2022, 12:20
Subject: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: 4096227217 or 6597227758 urgent matter 
To: <baywoodronald@gmail.com>

Your message to pboyle@nysenate.gov couldn't be delivered.

pboyle wasn't found at nysenate.gov.

baywoodronald Office 365 pboyle
Action Required Recipient

Unknown To address

How to Fix It
The address may be misspelled or may not exist. Try one or more of the
following:

Send the message again following these steps: In Outlook, open this
non-delivery report (NDR) and choose Send Again from the Report
ribbon. In Outlook on the web, select this NDR, then select the link "To
send this message again, click here." Then delete and retype the
entire recipient address. If prompted with an Auto-Complete List
suggestion don't select it. After typing the complete address, click
Send.
Contact the recipient (by phone, for example) to check that the
address is correct.
The recipient may have set up email forwarding to an incorrect
address. Ask them to check that any forwarding they've set up is
working correctly.
Clear the recipient Auto-Complete List in Outlook or Outlook on the
web by following the steps in this article: Fix email delivery issues for
error code 5.1.1 in Office 365, and then send the message again.
Retype the entire recipient address before selecting Send.

Was this helpful? Send feedback to Microsoft.

More Info for Email Admins
Status code 554 5.4.14 

Typically this error occurs because the recipient email address is incorrect or doesn't exist at
the destination domain. This can usually be fixed by the sender. However, sometimes the
issue needs to be fixed by the recipient or the recipient's email admin. If the steps in the How
to Fix It section above don't fix the problem, and you're the email admin for the recipient, try
one or more of the following:

The email address exists and is correct - Confirm that the recipient address exists, is
correct, and is accepting messages.

Synchronize your directories - If you have a hybrid environment and are using directory
synchronization make sure the recipient's email address is synced correctly in both Office 365
and in your on-premises directory.

Errant forwarding rule - Check for forwarding rules that aren't behaving as expected. A
forwarding rule can be configured by an admin via mail flow rules or mailbox forwarding
address settings, or by the recipient via the Inbox Rules feature.

Mail flow settings and MX records are not correct - Misconfigured mail flow settings or
MX records can cause this error. Check your Office 365 mail flow settings to make sure your
domain and any mail flow connectors are set up correctly. Also, work with your domain
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registrar to make sure the MX records for your domain are configured correctly.

Mail loop detected - This error also indicates that the receiving organization's email settings
are misconfigured, creating a mail loop when a message is sent to an address that isn't found
in their directory. This usually won't disrupt mail flow for recipients that actually exist, but the
recipient's email admin should fix the misconfiguration to reduce the chance of any other
mail flow issues. A common cause for this loop is that the recipient's domain is configured as
"Internal Relay" when it should be "Authoritative." Another common cause for the loop is that
both the sender and recipient are part of the same organization, but the sender's mailbox is
hosted by Office 365, while the recipient's mailbox is hosted on-premises, and an outbound
connector from Office 365 to the on-premises email servers is missing or misconfigured. To
fix this, the recipient's email admin should create a correctly configured outbound connector
in Office 365 to route the message to the on-premises mailbox.

For more information and tips to fix this problem, see Fix email delivery issues for error code
5.4.14 in Office 365.

Original Message Details
Created Date: 12/4/2022 8:17:42 PM
Sender Address: baywoodronald@gmail.com
Recipient Address: pboyle@nysenate.gov

Subject: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: Undeliverable: Fwd: 4096227217 or
6597227758 urgent matter 

Error Details
Reported error: 554 5.4.14 Hop count exceeded - possible mail loop ATTR34

[DM3NAM02FT007.eop-nam02.prod.protection.outlook.com]
DSN generated by: SN6PR08MB4957.namprd08.prod.outlook.com

Message Hops

HOP TIME (UTC) FROM TO WITH RELAY TIME

1 12/4/2022
8:17:56 PM mail-oa1-f49.google.com SMTP 14 sec

2 12/4/2022
8:17:56 PM mail-oa1-f49.google.com DM3NAM02FT039.mail.protection.outlook.com Microsoft SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2,

cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) *

3 12/4/2022
8:17:56 PM

DM3NAM02FT039.eop-
nam02.prod.protection.outlook.com DM6PR21CA0002.outlook.office365.com Microsoft SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2,

cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) *

4 12/4/2022
8:17:56 PM DM6PR21CA0002.namprd21.prod.outlook.com BN7PR08MB3891.namprd08.prod.outlook.com Microsoft SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2,

cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) *

5 12/4/2022
8:18:04 PM

NAM12-BN8-
obe.outbound.protection.outlook.com BN1NAM02FT049.mail.protection.outlook.com Microsoft SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2,

cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) 8 sec

6 12/4/2022
8:18:04 PM

BN1NAM02FT049.eop-
nam02.prod.protection.outlook.com BN8PR12CA0017.outlook.office365.com Microsoft SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2,

cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) *

7 12/4/2022
8:18:04 PM BN8PR12CA0017.namprd12.prod.outlook.com DM6PR08MB5404.namprd08.prod.outlook.com Microsoft SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2,

cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) *

8 12/4/2022
8:19:41 PM

NAM11-CO1-
obe.outbound.protection.outlook.com BN1NAM02FT029.mail.protection.outlook.com Microsoft SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2,

cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384)
1 min,
37 sec

9 12/4/2022
8:19:41 PM

BN1NAM02FT029.eop-
nam02.prod.protection.outlook.com BN0PR04CA0021.outlook.office365.com Microsoft SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2,

cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) *

10 12/4/2022
8:19:42 PM BN0PR04CA0021.namprd04.prod.outlook.com SN6PR08MB4957.namprd08.prod.outlook.com Microsoft SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2,

cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) 1 sec

Original Message Headers
ARC-Seal: i=5; a=rsa-sha256; s=arcselector9901; d=microsoft.com; cv=pass;
 
b=Lk1F1+jLtVbNeD9LN5AT2HOpMD8yV/Kg4dbOS0rC/ro4xlQ2uZlazArG9Ys8Dou8pT4POV0jYzWZkOaF/ho5gIJ2Ne6T3iKUXuLYeFYFZNI0KcOWN/+9v2uc7VK2LwrIzPZ2KJRcxntdbtBng0+KWLM3vVwVxwlNMjGTwH2D7ov1nnz+RHyovKIDMWnzU1y/8XRuamminpU5zeWTnJLYENBkaXeirJcdSglIHMh1etzmXlR/QZ53fVImUOD9JN52iD9FwQenVZr/chNuUO73PcSxe+wuA0cATTwFsjU3MrzY/eHIU84kcG95m3WqIum3U79s92lo+/79GQjBCZHWNQ==

ARC-Message-Signature: i=5; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed; d=microsoft.com;
 s=arcselector9901;
 h=From:Date:Subject:Message-ID:Content-Type:MIME-Version:X-MS-Exchange-AntiSpam-MessageData-ChunkCount:X-MS-Exchange-AntiSpam-MessageData-0:X-MS-Exchange-AntiSpam-MessageData-1;
 bh=HftvdQfumRHpikLQ6qLIKN/+1UnsrUQTZfAWWSRRx34=;
 
b=aWTy/UuKn6Xq6t68qAQd+Qvr+VCQnMElxtDRw8bjWhCweQsaJ1pD1SVEBtQJaTTSl5O7tmia83cbG58O25M50rtJfTsA/wpAxOWSZ3EcsTCdtZEn2tcsfVULeEL5TLTULUjJjL6s+XXrcwCuzv0nxg22C5cjN+9NgcMyZnPfXY18PZcslEGMjfjJgFKkmLBl9CZlZVgiBBhEX8PrwMXE8ZybLcFblAbaumBi8+BhGzVTJHa5f5QLwMQLUo/MmZSZwD2ptG4iBFi+9ixTBdkUh9+NO8SkpIuanxk0heDaEK8FEcgDSByUQgBFgZdsVy3W5iT1yLDKoSitB2ODkZly/A==

ARC-Authentication-Results: i=5; mx.microsoft.com 1; spf=softfail (sender ip
 is 104.47.56.168) smtp.rcpttodomain=nysenate.gov smtp.mailfrom=gmail.com;
 dmarc=pass (p=none sp=quarantine pct=100) action=none header.from=gmail.com;
 dkim=pass (signature was verified) header.d=gmail.com; arc=pass (0 oda=1
 ltdi=1 spf=[1,1,smtp.mailfrom=gmail.com] dkim=[1,3,header.d=gmail.com]
 dmarc=[1,3,header.from=gmail.com])
ARC-Seal: i=4; a=rsa-sha256; s=arcselector9901; d=microsoft.com; cv=pass;
 
b=j/dHZxX/SHIJ+LnwOraYdsoxbgqB8Rxy1Q3Qte+dsorBXmF6I5HuwYX53atr8zRvy0l7AAmi5WjPMhw/5xjI/soVtpmgbKoJhXQHkUhA0OKPZu14IiUal7Rk1IG0j0rtrdZBvJPn4zgtitn17Aw56Ie2DFVWlo4lAYKV2mmJqfJHy9NSo87UHEfnBva/foslx9soMAsBDdgw5TPsM3ZwhrWcV0+2LYQltcijvZLGI8d07h9rxV6vFMu/ykNk6hfzbzKpgI0D62Q9pMtShIHr4262xR6dhM9rS9GAPGmRNw8JaRHwTAMqsO+rKTYRAY032IXQ2hJ2SrHtZLPeOhZovw==

ARC-Message-Signature: i=4; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed; d=microsoft.com;
 s=arcselector9901;
 h=From:Date:Subject:Message-ID:Content-Type:MIME-Version:X-MS-Exchange-AntiSpam-MessageData-ChunkCount:X-MS-Exchange-AntiSpam-MessageData-0:X-MS-Exchange-AntiSpam-MessageData-1;
 bh=HftvdQfumRHpikLQ6qLIKN/+1UnsrUQTZfAWWSRRx34=;
 
b=VOenJzjHZSyUtVLrHimBXoa7bbnzpqHwrxIximsF3DNIsfow8u1g1LkHadFozKqyMIXWpeXX55CXdmv2MtK8fc9vSkvqHrAKU81IwMTKE0ayDLbXCKn476UKpiCKviM8Ns3sCqbl8ANM2+SXNTQrnkalvRQ/OcIk/a1P7nyiQqzZpmG21nY7h/Aa0RKVVxTeANHBDePOxpfiWmsB5lcoOUj3CnujDvv2qHc0Zmxo0MFJjnVDoSkFNZj2I9mj2GMlO27cLz8xtvm7yELP90acufK6Bnq4nt3nN5UODAAYrGPyoK+ZpJA68uznQFWq23GW0IU58TYQA8lX6f/gnST2qw==

ARC-Authentication-Results: i=4; mx.microsoft.com 1; spf=softfail (sender ip
 is 104.47.56.168) smtp.rcpttodomain=nysenate.gov smtp.mailfrom=gmail.com;
 dmarc=pass (p=none sp=quarantine pct=100) action=none header.from=gmail.com;
 dkim=pass (signature was verified) header.d=gmail.com; arc=pass (0 oda=1
 ltdi=1 spf=[1,1,smtp.mailfrom=gmail.com] dkim=[1,3,header.d=gmail.com]
 dmarc=[1,3,header.from=gmail.com])
Received: from BN0PR04CA0021.namprd04.prod.outlook.com (2603:10b6:408:ee::26)
 by SN6PR08MB4957.namprd08.prod.outlook.com (2603:10b6:805:69::16) with
 Microsoft SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2,
 cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) id 15.20.5880.13; Sun, 4 Dec
 2022 20:19:42 +0000
Received: from BN1NAM02FT029.eop-nam02.prod.protection.outlook.com
 (2603:10b6:408:ee:cafe::eb) by BN0PR04CA0021.outlook.office365.com
 (2603:10b6:408:ee::26) with Microsoft SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2,
 cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) id 15.20.5880.14 via Frontend
 Transport; Sun, 4 Dec 2022 20:19:41 +0000
Authentication-Results: spf=softfail (sender IP is 104.47.56.168)
 smtp.mailfrom=gmail.com; dkim=pass (signature was verified)
 header.d=gmail.com;dmarc=pass action=none header.from=gmail.com;compauth=pass
 reason=100
Received-SPF: SoftFail (protection.outlook.com: domain of transitioning
 gmail.com discourages use of 104.47.56.168 as permitted sender)
Received: from NAM11-CO1-obe.outbound.protection.outlook.com (104.47.56.168)
 by BN1NAM02FT029.mail.protection.outlook.com (10.13.2.143) with Microsoft
 SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2, cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) id
 15.20.5880.13 via Frontend Transport; Sun, 4 Dec 2022 20:19:41 +0000
ARC-Seal: i=3; a=rsa-sha256; s=arcselector9901; d=microsoft.com; cv=pass;
 
b=DkPRqffpNCslqKaCqXCBq1ZStR+1dMKecVE917WPZoBKSK6W+wE3paYC1UbMsLgGsG6lddbFIwdpvccwKD2ROC2cOKkinyHNUpx4MzS7Fl+jKmFD3TUyfzyWUmhUANWFhOlRe0iTNOK//KE+0L7CgrtOO+ll7FfumGFVD2amqL8gqWxCdu1EKsrX2OIyskOwDBJTqPK5mnWwu8+4Avn/s0mbK7cwZ/8o2ZiFt558pKxpmnob73ica5zCNfCnRYK6c6nTQUopkOmt7z+od40bXv7a8F+Dlmos0WnHJ93b/nqYIcPmW+sShUJxpgP0AZGG8W6ItdueXdKktxoyRWA5hA==

ARC-Message-Signature: i=3; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed; d=microsoft.com;
 s=arcselector9901;
 h=From:Date:Subject:Message-ID:Content-Type:MIME-Version:X-MS-Exchange-AntiSpam-MessageData-ChunkCount:X-MS-Exchange-AntiSpam-MessageData-0:X-MS-Exchange-AntiSpam-MessageData-1;
 bh=HftvdQfumRHpikLQ6qLIKN/+1UnsrUQTZfAWWSRRx34=;
 
b=Oq+TyTG7JJTgo5kLcpVScPpyOgbVH9FLfSQoHlQCxdeE788xV1HDHcf6j48xBXDiO1iIL3zct8duGQyVlfPNocRCHgSflk4ZoHP7PahEwKn4eSaD9llPr06F2IwAW3BZsrTwzYu5zX4ABdMk0CwUz4j+W9PWoO28FIuP6Zud7+WkdlW3KdEaPk2rZR/lGRu9dU8HugDAP/LhSIbae4uC2LC2k/S8XOZk7lVrkvJMYmYWY2dZkB5WoPtR6kPhsW4Sv0O1LrdWpb6T33COK+0nk7kUb25gNOqlRBA/kPWX0dYEB+aR+Qm4ymbAo1OnZ6IxUHTdr+vdXlYi4NfO9w0zEA==

ARC-Authentication-Results: i=3; mx.microsoft.com 1; spf=softfail (sender ip
 is 104.47.55.177) smtp.rcpttodomain=nysenate.gov smtp.mailfrom=gmail.com;
 dmarc=pass (p=none sp=quarantine pct=100) action=none header.from=gmail.com;
 dkim=pass (signature was verified) header.d=gmail.com; arc=pass (0 oda=1
 ltdi=1 spf=[1,1,smtp.mailfrom=gmail.com] dkim=[1,1,header.d=gmail.com]
 dmarc=[1,1,header.from=gmail.com])
ARC-Seal: i=2; a=rsa-sha256; s=arcselector9901; d=microsoft.com; cv=pass;
 
b=YQqeR1Lpgoishb01l+mtokAoQeAttVfwz/1uW+U6OoK8kVG5htsFTIdqSP5yc40FTGYHj8BWyCX1CbTJFrPNsnOiyyS4Z+xcYfTfIfGsI+z4VwgNiio4sI+DYF0GPWuPG6iWjcKO5oEUeaFCwWkHHIV6eRMuK0D+008NAjmrRBrewgrEyyxJHxvmqX9SrEJV8eW22maAd9re+ouHfeYYC6V/kSh4d2b7TPR2bmB9YDdI9DMSrgNzy0Uj2nQn0hkRFvNfTNTh+5G3FaIvtDCBSxVlK8VcDKcUtyX5H+Z29gFaqvuhFMToYXKfOOXSW56tRq74OwA8m6muiE/k00g5dw==

ARC-Message-Signature: i=2; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed; d=microsoft.com;
 s=arcselector9901;
 h=From:Date:Subject:Message-ID:Content-Type:MIME-Version:X-MS-Exchange-AntiSpam-MessageData-ChunkCount:X-MS-Exchange-AntiSpam-MessageData-0:X-MS-Exchange-AntiSpam-MessageData-1;
 bh=HftvdQfumRHpikLQ6qLIKN/+1UnsrUQTZfAWWSRRx34=;
 
b=O3pTBLjgnBOsQ3jzlUezttkdrmXP54kWYuVWWnQ3bfB5wjgEa2f9skWBEJHBRWMxpu3BbFKIAnR7jEUOxjTdpav/ak5/kOubw6v90KzKFsenQJg5SfWbygDfhkxGIZPNl5dvmz8HkIC48TjON9eDn7UVYyBCQ/P7jVJ6JHZtba2QZH4dvTnch+KcDOewez1pl96kMVzySHcJb/xaBq4qIS1+0aoqSSGfprYzYzL5Vb6mGOONgj4gAZ2oq3vPt/TVePFhJxKYYoIQItPjXO0nNOfUXUXbfDCCXJyyyPQOHSa14KuFmDr4/t+gP0mfLS/7qtgMlKUkLEGcIAZjvKqkzg==

ARC-Authentication-Results: i=2; mx.microsoft.com 1; spf=softfail (sender ip
 is 104.47.55.177) smtp.rcpttodomain=nysenate.gov smtp.mailfrom=gmail.com;
 dmarc=pass (p=none sp=quarantine pct=100) action=none header.from=gmail.com;
 dkim=pass (signature was verified) header.d=gmail.com; arc=pass (0 oda=1
 ltdi=1 spf=[1,1,smtp.mailfrom=gmail.com] dkim=[1,1,header.d=gmail.com]
 dmarc=[1,1,header.from=gmail.com])
Received: from BN8PR12CA0017.namprd12.prod.outlook.com (2603:10b6:408:60::30)
 by DM6PR08MB5404.namprd08.prod.outlook.com (2603:10b6:5:fc::11) with
 Microsoft SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2,
 cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) id 15.20.5880.13; Sun, 4 Dec
 2022 20:18:04 +0000
Received: from BN1NAM02FT049.eop-nam02.prod.protection.outlook.com
 (2603:10b6:408:60:cafe::8f) by BN8PR12CA0017.outlook.office365.com
 (2603:10b6:408:60::30) with Microsoft SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2,
 cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) id 15.20.5880.13 via Frontend
 Transport; Sun, 4 Dec 2022 20:18:04 +0000
Authentication-Results-Original: spf=softfail (sender IP is 104.47.55.177)
 smtp.mailfrom=gmail.com; dkim=pass (signature was verified)
 header.d=gmail.com;dmarc=pass action=none header.from=gmail.com;compauth=pass
 reason=100
Received-SPF: SoftFail (protection.outlook.com: domain of transitioning
 gmail.com discourages use of 104.47.55.177 as permitted sender)
Received: from NAM12-BN8-obe.outbound.protection.outlook.com (104.47.55.177)
 by BN1NAM02FT049.mail.protection.outlook.com (10.13.2.89) with Microsoft SMTP
 Server (version=TLS1_2, cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) id
 15.20.5880.13 via Frontend Transport; Sun, 4 Dec 2022 20:18:04 +0000
ARC-Seal: i=1; a=rsa-sha256; s=arcselector9901; d=microsoft.com; cv=none;
 
b=iqR0cA3QaTDJTOom0SMFyNpVQAwOwVdoMkqKFHfVUhSfnWDd3cYSGdFD1smIdSpg8Csu37WFDdi41o2Vl0hGH8YIIeP3qtXN07Xv2xBwpmI8Mfsud7e/2b3gWT1Yd8a6EXA/B/eKJYqghgHbE/N6FK4gnqoX/T7tw+VuXhivQC+khEV1NIAC2+xPFbgAursWm5uZ4DC78a5pk0T+k68vImXlfVw7WLEZFKUEk+OfhI8h7FtBsHTaTPIMthtOQgT8fOlGZyiCz7BgXyFkki00hMmR1holIoPU6vxdtIHGngEPpPon3K14dc1k7iKifh0MTpCNiosEJ4XiVjzUlUeiOQ==

ARC-Message-Signature: i=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed; d=microsoft.com;
 s=arcselector9901;
 h=From:Date:Subject:Message-ID:Content-Type:MIME-Version:X-MS-Exchange-AntiSpam-MessageData-ChunkCount:X-MS-Exchange-AntiSpam-MessageData-0:X-MS-Exchange-AntiSpam-MessageData-1;
 bh=HftvdQfumRHpikLQ6qLIKN/+1UnsrUQTZfAWWSRRx34=;
 
b=bQU3P47WPgUesvHyluz7+FuL4vWeNfmZY/imyyzGAb50PCR8Cjx8/WbOnE78FNx9q7iCxOd2oil/rV4YJEP6EiwaRgFmpj2V67RkskUbj6nZOgt9xTuGkRmEqV4CxdiQ9KZ0CRvuqplrpb1nd+dagQJ1Qezw+naiEZb3gFf/ih7UBCKerXLtYUL3ol1fDdV4q1ABxsOdkjNd16ry20mvqgfCA1NPon6jfMrxTY9+QeGTmTw/pKLjs4aVDsAiRXSEB8qv8IqvzWnqrFTJ0oKl7q2w3XBA2e+gTDIjzVHDbh9dr+8QNfkdBtMFMTigztQb+TME2wiwEiUMI1qe0zjy4Q==

ARC-Authentication-Results: i=1; mx.microsoft.com 1; spf=pass (sender ip is
 209.85.160.49) smtp.rcpttodomain=nysenate.gov smtp.mailfrom=gmail.com;
 dmarc=pass (p=none sp=quarantine pct=100) action=none header.from=gmail.com;
 dkim=pass (signature was verified) header.d=gmail.com; arc=none (0)
Received: from DM6PR21CA0002.namprd21.prod.outlook.com (2603:10b6:5:174::12)
 by BN7PR08MB3891.namprd08.prod.outlook.com (2603:10b6:406:81::18) with
 Microsoft SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2,
 cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) id 15.20.5880.13; Sun, 4 Dec
 2022 20:17:56 +0000
Received: from DM3NAM02FT039.eop-nam02.prod.protection.outlook.com
 (2603:10b6:5:174:cafe::a1) by DM6PR21CA0002.outlook.office365.com
 (2603:10b6:5:174::12) with Microsoft SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2,
 cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) id 15.20.5901.8 via Frontend
 Transport; Sun, 4 Dec 2022 20:17:56 +0000
Authentication-Results-Original: spf=pass (sender IP is 209.85.160.49)
 smtp.mailfrom=gmail.com; dkim=pass (signature was verified)
 header.d=
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From: Shelly Kosak
To: Council, City; citycouncil@mountainview.gov
Subject: Human Rights Day 2022
Date: Thursday, December 8, 2022 8:19:36 PM
Attachments: HUMAN RIGHTS DAY 2022_02122022.png

Some people who received this message don't often get email from shelly.kosak@gmail.com. Learn why this is
important

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

The Midpeninsula Chapter of the United Nations Association would like to cordially invite all
city councilmembers of Palo Alto and Mountain View to join us in recognizing and
commemorating International Human Rights Day this Saturday, December 10th.

Our Speaker Event will begin at 1 pm at the East Palo Alto YMCA's City Room with an
opening address from the Director of the Human Rights Institute from San Jose State
University. Visiting SJSU scholars from Afghanistan, representatives from the Iranian
community, and youth voices will speak to the question "What Do Human Rights Mean to
You?"

There will be time for discussions and light refreshments will be provided.
The event will conclude at 3 pm.

We would be so honored if you could attend!  

Kind regards,

Shelly Kosak
UNA Midpeninsula Chapter Leader
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From: Tran, Joanna
To: Council, City
Cc: Executive Leadership Team; ORG - Clerk"s Office; Paras, Christine; Tong, Sunny; Audrey Ke
Subject: FW: Council Consent Questions Item 6 (12/12/22), Item 8 Posted
Date: Thursday, December 8, 2022 6:12:51 PM
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Hi all,
 
Resending with correct link for Staff Response to Item 6.
 
Thank you!
Joanna
 

From: Tran, Joanna <Joanna.Tran@CityofPaloAlto.org> 
Sent: Thursday, December 8, 2022 5:50 PM
To: Council, City <city.council@cityofpaloalto.org>
Cc: Executive Leadership Team <ExecutiveLeadershipTeam@cityofpaloalto.org>; ORG - Clerk's Office
<ClerksOffice@cityofpaloalto.org>; Paras, Christine <Christine.Paras@CityofPaloAlto.org>; Tong,
Sunny <Sunny.Tong@CityofPaloAlto.org>; Audrey Ke <audrey.ke@gregtanaka.org>
Subject: Council Consent Questions Item 6 (12/12/22), Item 8 Posted
 
Dear Mayor and Councilmembers,
 
On behalf of City Manager Ed Shikada, please view the following links below for the amended
agenda and staff response to a question from Councilmember Cormack for Monday night’s Council
Meeting:

December 12 Amended Agenda
Staff response to Item 6

 
Please note, Item 8 has been added to the late packet. If you have any questions on this item, please
provide those as they come in and we will respond as time permits. Thank you!
 
Best,
Joanna
 

Joanna Tran
Executive Assistant to the City Manager
Office of the City Manager
(650) 329-2105 | joanna.tran@cityofpaloalto.org
www.cityofpaloalto.org
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From: McDonough, Melissa
To: Monty Frost; Council, City; Joe Simitian
Cc: Dan Garber; Judy Frost; City Mgr
Subject: RE: Encina Ave - Violent vagrant overnighting on sidewalk
Date: Thursday, December 8, 2022 4:43:33 PM
Attachments: image001.png
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Thank you for reaching out to us with your experience and concerns.  As your tenant related, there
are very few things we can do.  There is not a law against that behavior.  Also, we cannot force
someone to accept services. The tools in our toolbox are:

Our Police Department can respond when you feel threatened, they will come to the scene
and try to talk to the persons involved.
The County Mobile Crisis Response Team can respond if it feels like a mental health
emergency and they will come and attempt to de-escalate the situation.
The County TRUST program can respond to non-emergency mental health concerns and offer
counseling, outreach, and services.
The City/County partnership, PERT, can deploy an officer and a counselor to respond and
offer some de-escalation, outreach and services.

 
These are difficult things to contend with and they can sometimes take a long time to resolve. It’s my
understanding that even if someone experiencing a mental health crisis agrees to accept treatment
or medication, that the process can take quite some time. It might be multiple meetings between an
outreach or health care worker and an individual before enough trust is built whereby the individual
agrees to treatment. Then, identifying the appropriate treatment can also take some time. If the
treatment involves a medication, some psychiatric medications can take 30 days to begin to show
effects. Which is a long way of saying, even if TRUST comes out to talk to an individual, even if
everything goes the best possible way, it would be several weeks or months before a change in
behavior.
Thank you again for taking the time to contact us on this matter.
 
Best regards,
 
Melissa
 
 

Melissa McDonough, MPP
Assistant to the City Manager
pronouns: she/her
650.329.2533 (desk) | 650.586.1557 (mobile)

Melissa.McDonough@cityofpaloalto.org
www.cityofpaloalto.org
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Some people who received this message don't often get email from montyfrost@gmail.com. Learn why this is
important

 

From: Monty Frost <montyfrost@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, December 8, 2022 1:46 PM
To: Council, City <city.council@cityofpaloalto.org>; Joe Simitian <joe@joesimitian.com>
Cc: Dan Garber <dan@fg-arch.com>; Judy Frost <judyfrosty@gmail.com>
Subject: Encina Ave - Violent vagrant overnighting on sidewalk
 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.



Dear Members of the Palo Alto City Council and Honorable Joe Simitian,
 
We are residents of Palo Alto and own commercial properties on Encina Avenue in Palo Alto, where
out tenants are being verbally threatened by a man named Mr. Taylor who has camped on the
sidewalk during both the day and night across from our building at 81 Encina Avenue (at the back of
Town & Country Shopping Center).  This man has been yelling indiscriminately during the day and
making specific threats against female employees attempting to get in their cars or walk to the train
station in the dark after work.  He has been denied access to the Opportunity Center because of
threats of violence he has made to persons there.  The Palo Alto police and other government
agencies that have been contacted by one of our valued tenants, Mr. Dan Garber, have said they can
do nothing. It is simply not acceptable that someone can frighten and threaten our tenants.  What
can the City do to make Encina Avenue a place not feared by our tenants, their clients, and
patrons of Town & Country Shopping Center, so they can enjoy doing their business in Palo Alto
again?
 
Sincerely,
 
Monty and Judy Frost
1991 Bryant St
Palo Alto 94301
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From: upcomingsales@friendspaloaltolib.org
To: Council, City
Subject: Super Sensational Seasonal Book Sale! - Friends of the Palo Alto Library
Date: Thursday, December 8, 2022 1:36:04 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

 

Visit our web site  
 

CUBBERLEY USED
BOOK SALES 

FACE COVERS
RECOMMENDED
Saturday December 10

Main Room Members' Early Sale 9am -
11am

Main Room General Sale 11am - 4pm
Bargain Room 9:30am - 4pm
Children's Room 10am - 4pm

Sunday December 11
All Rooms 11am - 4pm

FEATURED IN
DECEMBER 

Philosophy
Holidays

Military History
Law

DVDs

 

4000 Middlefield Road
Palo Alto

mailto:upcomingsales@friendspaloaltolib.org
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NE corner of the Cubberley
Community Center
(650) 213-8755

www.fopal.org

Maps and Directions
More information on the sales

Donate your used books, DVDs, &c
 

ALL NET PROCEEDS GO TO HELP PALO ALTO
LIBRARIES

Marty's (Main) Room
In our Main Room, prices are way below
what used book stores charge. Hardcover
books start at $3.00 and softcover books
start at only $2.00.

NO NUMBERS WILL BE ISSUED FOR NON-
MEMBERS FOR THIS SALE. IF YOU ARE NOT
A FOPAL MEMBER SIMPLY SHOW UP AT
11AM.

Please note that due to crowding during the
first two hours of the Book Sale, no strollers,
rolling carts, etc. can be brought into the
Main Room. This is for the safety of shoppers
and volunteers alike. By 12:30 or so, the
crowd thins out and shoppers are welcome to
bring these items into the sale.

Children's Book Sale
The Children's Room is located in the
portable next to the soccer field near
Greendell School. It is entirely filled with
children's books and toys. You'll find picture
books, school age fiction and non-fiction,
fiction for teens, award winners, non-English
titles, CDs and DVDs, and books for parents
and teachers, most for 50 cents or $1.
Strollers are welcome in the Children's Room
at any time.

Bargain Books in H-2
The Bargain Room is located in Rooms H-2
and H-3 of the Cubberley main campus,
between Marty's Room and Middlefield Road.
On Saturday, paperbacks are 50 cents,
hardcovers are $1, and children's books are
50 cents each. The room also contains many
records, CDs, and DVDs at $1 each. On
Sunday, the room opens at 11 am and all
prices are half off. Or, save even more on
Sunday by buying green FOPAL reusable

http://www.fopal.org/
http://www.fopal.org/book-sale-directions
http://www.fopal.org/book-sale-info
http://www.fopal.org/donate


bags from us for $2/ea (or bring your own
grocery-size reusable bag) and stuffing them
with any items in the room for $5/bag. Fill
four bags at $5/bag and fill a fifth bag FREE!
(We no longer receive sufficient used paper
grocery bags along with donations for this
purpose.)

News from the Library, by E-mail and RSS
If you have ever given the Library your e-mail address, like this newsletter editor did when
he signed up for a Palo Alto Library card, you have probably noticed that they are sending
you one to a few e-mails per month since the start of the pandemic.

The Library would like you to know that they can help you find books for your child's
reading level, and that there will be plenty of kids around next week or so reviewing for
their finals. You can read about these on their blog to which you can subscribe if you have
got an RSS reader.

And if like yr hmbl newsletter editor you have not been paying attention and are wondering
what is open and how much the Library has a Current Library Services page.

What's Special for December 2022
For December FOPAL members are benefiting from another Members' Early Sale. All FOPAL
paid members can get in earlier than the normal 11am start time. Because of this, the
normal Main Room entry procedure is changed. See the section below pertaining to the
Members' Early Sale.

Winter is upon us and generous donations keep coming in. This is the perfect time to pick
up books to give or collect for cold weather reads. From Philosophy, check out a collection
of books pulled from a recent large donation to be offered to our loyal sale customers. All
are in great condition and at low prices. The Law section this month offers shelves filled
with nearly all new books from a donation we received earlier this year. Shout out to new
volunteer Otillia M. for her help co-managing the Law section this month. Nice job Otillia!
The Military History section has been restocked with a wide variety of books on all
aspects of this popular genre. Look for several limited signed copies offered, shelved in the
special bays just to your right as you enter the Main Room. Also in the specials bays, the
Holiday sale is fully stocked with seasonal items/books, well as caroling sheet music for
harmonica! Check out the DVDs in the DVD & Blu-Ray section and on the red cart this
December. This section is newly stocked with DVDs that will suit your winter viewing
pleasures. Grab your popcorn and enjoy!

FOPAL Members Get the First Pick at Members' Early
Sale
A fun and fabulous FOPAL Members' Early Sale is scheduled for Saturday, December 10th.
Twice a year, FOPAL holds a Members' Early Sale, at which members of the Friends of the
Palo Alto Library are admitted early to the Main Room sale. Look for FOPAL President Jenny
Munro at the entrance to officially welcome all FOPAL Members' to shop early this
Saturday!

Life & Sponsor Members Enter at 9am: At our Members' Early Sale, Life and Sponsor

https://library.cityofpaloalto.org/blogs/
https://library.cityofpaloalto.org/feed/
https://library.cityofpaloalto.org/current-library-services/


Members (each with up to one spouse or guest) may enter at 9am and can purchase up to
100 books per membership from 9am to 10am. Each Life Member and Sponsor Member
must give the one Purchase Slip per membership to the cashier before 10am in order to
purchase up to 100 books. If a Life Member or Sponsor Member exits without purchasing
all 100 books, he/she may take the Purchase Slip and reenter to fill out the 100 books as
long as they are purchased by 10am.

Other Members Enter at 10am: Members at all other levels can enter the sale at 10am,
and purchase up to 25 items per membership, except Family Members may purchase up to
25 items for each of two adult members at a time. All members may enter with their
families, including one accompanying adult and children.

At 11am, non-members are admitted: The limit on purchasing 12 books at a time lasts
until there is no longer a line waiting to enter. New memberships can be purchased and
expired memberships can be renewed beginning at 8am.

Ticket Handout Procedure: At the Members' Early Sale, tickets are given only to
members of FOPAL and are for two lines: one for entry at 9am, one for entry at 10am.
Each member will get just one ticket, although Life & Sponsor Members may bring one
guest between 9am and 10am and other Members may bring in their families, consisting of
one other adult and minor children, beginning at 10am.

We do encourage members to bring Membership Cards even if expired; they do help the
ticketing move more quickly. People who come early are members of FOPAL and so there's
a greatly reduced line for the 11am general entry. No tickets are given out for the 11am
general entry line.

You may renew your membership, or join FOPAL, that day. Renew, or join now at
www.fopal.org/join!

What's Special in January 2023
Most of you will have received an e-mail last week that included information about the High
Value Special Sales of Books and Ephemera to be held in the parking lot outside the
Children's Room. The weather forecast has progressed since then to where there is as of
Wednesday night a 90% chance of rain on Saturday, so we have chosen to postpone this
sale until Saturday, January 14, 2023, when we expect to hold it in Room H1 next to our
Bargain Room.

Philosophy
The Philosophy section for December has the richest collection of books, especially in
terms of Phenomenology, for all of 2022 with the books being specially priced for the
Members' Sale. The major group is eighteen books by or about one of the leaders of the
Phenomenology school, Martin Heiddeger, shelved next to these are three books by his
student and friend Hannah Arendt. Also connected to Heidegger we have four books by
Emmanual Levinas. Following this are six books by Theodore Adorno, a child prodigy on the
piano and leading thinker on Existentialism and yet another accomplished pianist and
thinker, five books by Edward Said. These books are in very good condition and most have
an insert showing the book's current online value. And that is only two out of ten shelves!

-Nigel Jones

Poetry

https://www.fopal.org/join/


This month, the top shelf of Poetry is devoted almost entirely to Eavan Boland: her own
work and the works of over thirty other poets who have inscribed their volumes to Eavan.
The top shelf is rounded out by a few other Bay Area writers. On the bottom shelf, find
some works about limericks, both dirty and otherwise. Finally, in the women poets section,
find several volumes by and about Adrienne Rich.

Photos can be found at www.fopalbooks.com.

-Mandy MacCalla

Home & Crafts
This month the Crafts shelves showcase a Christmas Craft Source Book and Christmas
with Martha Stewart Living, as well as titles for paper craft, jewelry-making, fabric gift
ideas, and floral crafts. Find a guide in the nick of time for holiday home creations and gift-
giving.

For December, the Home titles include: Diana Vreeland and Isaac Mizhahi fashion, plus
bridal beauty, wedding guides, and lingerie styles. The Home shelves provide window and
curtain ideas, in addition to bath and kitchen remodeling. You'll also find an array of home
decorating, interior designing, and decorative painting books, plus home organization
concepts. Do you have your New Year's home resolutions ready?

Photos can be found at www.fopalbooks.com.

-Virginia Perry

Antiques & Collections
Among the many offerings this December you'll find: stamps, jukebox, rock 'n' roll, coins,
silver, pottery, and other collectibles, plus antique buying guides and furniture. Peruse and
purchase these items at greater savings than online or at used bookstore prices.

Photos can be found at www.fopalbooks.com.

OF NOTE: NEW MIXED RED CART - Antiques and more!

Seeing more 'red' this December? We have a new FOPAL mixed RED CART, which includes
an overflow of Antiques & Collections, plus several Home & Crafts titles including home
improvement, as well as Feng Shui home, office, and health. Take a look!

-Virginia Perry

Medicine
History of medicine books are featured, and since the greatest recent discoveries were
made by accident or "chance"...they make for some interesting reading. Highlights include
the richly illustrated coffee table book The Cambridge History of Medicine, the early
surgical triumphs of The Doctors Mayo, and Accidental Medical Discoveries, where Pasteur
reminds us that "chance only favors the prepared mind."

Explore the collection of vintage texts written between 1847-1930s, although
unenlightened, will make you glad that you were born after the discovery of penicillin. Note
also the mint condition leather bound Classics in Medicine volumes, with marbled end
pages, gilded edges, and satin ribbon markers...ideal for unique holiday gifts.

https://fopalbooks.com/
https://fopalbooks.com/
https://fopalbooks.com/


-Pam Parke

Science & Technology
Donations have been light this month, but quality has been good. Almost all books are
price checked on the internet and I price them much lower than the lowest price I can find.
The bargain room is not the only place to find bargains on STEM books. Shelf pictures at
www.fopalbooks.com. Plenty STEM books are also available in the bargain room.

-Edwin El-Kareh

Sheet Music
We are bulging with banjo and ukulele books this month. We also have a decent selection
of clean books, many with CDs, for most instruments. Shelf pictures and images of each
individual book organized by instrument at www.fopalbooks.com. Heaps of lesser quality
sheetmusic books are available in the bargain room.

-Edwin El-Kareh

Health
The Health Section is burgeoning with books. A great gift idea is Lisa Genova’s 2021 book,
Remember, on how to protect our memories. For excitement, try Radium Girls, set during
World War I. It is the story of young women working in a radium dial factory, who began to
fall ill, and the quest to discover the cause. There are a number of diabetic cookbooks, full
of colorful photos and recipes. And, a bargain to prepare for the holidays, or for after the
New Year: all of the exercise DVDs have been marked down in price. We have three
beautiful books on the human body...for just $3 apiece...a good gift for an aspiring health
worker? For chills, try Weekends at Bellevue; Nine Years on the Night Shift at the Psych
ER...a memoir by Julie Holland, MD.

-Suzanne Cholko

Children's Room
Come to the Children's Room to find gift-quality picture books, both holiday-themed and
otherwise, on our Giftables shelves. There's a wonderful selection, most priced for just a
dollar or so. In the Activities section you'll find a colorful assortment of toys for toddlers,
and to add to your holiday merriment, an overstuffed bin of joke books (good stocking
stuffers). The World Languages shelves are overflowing with books in French, German, and
Polish this month. Check out the School-age Fiction section for beautifully illustrated gift-
quality classic story books: stories from Shakespeare, Dickens, and the Arabian nights.
There is a complete set of 21 paperback books by Enid Blyton; like-new hardback editions
of the Artemis Fowl series by Eoin Colfer; many books in the popular fantasy series Wings
of Fire; and lots of the Dork Diaries and Diary of a Wimpy Kid books. Parents, if you want
your elementary-age children to keep reading over the holidays, we suggest our early
chapter book series. Teens, if you want a break from "have to" reading, we have lots of
best sellers and critically acclaimed books to take you far away from the here and now.

-Carolyn Davidson

Children's Vintage

https://fopalbooks.com/
https://fopalbooks.com/


It's finally Christmas in children's vintage! Plenty of holiday books for both big and little
readers. Shelf pictures of some of the treasures are available at www.fopalbooks.com.

We continue to have a robust section of non-fiction books, again for both big and little kids.
On special this month is a 12-volume Audubon Natural History encyclopedia that will
amaze you with pictures of and facts about our natural world. And as always, 'tis the
season for series books - this time with a hefty dose of Enid Blyton Famous Five classics in
addition to the usual Nancy Drew and Hardy Boys.

Stop on by and see what you can find for gifts for yourself or friends. Who doesn't love a
good book for the holidays?!

-Lisa Heitman

European Language
We received some very nice fiction in Spanish, including several books by Isabel Allende
and several by Garcia Marquez, and a few books of poetry inscribed to Eavan Boland.

-Susan Strain

Judaica
Browse the Judaica section for books on the Jewish religion and culture including editions
of the Torah and other basic texts, Kabbalah, Jewish history, the Holocaust, memoirs,
Israel, Jewish Women, the Jewish American Experience and other related subjects.

New this month - People Love Dead Jews by Dara Horn; The Betrayal of Anne Frank; Old
Wine New Flasks: Reflections on Science and Jewish Tradition; Not in the Heavens: The
Tradition of Jewish Secular Thought; Brotherhood | The Israel Defense Forces; Recovered
Roots; Hybrid Judaism.

Most fiction with Jewish themes will be found in Modern Literature/Classics or Current
Fiction. Books entirely in Hebrew are shelved in the European Languages section.

-Charlotte Epstein, Section manager for Judaica

Science Fiction & Fantasy
For Tolkien collectors, I have a set of the first printing of the Ballantine paperback Lord of
the Rings, in good shape for paperbacks from 1965. There's quite a bit of Terry Pratchett,
Discworld and otherwise, mostly paperback but some hardcover, including some titles I
rarely see. In the Graphic Novel section, look for a selection of graphic memoirs, family
sagas, and immigrant tales.

Photos can be found at www.fopalbooks.com.

-Rich McAllister

Travel Narratives
Available for the first time this month are many dozens of virtually new books in our COLD
REGIONS and RUSSIA sections.

-Jim Sutherland

https://fopalbooks.com/
https://fopalbooks.com/


History
Looking for a gift for a history buff? We recently received a large donation of books on 20th
century history - mostly about Germany and Russia, but there are also a fair number on
France, Spain, China, India, and Mexico. All of these are in very good condition, and priced
at $3 to $5 a volume. We continue to receive new donations of books on African-American
history, and have a small section on immigrants and immigration as well. If you're looking
for a biography of an American who wasn't a president, we have a shelf of books on
famous and not-so-famous Americans from Colonial times to the mid-20th century. If
you're looking for something different, check out the "Offbeat History" section for lighter
books that don't really fit into other categories.

We also have some nice-looking older books, some from the late 19th and early 20th
century. The complete 11-volume set of the Durants' history has been reduced to $50.
Over the last two months we've acquired a number of books on the Kennedy assassination,
which are on one of the red carts at the end of the aisle - the other has a wide range of
books on exploration. And don't forget to visit the bargain room: we've had so many new
books this month that a lot of excellent volumes went there early!

-Linda McAllister

Donations
We have made it past Drop-off Donations 3.0 and have returned to accepting donations
without the need to make an appointment.

HOWEVER....

We are closed for donations from Sunday December 4 through Sunday December 11 to
prepare the Main Room for this weekend's sale. Please hold your donations until Monday
December 12.

Please read our donation guidelines before you bring materials to us.

All that said, our normal hours for drop-off donations are Monday through Saturday, 3pm-
5pm. (But not the week before the sale.)

Suggestions?
We're always eager to hear your suggestions for ways to improve our book sale. Please
email us at suggestions@friendspaloaltolib.org.

This notice comes to you from the non-profit organization Friends of the Palo Alto Library. No trees were
felled in the making of this e-mail. Visit our web site. Become a member by joining online.

Be sure to receive your own free copy of this e-mail notice so that you'll know about all special upcoming
books sales. To sign up, just e-mail us. We carefully protect the privacy of your e-mail address. We will not
share your e-mail address with any other organization and we will not use it for any purpose other than to
send you these notices. If you do not wish to receive these e-mail notices in the future, please reply with
the words "Remove Me" in the first line of the text.

https://www.fopal.org/donate
mailto:suggestions@friendspaloaltolib.org
http://www.fopal.org/
http://www.fopal.org/join
mailto:signup@friendspaloaltolib.org?subject=Sign%20up%20for%20monthly%20notice


From: Peter Naughton
To: Council, City
Subject: Palo Alto Fiber
Date: Thursday, December 8, 2022 11:30:26 AM

Some people who received this message don't often get email from pnot007@yahoo.com. Learn why this is
important

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

I am NOT in favor of funding option 3 for the Palo Alto Fiber initiative as described in the
“Palo Alto Fiber Next Steps” article:

“ Option 3: Build fiber backbone, pause City-owned internet service
provider plans, and collaborate with private Internet Service Providers.”

Peter Naughton

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:pnot007@yahoo.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification


From: Aram James
To: Perron, Zachary; Shikada, Ed; Binder, Andrew; Jethroe Moore; Sean Allen; Julie Lythcott-Haims; Council, City;

Planning Commission; Human Relations Commission; Gennady Sheyner; Jeff Rosen; Rebecca Eisenberg;
vicki@vickiforcouncil.com; Joe Simitian; Cindy Chavez; Kevin Jensen; Cecilia Taylor; Tony Dixon; Betsy Nash;
citycouncil@mountainview.gov

Subject: Boise hires former DOJ IG to probe retired captain for white supremacy
Date: Wednesday, December 7, 2022 11:27:13 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

https://www.lawenforcementtoday.com/boise-hires-former-doj-ig-to-probe-retired-captain-for-white-supremacy/

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Scott O"Neil
To: HeUpdate; Council, City; Planning Commission
Cc: HousingElements@hcd.ca.gov; Julie Lythcott-Haims; info@vickiforcouncil.com; ed@edlauing.com
Subject: Individual Comments on Housing Element Draft
Date: Wednesday, December 7, 2022 1:12:53 PM
Attachments: HE Letter - ONeil.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Please find attached my personal comments on the Housing Element.

Thank you,

    -Scott O'Neil

mailto:scottoneil@hotmail.com
mailto:HeUpdate@CityofPaloAlto.org
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org
mailto:Planning.Commission@cityofpaloalto.org
mailto:HousingElements@hcd.ca.gov
mailto:julieforpaloalto@gmail.com
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mailto:ed@edlauing.com



Dear Palo Alto City Council, Planning and Transportation Commission, and City Staff,


I share the concerns about the Housing Element expressed in Palo Alto Forward’s recent letter,
to which I was a contributor.  I have some additional comments as an individual.


Comments


C1:
Time associated with preapplications, prescreens, and study sessions should be included in
Annual Progress Reports to HCD.  The Housing Element is clear enough that these are part of
the process, and not an informal courtesy meeting.  Ie: (bold mine)


"[Rezoning] begins with a required prescreen with the City Council. The applicant
submits a prescreen application for a rezone proposal and the City Council generally
hears the prescreen request within two months. If the Council response is favorable,
then the formal application for a rezone process can begin." (p. 262)


I've heard from someone who's done projects in Palo Alto that this first round of review is often
the most laborious and impactful on timelines. It should be reflected in public data.


C2:
An attorney and housing activist in Walnut Creek has inspired many of us with his passion for
compliance with the Permit Streamlining Act and ensuring Housing Elements spell out how they
will comply with PRC 21080.1/.2. I would encourage the city to add detail to the Housing
Element about when, how and who processes CEQA applications in Palo Alto until it is clear
that this law is being followed.


To aid the City in making necessary changes, please find attached Exhibit A - HCD Letter to
Berkeley.


C3:
Program 1.1 should clarify that all previously-described planned rezoning is covered under this
program, ie: rezoning of RM and mixed-use zones outside of GM/ROLM.


Conclusion
I want to acknowledge that most of my role in this process has been as a critic, and say some
things I know I don’t say enough.  First, I think staff has done very good work.  I do not envy
being trapped between rapidly changing state laws and Palo Alto politics, and am constantly
impressed by how well they handle this unenviable position.  Second, I want to say that the
Housing Element Working Group and its members have no responsibility for the circumstances
surrounding its creation, and do not believe any of them did anything wrong as individuals.
Finally, I do want to see Palo Alto achieve certification of a compliant Housing Element as soon
as possible, and want to helpful.







To that end: I think the most promising path forward for Palo Alto is to take the strategy it’s
adopting the GM and ROLM zones, and fix the issues with development standards that are
creating constraints.  That strategy should be extended by applying it to the University and
California Avenue downtowns, including, in the case of Cal. Ave, the area across Alma
northeast of the Caltrain station.  This would dovetail with rationalizing zoning instead of spot
zoning –a good unto itself. Having more sites will make it easier to satisfy the nonvacant sites
analysis.  Showing that zoning is adequate for feasibility and eligible for ministerial review at
market-feasible IZ levels (ie: 15%) would fortify such a housing element against several of the
governmental and nongovernmental constraints identified in the PAF letter while simultaneously
addressing AFFH concerns.


Thank you, and all the best.


-Scott O’Neil







Exhibit A - HCD Letter to Berkeley











Dear Palo Alto City Council, Planning and Transportation Commission, and City Staff,

I share the concerns about the Housing Element expressed in Palo Alto Forward’s recent letter,
to which I was a contributor.  I have some additional comments as an individual.

Comments

C1:
Time associated with preapplications, prescreens, and study sessions should be included in
Annual Progress Reports to HCD.  The Housing Element is clear enough that these are part of
the process, and not an informal courtesy meeting.  Ie: (bold mine)

"[Rezoning] begins with a required prescreen with the City Council. The applicant
submits a prescreen application for a rezone proposal and the City Council generally
hears the prescreen request within two months. If the Council response is favorable,
then the formal application for a rezone process can begin." (p. 262)

I've heard from someone who's done projects in Palo Alto that this first round of review is often
the most laborious and impactful on timelines. It should be reflected in public data.

C2:
An attorney and housing activist in Walnut Creek has inspired many of us with his passion for
compliance with the Permit Streamlining Act and ensuring Housing Elements spell out how they
will comply with PRC 21080.1/.2. I would encourage the city to add detail to the Housing
Element about when, how and who processes CEQA applications in Palo Alto until it is clear
that this law is being followed.

To aid the City in making necessary changes, please find attached Exhibit A - HCD Letter to
Berkeley.

C3:
Program 1.1 should clarify that all previously-described planned rezoning is covered under this
program, ie: rezoning of RM and mixed-use zones outside of GM/ROLM.

Conclusion
I want to acknowledge that most of my role in this process has been as a critic, and say some
things I know I don’t say enough.  First, I think staff has done very good work.  I do not envy
being trapped between rapidly changing state laws and Palo Alto politics, and am constantly
impressed by how well they handle this unenviable position.  Second, I want to say that the
Housing Element Working Group and its members have no responsibility for the circumstances
surrounding its creation, and do not believe any of them did anything wrong as individuals.
Finally, I do want to see Palo Alto achieve certification of a compliant Housing Element as soon
as possible, and want to helpful.



To that end: I think the most promising path forward for Palo Alto is to take the strategy it’s
adopting the GM and ROLM zones, and fix the issues with development standards that are
creating constraints.  That strategy should be extended by applying it to the University and
California Avenue downtowns, including, in the case of Cal. Ave, the area across Alma
northeast of the Caltrain station.  This would dovetail with rationalizing zoning instead of spot
zoning –a good unto itself. Having more sites will make it easier to satisfy the nonvacant sites
analysis.  Showing that zoning is adequate for feasibility and eligible for ministerial review at
market-feasible IZ levels (ie: 15%) would fortify such a housing element against several of the
governmental and nongovernmental constraints identified in the PAF letter while simultaneously
addressing AFFH concerns.

Thank you, and all the best.

-Scott O’Neil



Exhibit A - HCD Letter to Berkeley





From: Eric Nordman
To: Council, City
Subject: Concern about safety issue associated with proposed double roundabout for Charleston Under-crossing
Date: Wednesday, December 7, 2022 12:33:43 PM
Attachments: 20221201_Letter to city council, unsafe double roundabout..pdf

[Some people who received this message don't often get email from eric.nordman12@gmail.com. Learn why this is
important at https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

Palo Alto City Council:
Attached is a letter regarding a safety issue associated with the double
roundabout proposed for the Charleston Under-crossing Option.  I pointed
out this issue in August.  I have not seen any indication that this
hazard is acknowledged or that the design is being modified.

Sincerely:

Eric Nordman

mailto:eric.nordman12@gmail.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification
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Draft Letter to City Council, Rail Crossing 
December 1, 2022 


Eric Nordman 


 


Dear Palo Alto City Council members: 


 


I am writing about a significant hazard with the multi-lane roundabout associated with 


the Underpass Option for the Charleston rail crossing that appears to have been 


ignored.   


 


The standard operation of a multi-lane roundabout is illustrated in the diagram below, 


which is from the 2020 California Drivers 


Handbook.   


 


The reason for having a roundabout on 


Charleston is to allow vehicles from Alma 


wanting to go west to first go east and then 


make a U-turn. 


 


I was unfamiliar with how multi-lane 


roundabouts operated so I looked online. I 


found a 6-minute video created by the 


Minnesota Local Road Research Board: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CEhNboz5GPk 


 


In standard roundabout operation, in order to 


make a U-turn the driver should be in the left 


lane when entering the roundabout.  


However, on eastbound Charleston, this lane 


is the right lane.  The right lane vehicle path 


and left lane vehicle path now intersect (see 


image at right). 


 


In the video, you will see that cars typically 


enter a multi-lane roundabout from both lanes 


simultaneously into their appropriate lane in 


the roundabout.  Crashes seem inevitable 


with the current Underpass Option design, 


and given that the design doesn’t follow 


standard practices, the city might be held 


liable. 


 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CEhNboz5GPk
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On Aug 3, 2022 as a member of PABAC, I sent in comments that included the above 


problem.   


I suggested a solution:  Have both lanes merge first and then have a one-lane 


roundabout.  They responded that the traffic volumes required a two-lane roundabout.  


This may be true, but the response didn’t address the hazard, and I have seen no 


change in design.  


 


They also replied:  “A traffic analysis and geometric refinement of the roundabout might 
be required in the next phase.”  This issue seems to be more than a geometric 
refinement. 
 


From the video: 


"Once you have entered the roundabout stay in your lane.  Do not switch lanes or 


pass other vehicles. Passing vehicles or switching lanes is unsafe." 


 


In theory, one could move the two-lane roundabout a few blocks east to allow time for 


people to get in the correct lane.  While this could work, it would make an awkward 


design even more awkward. 


 


I do not think it is acceptable to continue with a design approach that is unsafe. 


 


Why is the Underpass Option being pursued? 


I do not understand why the Underpass Option is being considered over the Hybrid 


Option for East Meadow and Charleston.  The estimated cost is almost twice as much 


($380M vs $210M), yet the design seems inferior based on the council criteria. The 


matrix summary chart showed only 4/20 items where the Underpass Option was better, 


versus 5/20 where the Hybrid Option was better.    


 


While the Hybrid Option has no property acquisition, the Underpass Option requires full 


acquisition of 4 houses, one 14-unit apartment complex and partial acquisition from ~30 


houses.  The cost and logistical challenges of this seem significant. 


 


While pedestrians and cyclists are separated from traffic in the Underpass Option, 


bicyclists would have to cross busy streets twice in one direction.  Most commuters and 


high school students will find this less safe and inconvenient, and would choose to ride 


with vehicle traffic under the underpass. 


 


In the Underpass Option, “an optional 6-foot high noise barrier near the tracks and on 


the overpass structure could significantly reduce wheel/rail and propulsion noise.”  In 


the Hybrid Option this noise barrier is included, not merely optional. 


 


The one issue where the Hybrid Option is rated significantly worse than the Underpass 


Option is in minimizing visual changes.  I gather people adjacent to the tracks object to 
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people on trains looking into their home and yards.  I can understand this.  The 2-story 


house behind us can look over the 7-foot tall fence directly into our master bedroom.  


We have curtains to address our problem.  Adding landscaping along the railroad track 


could also address this objection from home owners and renters. 


 


Please do what is necessary to prevent an unsafe design from being continued. 


 


Sincerely, 


 


 


Eric Nordman 
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Draft Letter to City Council, Rail Crossing 
December 1, 2022 

Eric Nordman 

 

Dear Palo Alto City Council members: 

 

I am writing about a significant hazard with the multi-lane roundabout associated with 

the Underpass Option for the Charleston rail crossing that appears to have been 

ignored.   

 

The standard operation of a multi-lane roundabout is illustrated in the diagram below, 

which is from the 2020 California Drivers 

Handbook.   

 

The reason for having a roundabout on 

Charleston is to allow vehicles from Alma 

wanting to go west to first go east and then 

make a U-turn. 

 

I was unfamiliar with how multi-lane 

roundabouts operated so I looked online. I 

found a 6-minute video created by the 

Minnesota Local Road Research Board: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CEhNboz5GPk 

 

In standard roundabout operation, in order to 

make a U-turn the driver should be in the left 

lane when entering the roundabout.  

However, on eastbound Charleston, this lane 

is the right lane.  The right lane vehicle path 

and left lane vehicle path now intersect (see 

image at right). 

 

In the video, you will see that cars typically 

enter a multi-lane roundabout from both lanes 

simultaneously into their appropriate lane in 

the roundabout.  Crashes seem inevitable 

with the current Underpass Option design, 

and given that the design doesn’t follow 

standard practices, the city might be held 

liable. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CEhNboz5GPk
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On Aug 3, 2022 as a member of PABAC, I sent in comments that included the above 

problem.   

I suggested a solution:  Have both lanes merge first and then have a one-lane 

roundabout.  They responded that the traffic volumes required a two-lane roundabout.  

This may be true, but the response didn’t address the hazard, and I have seen no 

change in design.  

 

They also replied:  “A traffic analysis and geometric refinement of the roundabout might 
be required in the next phase.”  This issue seems to be more than a geometric 
refinement. 
 

From the video: 

"Once you have entered the roundabout stay in your lane.  Do not switch lanes or 

pass other vehicles. Passing vehicles or switching lanes is unsafe." 

 

In theory, one could move the two-lane roundabout a few blocks east to allow time for 

people to get in the correct lane.  While this could work, it would make an awkward 

design even more awkward. 

 

I do not think it is acceptable to continue with a design approach that is unsafe. 

 

Why is the Underpass Option being pursued? 

I do not understand why the Underpass Option is being considered over the Hybrid 

Option for East Meadow and Charleston.  The estimated cost is almost twice as much 

($380M vs $210M), yet the design seems inferior based on the council criteria. The 

matrix summary chart showed only 4/20 items where the Underpass Option was better, 

versus 5/20 where the Hybrid Option was better.    

 

While the Hybrid Option has no property acquisition, the Underpass Option requires full 

acquisition of 4 houses, one 14-unit apartment complex and partial acquisition from ~30 

houses.  The cost and logistical challenges of this seem significant. 

 

While pedestrians and cyclists are separated from traffic in the Underpass Option, 

bicyclists would have to cross busy streets twice in one direction.  Most commuters and 

high school students will find this less safe and inconvenient, and would choose to ride 

with vehicle traffic under the underpass. 

 

In the Underpass Option, “an optional 6-foot high noise barrier near the tracks and on 

the overpass structure could significantly reduce wheel/rail and propulsion noise.”  In 

the Hybrid Option this noise barrier is included, not merely optional. 

 

The one issue where the Hybrid Option is rated significantly worse than the Underpass 

Option is in minimizing visual changes.  I gather people adjacent to the tracks object to 
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people on trains looking into their home and yards.  I can understand this.  The 2-story 

house behind us can look over the 7-foot tall fence directly into our master bedroom.  

We have curtains to address our problem.  Adding landscaping along the railroad track 

could also address this objection from home owners and renters. 

 

Please do what is necessary to prevent an unsafe design from being continued. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Eric Nordman 

 

 

 

  

  

 

   



From: LWV of Palo Alto
To: Council, City
Cc: HousingElement@hcd.ca.gov; HeUpdate
Subject: Public Comment on Housing Element
Date: Wednesday, December 7, 2022 6:51:12 AM
Attachments: LWV Palo Alto comment on HEv.2 (1).docx

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Mayor Burt and Councilmembers,
Please find attached the League of Women Voters of Palo Alto's comment within the 30 day
public comment period on Palo Alto's Housing Element Update.
Liz Kniss
President

-- 
League of Women Voters of Palo Alto
3921 E. Bayshore Road 
Palo Alto, CA 94303

Phone: (650) 903-0600
Web: www.lwvpaloalto.org
Facebook: www.facebook.com/PaloAltoLeague/
Twitter: www.twitter.com/lwvpaloalto

mailto:lwvpaoffice@gmail.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org
mailto:HousingElement@hcd.ca.gov
mailto:HeUpdate@CityofPaloAlto.org
http://www.lwvpaloalto.org/
http://www.facebook.com/PaloAltoLeague/
http://www.twitter.com/lwvpaloalto



December 7, 2022



Dear Mayor Burt, Palo Alto City Council and City Staff

Cc: Cal. Dept of Housing and Community Development

Julie Lythcott-Haines, Vicki Veenker, Ed Lauing



The League of Women Voters of Palo Alto submits this public comment on Palo Alto’s Housing Element update.  The League is a non-partisan organization whose mission is the informed participation of citizens in public policy. The National League’s position on meeting basic human needs for housing supports policies which provide a decent home and suitable living environment for every American family. When families or individuals cannot afford decent housing, government at all levels should provide assistance in the form of income and/or subsidized housing. Government programs providing subsidies to the building, financing and insurance industries of housing for lower-income families should be evaluated in terms of units produced rather than in terms of benefits accruing to these industries.[footnoteRef:1]  [1:  (LWVUS, Impact on Issues,2018-2020, pgs 93, 94)
] 




Overview 



Continued loss of affordable unsubsidized housing stock through involuntary displacement (55% rise in rental prices in the last decade) is not addressed in the HE. As required by the Government Code section 65583 (10) A) (v), it should be addressed and analyzed.  The city should address it by including Policies and Programs in the HE to turn the unsubsidized units into permanently affordable homes in public/private partnerships. This will require increased funding. 



The first half of our comment describes the evidence for loss of unsubsidized units. The second half of the letter requests the city adopt specific Programs and Policies including Tenant Protections, a real estate transfer tax, vacancy tax, community land trust, limited equity cooperative, and other Programs within the Housing Element.

 

Introduction



The majority of Palo Alto’s low- or moderate-income households do not live in subsidized housing run by nonprofit developers or in below market rate (BMR) housing created under Palo Alto’s inclusionary housing ordinance. They live in unsubsidized units, at the mercy of rising rents and housing prices, mitigated only by California’s just cause eviction statute and state-wide rent cap of 10% or 5% plus cost-of-living. (People living in single-family houses not owned by corporations or real estate trusts and whose units are newer than 15 years are not covered by the state-wide rent cap.)



Thirty-one percent of the city’s 26,150 households—or 8,106 households--are cost burdened (paying over 30% of their income for housing, and of that number, 14% are severely cost-burdened, paying 50% or more for housing. (HE, Executive Summary, ES- 5.) Surprisingly, we don’t learn from the HE how many of these cost-burdened households are low or moderate income: that data is omitted from the analysis of housing need.  We do know that black and Hispanic households are disproportionately cost-burdened. (ES-4).



The League’s comments are directed at 1) the Housing Element’s (HE) failure to explicitly recognize the displacement pressures on the 31% of the city’s households who are cost burdened or severely so and who live predominantly in unsubsidized affordable housing and 2) the HE’s failure to adopt an anti-displacement program analysis and strategy.



Failure to Recognize Displacement and Loss of Unsubsidized Affordable Housing or to Adopt Programs to address it



The Urban Displacement Project (relied on by the Housing Element for analysis of the city’s housing need) found that 40% of Palo Alto neighborhoods suffer from exclusionary displacement. In addition, three census tracts are at risk of direct displacement. 



“In Palo Alto, three census tracts qualify as sensitive communities who are at risk of displacement. Neighborhoods near Stanford University, as well as in the Ventura neighborhood are considered at risk of displacement. Figure C-44 shows the distribution of sensitive and vulnerable communities throughout Palo Alto.”  (Palo Alto Housing Element, Appendix C, p C -71) 



The analysis continues: higher cost-burdened households are found “in the central areas of Palo Alto where more multifamily housing is located, correlating roughly with the neighborhoods with higher concentrations of LMI households” (Figure C-37 and Figure C-38). (Palo Alto Housing Element, Appendix C, p.70.,quoting the Urban Displacement Project).



The Bay Area Equity Atlas (a project of the San Francisco Foundation, Policy Link, and USC Equity Research Institute) has identified more than three census tracts in Palo Alto where the majority of low income (LI) renters are cost-burdened or severely so and subject to the pressure of rising rents and house prices. [footnoteRef:2] Home prices in the city have risen 44% between 2020-2021 and rents have risen 55% since 2010. (ES-2) [2:  Those tracts include: 5107 (367 LI renters); 5109 (277 LI renters); 5111 (67 LI renters); 5112 (103 LI renters); 5113.01 (467 LI renters); 5113.02 (581 LI renters); and 5114 (300 LI renters).  (See “Where are Renters with Low Incomes Living in the Bay Area? Feb. 23, 2022, bayareaequityatlas.org/lowincomerentermap). 

] 




Yet, the HE’s “Assessment of Need” denies that any Palo Alto neighborhoods are at risk of displacement and as a result, the Housing Element contains no specific Programs to address this issue. 



	Chapter 2, “Displacement/Gentrification”

“According to research from University of California, Berkeley [the Urban Displacement Project} no neighborhoods in Palo Alto are at risk of, or undergoing, gentrification. However, 40.8 percent of households in Palo Alto live in neighborhoods where low-income households are likely excluded due to prohibitive housing costs.” (Housing Element (HE), Chapter 2, page 3.)



The phrase “40.8% of households in Palo Alto live in neighborhoods where low-income households are likely excluded due to prohibitive housing costs” means, according to the Urban Displacement Project,  that 40 % of Palo Alto suffers from “exclusionary displacement”, that is “displacement which limits who can move into a neighborhood, highlighting reduced housing choice, particularly for lower SES people.” https://www.urbandisplacement.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/IGS_0_Summary-Brief_03.01.22.pdf



The League asks the city to a) recognize that displacement is a big problem in Palo Alto and to analyze the effect of displacement on low- and moderate-income households, including communities of color, as required by Government Code section 65583 (10) A) (v); and b) adopt  Policy and Programs in the Housing Element prioritizing the prevention and reversal of displacement.



The discussion of displacement should include an analysis of the percentage of households at moderate income or below which are cost-burdened, the rents each income group can afford at 30 % of household income, calculate the rents, the number of units at each income level which would need to be produced, and identify what programs are likely to produce those units. To address the problem of exclusionary displacement in 40% of Palo Alto, the League asks the HE to also include an analysis of whether rezoning to allow less expensive missing-middle housing types (duplexes, triplexes, cottages) in existing residential neighborhoods would produce housing affordable to low, moderate or work-force households.



Programs Addressing the Displacement and the Loss of Unsubsidized Affordable Housing should include Tenant Protection and Expansion of Permanently Affordable Housing Using Public/Private Partnerships and New Sources of Local Funding, such as a Real-Estate Transfer Tax



The League asks the city to prioritize a Tenant Protection Program within the Housing Element. Such program should include just cause eviction, rent stabilization, an anti-harassment ordinance protecting tenants from retaliation by landlords for complaining about maintenance issues, legal representation for tenants facing eviction, and a rental registry. Included in a Tenant Protection Program should be increased local funding for emergency rental assistance, to supplement state and federal funding. Emergency rental assistance is considered one of the most effective programs in stemming evictions. 



Some these protections are included in the recent package of Tenant Protections considered by the city council. But these tenant protections will not be enough, the Urban Displacement researchers have warned, and the League agrees.



 “To address the housing affordability crisis and mitigate displacement and exclusion policy makers must pursue not only the preservation of unsubsidized affordable housing but also bolder initiatives that substantially expand social housing.”  Study of tenant protections and market rate housing, March 2022.[footnoteRef:3]   [3:  Chapple, Karen, Jackelyn Hwang, Jae Sik Jeon, Iris Zhang, Julia Greenberg, and Bina P. Shrimali. 2022. “Housing Market Interventions and Residential Mobility in the San Francisco Bay Area.” Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco Community Development Working Paper 2022-1. doi: 10.24148/cdwp2022-01] 




https://www.frbsf.org/community-development/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/housing-market-interventions-and-residential-mobility-in-the-san-francisco-bay-area.pdf



The Urban Displacement researchers from Stanford and U.C. Berkeley conclude that tenant protection policies may help to keep existing low-income tenants housed, but these policies do not expand housing opportunities and have exclusionary effects. The researchers recommend that cities trying to equitably address the affordability crisis adopt two policies: 



1) the preservation of existing unsubsidized affordable housing; 

2) social housing programs which substantially expand the provision of rental or homeownership units affordable at a moderate income or below and are run by a public or non-profit entity. Such programs would need to be widely implemented, “requiring government investment at levels that match the urgency of the housing crisis.”



The League agrees. We ask that the city’s highest priority should be for the expansion of reliable public funding for the acquisition of existing at-risk housing stock and programs which create permanently affordable housing units run by a public or nonprofit entity.



The League asks that the Housing Element include the Programs recommended by the Urban Displacement Project’s March 2022 report, particularly the establishment of a community land trust and limited equity cooperatives. We also ask the highest priority be given to evaluation and adoption of the following programs, many of which have been used by other cities:





· Acquiring existing multi-unit rental properties at risk of becoming unaffordable, via a program like San Francisco’s Small Sites Acquisition Program; 

· Develop an unsubsidized affordable housing preservation program that will facilitate the acquisition of privately owned units and convert them to deed restricted units. Sources of expertise could include Stanford University’s Sustainable Urban Systems Department. 

The study should create understanding of the city’s unsubsidized affordable housing stock and estimate the cost of acquiring units

· Adopt a tiered real estate transfer tax on sale or transfer of properties over $2million, $5million, and $10million, modeled on the measures adopted by Los Angeles and San Jose and adopting  a vacancy tax to incentivize the use of vacant housing stock modeled on Vancouver, B.C. 

· Establish a tenant or nonprofit opportunity to purchase program;

· Adopt condominium conversion restrictions;

· Partner with and support capacity building of local Community Land Trust. Community land trusts (CLT’s) are nonprofit, community-based organizations designed to ensure community stewardship of land. CLT’s are primarily used to ensure permanent housing affordability. The City would help build the capacity of a local CLT which would in turn acquire and/or build affordable housing that remains so in perpetuity. 

· Establish a mixed-income Limited Equity Cooperative using the Santa Clara County Measure A funds Office of Supportive Housing Pilot Program. Tenant/owners will contribute 10% of the equity. Other funding can come from long-term low-interest local, state or federal loans, revenue bonds, or tax-exempt bonds, as described in the county’s proposal.

· Prioritize the use of all city -owned parking lots for the development of affordable housing following up on the November 2021 ARB presentation which demonstrated feasibility of creating up to 1,000 units near existing infrastructure. 

· Adopt the financing model used by school districts in Daly City and Santa Clara which created affordable housing for school employees. These financing model used public land, certificates of participation based on rental income and the proceeds of a local general bond issue;

· Prioritize the use of Joint powers authorities such as CalCHA which can issue revenue bonds to create below market housing projects from existing market rate developments.



Respectfully,





Liz Kniss

President

League of Women Voters of Palo Alto





3921 E. Bayshore Road, Palo Alto CA 94303 (650) 903-0600 www.lwvpaloalto.org
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December 7, 2022 
 
Dear Mayor Burt, Palo Alto City Council and City Staff 
Cc: Cal. Dept of Housing and Community Development 
Julie Lythcott-Haines, Vicki Veenker, Ed Lauing 
 
The League of Women Voters of Palo Alto submits this public comment on Palo Alto’s Housing 
Element update.  The League is a non-partisan organization whose mission is the informed 
participation of citizens in public policy. The National League’s position on meeting basic human 
needs for housing supports policies which provide a decent home and suitable living 
environment for every American family. When families or individuals cannot afford decent 
housing, government at all levels should provide assistance in the form of income and/or 
subsidized housing. Government programs providing subsidies to the building, financing and 
insurance industries of housing for lower-income families should be evaluated in terms of units 
produced rather than in terms of benefits accruing to these industries.1  
 
Overview  
 
Continued loss of affordable unsubsidized housing stock through involuntary displacement 
(55% rise in rental prices in the last decade) is not addressed in the HE. As required by the 
Government Code section 65583 (10) A) (v), it should be addressed and analyzed.  The city 
should address it by including Policies and Programs in the HE to turn the unsubsidized units 
into permanently affordable homes in public/private partnerships. This will require increased 
funding.  
 
The first half of our comment describes the evidence for loss of unsubsidized units. The second 
half of the letter requests the city adopt specific Programs and Policies including Tenant 
Protections, a real estate transfer tax, vacancy tax, community land trust, limited equity 
cooperative, and other Programs within the Housing Element. 
  
Introduction 
 
The majority of Palo Alto’s low- or moderate-income households do not live in subsidized 
housing run by nonprofit developers or in below market rate (BMR) housing created under Palo 
Alto’s inclusionary housing ordinance. They live in unsubsidized units, at the mercy of rising 
rents and housing prices, mitigated only by California’s just cause eviction statute and state-

 
1 (LWVUS, Impact on Issues,2018-2020, pgs 93, 94) 
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wide rent cap of 10% or 5% plus cost-of-living. (People living in single-family houses not owned 
by corporations or real estate trusts and whose units are newer than 15 years are not covered 
by the state-wide rent cap.) 
 
Thirty-one percent of the city’s 26,150 households—or 8,106 households--are cost burdened 
(paying over 30% of their income for housing, and of that number, 14% are severely cost-
burdened, paying 50% or more for housing. (HE, Executive Summary, ES- 5.) Surprisingly, we 
don’t learn from the HE how many of these cost-burdened households are low or moderate 
income: that data is omitted from the analysis of housing need.  We do know that black and 
Hispanic households are disproportionately cost-burdened. (ES-4). 
 
The League’s comments are directed at 1) the Housing Element’s (HE) failure to explicitly 
recognize the displacement pressures on the 31% of the city’s households who are cost 
burdened or severely so and who live predominantly in unsubsidized affordable housing and 2) 
the HE’s failure to adopt an anti-displacement program analysis and strategy. 
 
Failure to Recognize Displacement and Loss of Unsubsidized Affordable Housing or to Adopt 
Programs to address it 
 
The Urban Displacement Project (relied on by the Housing Element for analysis of the city’s 
housing need) found that 40% of Palo Alto neighborhoods suffer from exclusionary 
displacement. In addition, three census tracts are at risk of direct displacement.  
 

“In Palo Alto, three census tracts qualify as sensitive communities who are at risk of 
displacement. Neighborhoods near Stanford University, as well as in the Ventura 
neighborhood are considered at risk of displacement. Figure C-44 shows the distribution 
of sensitive and vulnerable communities throughout Palo Alto.”  (Palo Alto Housing 
Element, Appendix C, p C -71)  

 
The analysis continues: higher cost-burdened households are found “in the central areas of Palo 
Alto where more multifamily housing is located, correlating roughly with the neighborhoods 
with higher concentrations of LMI households” (Figure C-37 and Figure C-38). (Palo Alto 
Housing Element, Appendix C, p.70.,quoting the Urban Displacement Project). 
 
The Bay Area Equity Atlas (a project of the San Francisco Foundation, Policy Link, and USC 
Equity Research Institute) has identified more than three census tracts in Palo Alto where the 
majority of low income (LI) renters are cost-burdened or severely so and subject to the pressure 
of rising rents and house prices. 2 Home prices in the city have risen 44% between 2020-2021 
and rents have risen 55% since 2010. (ES-2) 

 
2 Those tracts include: 5107 (367 LI renters); 5109 (277 LI renters); 5111 (67 LI renters); 5112 
(103 LI renters); 5113.01 (467 LI renters); 5113.02 (581 LI renters); and 5114 (300 LI renters).  
(See “Where are Renters with Low Incomes Living in the Bay Area? Feb. 23, 2022, 
bayareaequityatlas.org/lowincomerentermap).  
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Yet, the HE’s “Assessment of Need” denies that any Palo Alto neighborhoods are at risk of 
displacement and as a result, the Housing Element contains no specific Programs to address this 
issue.  
 
 Chapter 2, “Displacement/Gentrification” 

“According to research from University of California, Berkeley [the Urban Displacement 
Project} no neighborhoods in Palo Alto are at risk of, or undergoing, gentrification. 
However, 40.8 percent of households in Palo Alto live in neighborhoods where low-
income households are likely excluded due to prohibitive housing costs.” (Housing 
Element (HE), Chapter 2, page 3.) 
 

The phrase “40.8% of households in Palo Alto live in neighborhoods where low-income 
households are likely excluded due to prohibitive housing costs” means, according to the Urban 
Displacement Project,  that 40 % of Palo Alto suffers from “exclusionary displacement”, that is 
“displacement which limits who can move into a neighborhood, highlighting reduced housing 
choice, particularly for lower SES people.” https://www.urbandisplacement.org/wp-
content/uploads/2022/03/IGS_0_Summary-Brief_03.01.22.pdf 
 
The League asks the city to a) recognize that displacement is a big problem in Palo Alto and to 
analyze the effect of displacement on low- and moderate-income households, including 
communities of color, as required by Government Code section 65583 (10) A) (v); and b) adopt  
Policy and Programs in the Housing Element prioritizing the prevention and reversal of 
displacement. 
 
The discussion of displacement should include an analysis of the percentage of households at 
moderate income or below which are cost-burdened, the rents each income group can afford 
at 30 % of household income, calculate the rents, the number of units at each income level 
which would need to be produced, and identify what programs are likely to produce those 
units. To address the problem of exclusionary displacement in 40% of Palo Alto, the League asks 
the HE to also include an analysis of whether rezoning to allow less expensive missing-middle 
housing types (duplexes, triplexes, cottages) in existing residential neighborhoods would 
produce housing affordable to low, moderate or work-force households. 
 
Programs Addressing the Displacement and the Loss of Unsubsidized Affordable Housing 
should include Tenant Protection and Expansion of Permanently Affordable Housing Using 
Public/Private Partnerships and New Sources of Local Funding, such as a Real-Estate Transfer 
Tax 
 
The League asks the city to prioritize a Tenant Protection Program within the Housing Element. 
Such program should include just cause eviction, rent stabilization, an anti-harassment 
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ordinance protecting tenants from retaliation by landlords for complaining about maintenance 
issues, legal representation for tenants facing eviction, and a rental registry. Included in a 
Tenant Protection Program should be increased local funding for emergency rental assistance, 
to supplement state and federal funding. Emergency rental assistance is considered one of the 
most effective programs in stemming evictions.  
 
Some these protections are included in the recent package of Tenant Protections considered by 
the city council. But these tenant protections will not be enough, the Urban Displacement 
researchers have warned, and the League agrees. 
 
 “To address the housing affordability crisis and mitigate displacement and exclusion policy 
makers must pursue not only the preservation of unsubsidized affordable housing but also 
bolder initiatives that substantially expand social housing.”  Study of tenant protections and 
market rate housing, March 2022.3   
 
https://www.frbsf.org/community-development/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/housing-market-
interventions-and-residential-mobility-in-the-san-francisco-bay-area.pdf 
 
The Urban Displacement researchers from Stanford and U.C. Berkeley conclude that tenant 
protection policies may help to keep existing low-income tenants housed, but these policies do 
not expand housing opportunities and have exclusionary effects. The researchers recommend 
that cities trying to equitably address the affordability crisis adopt two policies:  
 

1) the preservation of existing unsubsidized affordable housing;  
2) social housing programs which substantially expand the provision of rental or 

homeownership units affordable at a moderate income or below and are run by a 
public or non-profit entity. Such programs would need to be widely implemented, 
“requiring government investment at levels that match the urgency of the housing 
crisis.” 

 
The League agrees. We ask that the city’s highest priority should be for the expansion of 
reliable public funding for the acquisition of existing at-risk housing stock and programs which 
create permanently affordable housing units run by a public or nonprofit entity. 
 
The League asks that the Housing Element include the Programs recommended by the Urban 
Displacement Project’s March 2022 report, particularly the establishment of a community land 
trust and limited equity cooperatives. We also ask the highest priority be given to evaluation 
and adoption of the following programs, many of which have been used by other cities: 
 

 

 
3 Chapple, Karen, Jackelyn Hwang, Jae Sik Jeon, Iris Zhang, Julia Greenberg, and Bina P. Shrimali. 2022. “Housing 
Market Interventions and Residential Mobility in the San Francisco Bay Area.” Federal Reserve Bank of San 
Francisco Community Development Working Paper 2022-1. doi: 10.24148/cdwp2022-01 

https://www.frbsf.org/community-development/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/housing-market-interventions-and-residential-mobility-in-the-san-francisco-bay-area.pdf
https://www.frbsf.org/community-development/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/housing-market-interventions-and-residential-mobility-in-the-san-francisco-bay-area.pdf
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• Acquiring existing multi-unit rental properties at risk of becoming unaffordable, via a 
program like San Francisco’s Small Sites Acquisition Program;  

• Develop an unsubsidized affordable housing preservation program that will facilitate the 
acquisition of privately owned units and convert them to deed restricted units. Sources 
of expertise could include Stanford University’s Sustainable Urban Systems Department.  
The study should create understanding of the city’s unsubsidized affordable housing stock 
and estimate the cost of acquiring units 

• Adopt a tiered real estate transfer tax on sale or transfer of properties over $2million, 
$5million, and $10million, modeled on the measures adopted by Los Angeles and San 
Jose and adopting  a vacancy tax to incentivize the use of vacant housing stock modeled 
on Vancouver, B.C.  

• Establish a tenant or nonprofit opportunity to purchase program; 

• Adopt condominium conversion restrictions; 

• Partner with and support capacity building of local Community Land Trust. Community 
land trusts (CLT’s) are nonprofit, community-based organizations designed to ensure 
community stewardship of land. CLT’s are primarily used to ensure permanent housing 
affordability. The City would help build the capacity of a local CLT which would in turn 
acquire and/or build affordable housing that remains so in perpetuity.  

• Establish a mixed-income Limited Equity Cooperative using the Santa Clara County 
Measure A funds Office of Supportive Housing Pilot Program. Tenant/owners will 
contribute 10% of the equity. Other funding can come from long-term low-interest local, 
state or federal loans, revenue bonds, or tax-exempt bonds, as described in the county’s 
proposal. 

• Prioritize the use of all city -owned parking lots for the development of affordable housing 
following up on the November 2021 ARB presentation which demonstrated feasibility of 
creating up to 1,000 units near existing infrastructure.  

• Adopt the financing model used by school districts in Daly City and Santa Clara which 
created affordable housing for school employees. These financing model used public 
land, certificates of participation based on rental income and the proceeds of a local 
general bond issue; 

• Prioritize the use of Joint powers authorities such as CalCHA which can issue revenue 
bonds to create below market housing projects from existing market rate developments. 
 

Respectfully, 

 
 
Liz Kniss 
President 
League of Women Voters of Palo Alto 
 
 
3921 E. Bayshore Road, Palo Alto CA 94303 (650) 903-0600 www.lwvpaloalto.org 

http://www.lwvpaloalto.org/


From: Palo Alto Forward
To: Council, City; HeUpdate; Planning Commission; Lait, Jonathan
Cc: ed@edlauing.com; info@vickiforcouncil.com; julieforpaloalto@gmail.com; HousingElements@hcd.ca.gov
Subject: Palo Alto Forward - Comments on Draft Housing Element
Date: Tuesday, December 6, 2022 11:02:09 PM
Attachments: Palo Alto Forward - Comments on Draft Housing Element (12_6_2022).pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Mayor Burt, Palo Alto City Council, and Palo Alto City Staff:

Thank you all for your hard work on the City's draft Housing Element. We have
particularly appreciated City staff's responsiveness to our questions throughout the
public comment period. 

Please find attached Palo Alto Forward's comments and findings regarding the draft
Housing Element. As we write in our letter, we understand that the Housing Element
remains a work-in-progress, and we look forward to working constructively with the
City moving forward.

For any questions, please feel free to reach out to us at this email address.

Warm regards,

Robert Chun
Secretary, Palo Alto Forward

mailto:palo.alto.fwd@gmail.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org
mailto:HeUpdate@CityofPaloAlto.org
mailto:Planning.Commission@cityofpaloalto.org
mailto:Jonathan.Lait@CityofPaloAlto.org
mailto:ed@edlauing.com
mailto:info@vickiforcouncil.com
mailto:julieforpaloalto@gmail.com
mailto:HousingElements@hcd.ca.gov



December 6th, 2022


Dear Mayor Burt, Palo Alto City Council, and Palo Alto City Staff:


CC: California Department of Housing and Community Development (HCD), Julie
Lythcott-Haims, Vicki Veenker, and Ed Lauing


Palo Alto Forward is a non-profit organization focused on innovating and expanding
housing choices and transportation mobility for a vibrant, welcoming, and sustainable Palo Alto.
We are a broad coalition with a multi-generational membership that includes students and
retirees, renters and homeowners, and residents new and old.


We have been engaged in the Housing Element process at every stage. Our board and
membership have written numerous letters,1 attended nearly all meetings of the Housing
Element Working Group, and provided public comments throughout the process. We want to
thank you all for your work on Palo Alto’s 6th cycle Housing Element.


We believe that all parties understand that the current Housing Element is both a start
and a work in progress. We commend City staff for getting this far given the breadth of
challenges they have faced. We especially appreciate City staff for their responsiveness to our
questions and prior input on sites in the site inventory.


On November 28th, the City Council approved the draft Housing Element with minor
changes and asked staff to submit it to HCD after the public comment period ends. Based on
review letters from HCD to neighboring cities, we expect that HCD will, among other things, ask
for additional evidence regarding sites, request more specific programs to overcome
constraints, and suggest ways to strengthen our approach to fair housing. We also understand
that staff have commissioned consultant reports on site suitability and financial feasibility that
may, when completed, result in changes to the identified sites and suggest additional programs.


With those understandings, we are writing to share our concerns regarding the
current draft of the Housing Element. We are sharing these concerns with the City Council,
City staff, HCD, as well as the three newly elected City Council members, as it is the next City
Council which will revise the Housing Element and respond to HCD’s review.


We believe that the current Housing Element approved by the City Council needs
additional revisions to comply with Palo Alto's statutory obligation to:


1 See Appendix A - Previous Letters to City
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● Provide substantial evidence that existing uses on nonvacant parcels will be
discontinued during the planning period, as is required by Government Code
65583.2(g)(2). The City has made virtually no effort to confirm that property owners
intend to develop sites with housing.


● Identify and remove governmental constraints to housing, as is required by Government
Code   65583(a)(5). The City’s site inventory is zoned in ways that render infeasible the
development of housing, and the City continues to retain policies that constrain housing
development across Palo Alto.


● Affirmatively further fair housing, as is required by Government Code 65583(c)(10) and
8899.50. The City has located the majority of lower-income housing in manufacturing
and industrial areas next to the 101 freeway, rather than near public transit, jobs, and
schools near downtown. This decision is at utterly odds with the City’s fair housing
obligations, as well as its climate and sustainability goals.


● Ensure equitable public participation, as is required by Government Code   65583(c)(9).
The City’s principal mechanism for public participation, the Housing Element Working
Group, featured disproportionately few renters or young people, and was almost entirely
composed of homeowners.


● Develop objective and quantifiable programs and policies, as is required by Government
Code   65583(c). Many of the programs proposed by the City commit to merely “study” or
“consider” changes, rather than commit to real changes to which it can be held
accountable over the next eight years.


The potential consequences of decertification by HCD, which are identified and
discussed in the Housing Element, include:2


● Suspension of Land Use Power: The City may lose its ability to control land use for
specific parcels of land, which a court may preserve for affordable housing or other uses
necessary to remedy the City’s failure to adopt a compliant Housing Element.3


● Fines and Fees: The City may be ordered to pay escalating fines with a minimum
amount of $10,000 per month and a maximum amount of $100,000 per month.4 If the
City still fails to adopt a compliant Housing Element, those financial penalties can rise
further by a factor of up to six.


● Funding Disqualification: The City may fall out of contention for many important state
and federal funding programs that require compliance with Housing Element law,
including SB 1 Planning Grants, the Permanent Local Housing Allocation (PLHA), the


4 Government Code 65581(l)
3 See Meija v. City of Mission Viejo (2006).
2 Housing Element Compliance (YIMBY Law).
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Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities (AHSC) program, the CalHOME
Program, various regional transportation funding programs, and more.5 The City would
also forgo the opportunity to be designated a prohousing jurisdiction with preference on
a number of competitive funding applications.


● Court Receivership: The City may be forced to adopt policies to bring its Housing
Element into compliance.6 In extreme circumstances, the court may appoint an agent
with all powers necessary to bring the City’s Housing Element into compliance.7


● Moratorium on Permits: The City may lose the ability to issue all permits until it adopts
a Housing Element that is certified as compliant by HCD.8 Sonoma, Sacramento, and
Mendocino Counties have been subject to such moratoriums in the past.


● Builder’s Remedy: Under the Housing Accountability Act, the City would be forced to
approve any housing development project that has 20% of units set aside for
lower-income residents or 100% of units set aside for middle-income residents, even if
the project does not comply with applicable zoning.9


None of the very detailed comments in this document are meant to disparage the
tremendous amount of work put in by City staff under challenging circumstances. Still, if the City
does not eventually submit a compliant Housing Element, it is at risk of losing the very local
control that it has fought so hard to preserve. Palo Alto Forward stands ready to assist City staff
and the new City Council to achieve compliance and avoid these consequences.


Our detailed findings and comments are set forth below.


Sincerely,


Board of Directors, Palo Alto Forward
Anne Paulson, Volunteer
Michael Quinn, Volunteer
Ian Faucher, Volunteer
Katherine Causey, Volunteer
Liz Gardner, Volunteer
Liz Ratner, Volunteer


We would like to thank our many dedicated volunteers who contributed to the research, writing,
and editing of this letter. Any remaining errors are our own. For questions or comments, please
email the Board of Directors at info@paloaltoforward.com.


9 Government Code 65589.5(d)
8 Government Code 65755(a)
7 Government Code 65585(l)(3)(B)
6 See Sacramento Housing Alliance v. City of Folsom (2011).
5 Housing Element Compliance Incentives (ABAG)
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Section 1: Nonvacant Sites
The City’s draft Housing Element relies on nonvacant sites to accommodate 50% or


more of its lower-income housing allocation.10 Under California law, this fact triggers a statutory
presumption that “the nonvacant site’s existing use is presumed to impede additional residential
development.”11 The City can only designate such lots as appropriate for lower-income housing
if it makes "findings based on substantial evidence that the use will likely be discontinued during
the planning process.”12 Moreover, HCD provides clear guidance on how cities must meet the
“substantial evidence” requirement. Examples of “substantial evidence” include:13


● The lease for the existing use expires early within the planning period.
● The building is dilapidated, and the structure is likely to be removed, or a demolition


permit has been issued for the existing uses.
● There is a development agreement that exists to develop the site within the planning


period.
● The entity operating the existing use has agreed to move to another location early


enough within the planning period to allow residential development within the planning
period.


● The property owner provides a letter stating its intention to develop the property with
residences during the planning period.


Each of HCD’s examples of “substantial evidence” requires making rigorous, site-specific
findings related to the intent of the current tenant, the intent of the property owner, or the
physical disrepair of the building. In contrast, the City justifies the inclusion of nonvacant sites
based on only general factors, such as improvement-to-land-value ratios, age of structures, and
the strength of the real estate market. That approach directly conflicts with HCD guidance.


By using these high-level factors as “substantial evidence,” the City has ignored HCD
guidance that the use of general findings (such as the health of a local real estate market) are
disfavored.14 The City also failed to include any evidence relating to the owner’s or tenant’s
intent to discontinue to present use, both of which are heavily emphasized in HCD guidance. As
a result, the City's approach is far less rigorous than HCD requires. Only specific findings
related to a site’s existing use can rebut the statutory presumption that nonvacant sites are
ineligible to fulfill more than 50% of the City’s lower-income housing allocation. The City made
no such findings for any nonvacant lots in its site inventory.


14 Id. at 28 (Noting that “[w]hile the sites may be located in an area with common economic issues,
individual owners may not wish to sell their property or redevelop their site with residential uses. In
addition, each site’s existing use, e.g., grocery store, retail shop, parking lot, and offices, may have lease
agreements of different lengths of time or the owner may not wish to relocate or redevelop the site with a
more intensive residential use. In this type of situation, use of the same findings for the multiple sites
would not be appropriate.”)


13 HCD Site Inventory Guidebook at 26-28
12 Government Code Section 65583.2, subdivision (g)(2) (emphasis added)
11 HCD Site Inventory Guidebook at 26-28; Government Code Section 65583.2, subdivision (g)(2)
10 See Appendix D - Site Inventory
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The City’s entire outreach effort consisted of sending a form letter to site owners giving
them the opportunity to opt out of inclusion in the site inventory. See Appendix B - Form Letter to
Owners of Site Inventory Parcels. But the law, and HCD guidance, make clear that such an
opt-out process is entirely insufficient to provide “substantial evidence” that a specific site will
redevelop during the planning period. Only specific, affirmative findings -- such as a letter from a
property owner “stating its intention to develop the property with residences during the planning
period” -- can justify the inclusion of a nonvacant, low-income site in the site inventory. Nowhere
has the state legislature or HCD suggested that the City’s opt-out process can possibly
substitute for this rigorous, site-specific evidentiary requirement.15


This is not just a flawed design; we uncovered evidence that the City’s approach simply
did not work. Michael Quinn, one of our volunteers, reached out separately to a small sample of
owners of properties listed on the inventory. He held substantive phone conversations and email
exchanges with six owners regarding their properties. Two owners could not remember
receiving the City’s letter. Most importantly: all of them thought their site was unlikely to
redevelop as housing due to long-term leases, specialized installations, or continuing use by
their own business. None of these sites would have been eligible for inclusion in the site
inventory if the City had adequately consulted the owners.16


The City should collect the required substantial evidence outlined above if these sites
are to remain in the inventory. If none of the above criteria apply to the site, the City should
remove the site from the site inventory and replace it with a site that meets one of the above
criteria outlined by HCD.


16 For example, the owner of 3350 W. Bayshore Road informed our volunteer that the company has no
record of any letter or inquiry regarding the site’s inclusion in the Housing Element and that 3350 W
Bayshore Rd. is a specialized life sciences and laboratory facility that is fully leased to life sciences
companies.


15 The City’s ability to send out a letter to all property owners and receive responses demonstrates that
the City was capable of securing “substantial evidence,” had they asked the right questions on their letter.
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Section 2: Site Inventory


An adequate site inventory is the foundation of a Housing Element that can meet Palo
Alto's housing goals. Sites must be available and, with programs, feasible to attract housing
proposals that meet our RHNA allocation. The comments below reflect ongoing evaluation of
the sites proposed by the City. We appreciate the responsiveness of staff to our previous
comments, but believe additional modifications to the site inventory are needed


a. Site Inventory Must Be Upzoned to Feasible Levels


All sites in the inventory should be upzoned to feasible levels to be eligible for inclusion
in the site inventory. The City currently imposes zoning constraints (e.g., density, housing, FAR,
parking) that make it difficult or impossible to build larger, denser housing such as apartment
buildings. See Section 3A: Government Constraints. Virtually all of the site inventory cannot be
developed under the proposed zoning standards.


Further, we believe that the City’s reliance on medium density projects (e.g., 25-35
du/ac) is particularly problematic, given the fact that essentially no housing has been built in this
range. Currently, the site inventory includes 150 sites that are zoned for the medium-density
range of 25-35 du/ac,17 comprising 1702 units in total. See Section 3B: Governmental
Constraints.


Finally, the inventory simply does not have enough sites or units to account for
probability of development.  As we will demonstrate in Section 5: Affirmatively Furthering Fair
Housing, Palo Alto is only proposing upzoning of 10,895 units.18 Less than doubling RHNA
cannot be adequate for a City that is on track to have just 5.3%19 of its 5th cycle inventory sites
redevelop. Surely upzoning to feasibility in a future draft should mean the City will not need to
zone for all of the units those two numbers might naively imply, but the results of our


19 Kapur, Damerdji, Elmendorf, Monkkonen - "What Gets Built on Sites…”


18 Excludes MFA Strategy due to lack of upzoning. Outside GM/ROLM and inventory, we take units
counted. Within GM/ROLM zones, we take upzoned 90 du/acre w/ 80% realistic capacity adjustment. By
manually selecting all GM/ROLM sites subject to broad upzoning, we apply this density and unit count to
all upzoned sites, even ones not in the Housing Element inventory. Adding back in the “Multi Family
Allowed” sites would increase this number by 285 units.


17652 HOMER AV, 325 COLLEGE AV, 417 COLLEGE AV, 371 COLLEGE AV, 262 HAWTHORNE AV, 202 BRYANT ST, 426  WAVERLEY ST, EL CAMINO REAL, 3760 EL
CAMINO REAL, 643 WEBSTER ST, 466 GRANT AV, 624  UNIVERSITY AV, 3457 EL CAMINO REAL, 106 RINCONADA AV, 114 RINCONADA AV, 318  UNIVERSITY AV, 328
UNIVERSITY AV, 515  WAVERLEY ST, 145 ADDISON AV, 2001 EL CAMINO REAL, 4125 EL CAMINO WY, 3864 EL CAMINO REAL, 320 LAMBERT AV, 1963 EL CAMINO
REAL, 445 SHERMAN AV, PARK BL, 3997 FABIAN WAY, 444  COWPER ST, 550  WAVERLEY ST, 560  WAVERLEY ST, 430 CAMBRIDGE AV, 160 HOMER AV, YALE ST,
3505 EL CAMINO REAL, 3545 EL CAMINO REAL, 70 ENCINA AV, 4113 EL CAMINO REAL, 805 EL CAMINO REAL, 2401 EL CAMINO REAL, 3508 EL CAMINO REAL, 100
ADDISON AV, 3780 EL CAMINO REAL, 955 ALMA ST, 630 COWPER ST, 555  UNIVERSITY AV, 3337 EL CAMINO REAL, 3839 EL CAMINO REAL, 3929 EL CAMINO REAL,
3939 EL CAMINO REAL, 63 ENCINA AV, 2000 EL CAMINO REAL, 425 PORTAGE AV, 4335 EL CAMINO REAL, 825 EL CAMINO REAL, 3487 EL CAMINO REAL, 4123 EL
CAMINO REAL, 3903 EL CAMINO REAL, 4232 EL CAMINO REAL, 800 SAN ANTONIO RD, 435  TASSO ST, 300 LAMBERT AV, 705 SAN ANTONIO RD, 543  COWPER ST,
464  FOREST AV, 435 MIDDLEFIELD RD, 720 COWPER ST, 3516 EL CAMINO REAL, 305 LYTTON AV, LAMBERT AV, 3339 EL CAMINO REAL, 3897 EL CAMINO REAL,
760 SAN ANTONIO RD, 4238 EL CAMINO REAL, CAMBRIDGE AV, 561 VISTA AV, 4230 EL CAMINO REAL, 3200 ASH ST, 2805 EL CAMINO REAL, 708-710 SAN ANTONIO
RD, 75 ENCINA AV, 230 EMERSON ST, 324 EMERSON ST, 345 HIGH ST, 828 BRYANT ST, 1885EL CAMINO REAL, 415 CAMBRIDGE AV, 780 SAN ANTONIO RD, 4233
MIDDLEFIELD RD, 762 SAN ANTONIO RD, 841 EL CAMINO REAL, 2673 EL CAMINO REAL, 555 COLLEGE AV, 455 LAMBERT AV, 4201 MIDDLEFIELD RD, 330  LYTTON
AV, 527  WAVERLEY ST, 27 ENCINA AV, 456 CAMBRIDGE AV, 411 LAMBERT AV, 1895 EL CAMINO REAL, 4131 EL CAMINO WY, 4117 EL CAMINO REAL, 3924 EL
CAMINO REAL, 4345 EL CAMINO REAL, 530 LYTTON AV, 980 MIDDLEFIELD RD, 268 LAMBERT AV, 3825 EL CAMINO REAL, 4195 EL CAMINO REAL, 4225
MIDDLEFIELD RD, 320 SAN ANTONIO RD, 2310 EL CAMINO REAL, 2455 EL CAMINO REAL, 654  HIGH ST, 343 COWPER ST, 716-720 SAN ANTONIO RD, 4170 EL
CAMINO REAL, 720 UNIVERSITY AV, 2200 EL CAMINO REAL, 4224 EL CAMINO REAL, LEGHORN ST, 550 HAMILTON AV, 577 COLLEGE AV, 808-814 SAN ANTONIO RD,
401 WAVERLEY ST, 460 LAMBERT AV, 3260 ASH ST, 3345 EL CAMINO REAL, 3944 EL CAMINO REAL, PARK BL, 3300 EL CAMINO REAL, 2400 EL CAMINO REAL, 3150
EL CAMINO REAL, 525  ALMA ST, 725 UNIVERSITY AV, 701 UNIVERSITY AV, 2181 PARK BL, 3398, 3400, 3490 EL CAMINO REAL, 4279 EL CAMINO REAL, 3901 EL
CAMINO REAL, 721 EMERSON ST, 718 EMERSON ST, 839 EMERSON ST, 821  EMERSON ST, 929  HIGH ST, 960 HIGH ST, 1015  ALMA ST, 326 BRYANT ST, 640
RAMONA ST, 227 FOREST AV, 635 HIGH ST
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double-checking of the City’s outreach efforts in Section 1: Nonvacant Sites argue that the City
needs to go much further to close that gap.


b. Numerous Site-Specific Issues Need to Be Addressed


Our volunteers have conducted groundtruthing of the site inventory concentrating on
sites identified as appropriate for “lower-income” (very low income + low income) units, and we
have issued 15 reports as the result of our work. This work began in March after the site
strategies had been approved by the Housing Element Working Group (HEWG), their
corresponding sites identified, and reportedly vetted by HEWG members, and it continued to
early November. We are adding a few more sites here. All reports were provided to the Housing
Element Working Group and City staff with most also sent to City Council and the Planning and
Transportation Committee.


Territory/topic File Date sent
Small residential res-1-2-sites.pdf 3/01/2022
Whole Foods/SOFA Ground Truthing Letter 1.pdf 3/19/2022
Duplicate sites March13_email_duplicate_sites.pdf


(printed from email)
3/14/2022


South El Camino Real ECR_LosRobles_south.pdf 3/20/2022
South El Camino Real , supplement ECR_LosRobles_south_supp.pdf 3/21/2022
Faith-based institutions Groundtruthing Letter 2 – Churches.pdf 3/30/2022
South Middlefield Groundtruth_South_Middlefield.pdf 4/20/2022
E. Meadow Cir. / Bayshore / Fabian Groundtruthing Letter 3 - Meadow _ Environs.pdf 5/24/2022
S. Palo Alto supplement Groundtruth_South PA_extras.pdf 4/20/2022
California Ave / College Terrace I CalAve_CollegeTerrace - lower income.pdf 5/13/2022
South Middlefield supplement South_Middlefield_supp.pdf 5/13/2022
California Ave / College Terrace II CalAve_CollegeTerrace - Part2.pdf 5/27/2022
North Middlefield North_Middlefield.pdf 6/13/2022
Additional low-income sites Grndtruthing Low Income Sites (10.16.22).pdf 10/16/2022
Cannery, Nest, Town & Country Groundtruthing Letter 4 – Pickups.pdf 11/01/2022


Many of the problems we have identified have been corrected and suggestions adopted. These
will generally not be repeated here. However, a fair number remain, and we add a few more.
More details, including photographs, are available in the original reports.


i. Google sites


Among lower-income sites requiring substantial evidence of discontinuance of current use, we
have identified several Google sites, as the company has active plans for its operation in Palo
Alto (see E. Meadow Cir report, pp. 1–2 and South PA extras report, pp. 1–2). The City has
removed four of these sites, but these remain.


● 1036 E. Meadow Circle, APN 12710094
● 1053 E. Meadow Circle, APN 12710081
● Nita Ave, APN 14709056
● 320 San Antonio, APN 14709069


The other East Meadow Circle sites are also dubious given Google’s pattern of real estate
acquisition in the area (see E. Meadow Cir report). The economic reality is that if Google wants
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the highest-and-best use for the E. Meadow Cir to be a new Google campus, then sites there
are less likely to find their ways into the hands of housing developers. These sites are not
owned by Google, but housing at them is unlikely and they should only be allowed at a small
fraction of full realistic capacity if included in the inventory at all. We spoke to one E Meadow
Circle owner representative whose sites were not included in the inventory, but who reported
multiple offers to buy his parcels over the years. This supports the conclusion that Google’s
intense interest is driving speculation.20


● 1060 E. Meadow Circle, APN 12710049
● 1066 E. Meadow Circle, APN 12710050
● 1050 E. Meadow Circle, APN 12710099
● 1068 E. Meadow Circle, APN 12710051


ii. Stranded parcels at multi-parcel sites


We have found several multi-parcel sites with a common problem: an individual parcel is
disaggregated from the rest of the site, producing a resulting configuration that would be difficult
to develop. To illustrate, we point you to two sites in the inventory.


● Maybell Ave, APN 13274045 (ECR Los Robles supplement, p. 1)


This parcel is owned by the auto dealership next door at 4180 El Camino Real (APN 13724045)
and is used to store cars. The dealership is not in the site inventory. Converting this site to
housing would leave the dealership with their showroom and sales office intact but limited room
for the cars. We do not believe the owner would agree to build housing under these conditions.


● 2741 Middlefield, APN 12734095 (South Middlefield, pp. 5–6)


The parcel shown is the back office to the retail establishments at 2741 Middlefield. That retail
parcel is not in the site inventory. There is an adjoining wall between the two parcels. We do not
see how the landowner could have housing built on the rear parcel under these circumstances.


There is also a leasing issue discussed in the detailed report.


● Other cases


We also note the following, which mostly involve dedicated parking lots for an adjoining parcel.
We do not think the identified housing will be built if doing so would put the main entity in
violation of its parking obligations.


Address APN Main Address / APN Main Entity Reported


Yale St 137-01-078 2345 Yale St /APN
137-01-086


Dentists and a
small business


Cal Ave II,
p. 4


2137 El
Camino Real


124-31-058 El Camino Real &
College Ave


Spiritual/yoga
center and school


Cal Ave II,
p. 5


20 December 1, 2022 phone conversation between Michael Quinn (PAF volunteer) and Jay Runge
(Sangeness Industries).
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1u7hWSml9c3CsPY4Yf46tY3K0S-sxRtr2/view

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1I6DOZlgykpBbZtlQUL-137nmMYlg6o15/view

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HNPc6Ur7pUnv7nfLzkVM9oN7-38MubWh/view

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HNPc6Ur7pUnv7nfLzkVM9oN7-38MubWh/view





124-31-081, -082, and
-055


Nita Ave 147-09-056 100 Mayfield Ave,
Mountain View


Office South PA
extras, pp.
1–2


3760 El
Camino Real


137-11-079 3740 El Camino Real /
137-11-093


Restaurant New


Lambert Ave 132-38-018
132-38-019


3295 El Camino Real /
132-38-019


Restaurant New


527 Waverly
Ave
515 Waverly
Ave


120-15-080
120-15-081


400-408 University Ave
/ 120-15-066


Bank New


El Camino
Real


132-39-075 3375 EL CAMINO
REAL / 132-39-088


Restaurant/bakery New


El Camino
Real


137-11-074 3850 El Camino Real /
137-11-074


Restaurant New


iii. City-owned parking lots


This strategy covers six sites with a total of capacity of 212 units. We have previously reported a
seventh site (CAMBRIDGE AV, APN 12432050), for which we expressed doubts about its
economic feasibility for a predominantly lower-income site. (Cal Ave Rpt. #1, p. 2). That site is
still in the inventory. As before, we suggest that this site be removed and its units distributed
among the other six sites, which have been more thoroughly vetted by the HEWG.


iv. Faith-based institutions


We have previously shown the realistic capacity estimates at the faith-based institutions to be
overly optimistic (Groundtruthing Letter 2). The six sites that remain in the inventory (the six
largest ones) still show the same total capacities. We have also pointed out specific issues with
three sites.


● 1140 Cowper St, APN 120-18-048: Non-contiguous area precludes qualification for the
0.5-acre minimum for identifying lower-income housing (Groundtruthing Letter 2, pp.
3–4).


● 2890 Middlefield Rd, APN 132-03-193: Full weekday use by school, including the front
parking lot (South Middlefield Rd, p. 8).


● 3505 Middlefield Rd, APN 127-47-042: Recent playground expansion and offices
(surrounded by parking) cast doubt on developable area. Parking lot nearly full every
Sunday. (South Middlefield Rd, p. 8).
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1As3Yu4lmJXfAmqQ9qhVETl0hHgzpfbks/view

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1As3Yu4lmJXfAmqQ9qhVETl0hHgzpfbks/view

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xNe8m6pfsyBE2xljyqMF9g0c6y1sca1n/view

https://drive.google.com/file/d/12ex50PcOkGqtBe3xvgPB-Sb-jqetQui4/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/12ex50PcOkGqtBe3xvgPB-Sb-jqetQui4/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1I6DOZlgykpBbZtlQUL-137nmMYlg6o15/view

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1I6DOZlgykpBbZtlQUL-137nmMYlg6o15/view





Our groundtruthing has also found two sites for faith-based institutions that are not included in
the faith-based institution strategy:


● 561 Vista Av / 137-37-004 (South PA extras, p. 4) and 801 San Antonio Rd / 127-15-041
(new): The total units correspond to building out the entire site at its realistic capacity.
Also, we do not believe these institutions will move as we understand they own their
land. They will thus fall short of their realistic capacity.


v. Incorrect counts in baseline data


In several reports, we have identified small residential and mixed-use sites with incorrect count
of existing units, which affects the validity of the site selection as well as the unit count. All of
these have been resolved to our satisfaction except for the following sites.


● 4224 El Camino Real, APN 167-08-037, 20 units; ECR Los Roble rpt., p. 2


Baseline data missed two houses in the back of this lot. Neither the developable area nor total
capacity calculations reflect this.


● 4045 Transport St , APN 147-01-070, 36 units; Groundtruthing Low Income sites, p. 1


This site, which is shown in the City parcel maps at 60.0’ × 175.6’, is 0.24 acres, not the 0.54
acres shown in Housing Element Appendix D and is thus no longer eligible for special treatment
as a low-income site. We have double-checked this in the County’s parcel open data set.21 It
should also be adjusted down to 17 units to reflect the lower acreage.


vi. Sites in the pipeline as non-residential uses


The site inventory includes a large number of potential commercial-to-residential conversions.
However, some owners may instead choose to expand their commercial use, often without a
zoning change required. The City has removed or modified several such projects in the pipeline,
sometimes in response to our groundtruthing reports. However, the following non-residential
sites remain in the inventory.


Location Use Project link
2799/2801
Middlefield
(12734052)


Daycare https://aca-prod.accela.com/paloalto/Cap/CapDetail.aspx?Modul
e=Planning&TabName=Planning&capID1=21PLN&capID2=0000
0&capID3=00345


3300 EL
CAMINO
REAL
(14220046)


Offices22 https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/News-Articles/Planning-and-Devel
opment-Services/3300-El-Camino-Real


22


https://sfyimby.com/2022/08/plans-for-new-offices-at-3300-el-camino-real-palo-alto-santa-clara-county.ht
ml


21 https://data.sccgov.org/Government/Land-Polygon/24sy-ym6n
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1As3Yu4lmJXfAmqQ9qhVETl0hHgzpfbks/view

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1u7hWSml9c3CsPY4Yf46tY3K0S-sxRtr2/view

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1twHkQ03Kf0-vFArkMy7MAgT5ov2TTaix/view

https://aca-prod.accela.com/paloalto/Cap/CapDetail.aspx?Module=Planning&TabName=Planning&capID1=21PLN&capID2=00000&capID3=00345

https://aca-prod.accela.com/paloalto/Cap/CapDetail.aspx?Module=Planning&TabName=Planning&capID1=21PLN&capID2=00000&capID3=00345

https://aca-prod.accela.com/paloalto/Cap/CapDetail.aspx?Module=Planning&TabName=Planning&capID1=21PLN&capID2=00000&capID3=00345

https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/News-Articles/Planning-and-Development-Services/3300-El-Camino-Real

https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/News-Articles/Planning-and-Development-Services/3300-El-Camino-Real

https://sfyimby.com/2022/08/plans-for-new-offices-at-3300-el-camino-real-palo-alto-santa-clara-county.html

https://sfyimby.com/2022/08/plans-for-new-offices-at-3300-el-camino-real-palo-alto-santa-clara-county.html

https://data.sccgov.org/Government/Land-Polygon/24sy-ym6n





The Stanford owned site at 3300 El Camino is notable because it was proposed as residential,
but no formal application was submitted.23 Despite being one of just three sites that received
particular upzoning attention in the Programs section, the City’s efforts were inadequate to keep
the project residential. This supports our arguments in Section 2 that the upzoning proposed in
the programs section is generally inadequate.


vii. Additional sites with expressed development interest (staff-suggested sites)


According to the Housing Element, this strategy comprises 19 sites with a total capacity of 657
units. Using Figure 3-11, we have been able to verify 18 sites in Housing Element Appendix D
for a total of 647 units. The one missing site is a pipeline site, 3001-3017 El Camino Real, which
appears at 129 units in Figure 3-2. We also note that this number constitutes a substantial
increase from the six sites and 183 units we had seen before in our groundtruthing (inventory
published April 26, 2022).


We challenge the inclusion of the following sites.


● 875 Alma St , APN 12028045


The development interest here was expressed in 2008–09 as part of a larger affordable housing
project featuring senior housing. That project was scaled back in the face of strong community
opposition. Given that history, it would be easier to support inclusion of this site in the inventory
if there were a sign of renewed interest. We do not believe that to be the case. It is also a
thriving business with no urgent need to redevelop.


● 760 San Antonio Rd, APN 14705091


This business had its lease renewed in 2021 (Additional low-income sites, p. 1; note the
business is an electronics equipment distributor).


● 3398, 3400, 3490 El Camino Real, APN 13708072 (APN corrected)


This PHZ site at Creekside Inn was roundly disapproved of by the City Council at its PHZ
hearing on October 17, 2022. The unit estimate is now reduced from 346 units to 116. It now
lacks the requisite density to work as either a partially or fully affordable project (see analysis in
Section 3A) or as a market rate mid-density project (see analysis in Section 3B)


● 550 Hamilton Ave, APN 12004005


The development interest here harkens back to 2016, but did not result in a housing project. We
question whether interest can be regenerated quickly enough to complete the project within the
eight-year cycle, particularly if the City’s investigation discovers any outstanding leases.


23


https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2021/01/15/prime-for-housing-new-apartment-plan-targets
-moderate-earners
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https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2009/08/12/eden-housing-project-cut-to-just-family-housing

https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2009/08/12/eden-housing-project-cut-to-just-family-housing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1twHkQ03Kf0-vFArkMy7MAgT5ov2TTaix/view

https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2022/10/17/council-pans-housing-proposal-at-creekside-inn-site

https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2022/10/17/council-pans-housing-proposal-at-creekside-inn-site

https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/agendas-minutes-reports/reports/city-manager-reports-cmrs/year-archive/2016/550-hamilton-id-6822.pdf

https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2021/01/15/prime-for-housing-new-apartment-plan-targets-moderate-earners

https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2021/01/15/prime-for-housing-new-apartment-plan-targets-moderate-earners





● 3997 Fabian Way, APN 12737003


This site had a PHZ pre-screening on February 8, 2021, where City Council did not give it a
favorable reception. The owner has since sought to lease out the properties (Groundtruthing
Letter 3, pp. 6–8). We thus think the associated lots should be removed from the inventory.


Address APN Total capacity


849 E CHARLESTON RD 12737001 14


E CHARLESTON RD 12737002 14


FABIAN WY 12737005 26


FABIAN WY 12737007 29


3997 FABIAN WAY 12737003 8


● 3300 El Camino Real, APN 14220046


This PHZ site had a prescreening on June 22, 2020, which did not lead to an application to build
housing. Rather, the developer has filed an application to enhance the commercial use at this
site. We have thus listed this site under “Sites in the pipeline as non-residential uses.”


● 3150 El Camino Real, APN 14220054


The applicant filed a request for a PHZ pre-screening on July 27, 2021. There has been no
progress in the 17 months since then except for two canceled pre-screenings, and the site
continues to operate as a restaurant. This site needs more evidence that the developer is really
interested.


● 340 Portage Av (1 Acre Site &Da), APN 13238071


This is the main “former Fry’s site” or “Cannery site” that constitutes the hub of the North
Ventura Coordinated Area Plan (NVCAP). It is listed with a capacity of 175 units. We encourage
the City to keep this figure in line with the public record, which is currently a development
agreement for 75 units and a stated policy, without a defined plan (our major concern right now),
for a one-acre affordable housing site. There is also a second site at the northern end of this
parcel, listed in Table 3-2 as a 91-unit pipeline site at 200 Portage Ave. The public record shows
that this plan is currently suspended24, and we believe it should not be included as a pipeline
site.


24 ARB staff report 10/20/22, p. 3, “tolling agreement”.
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https://paloaltoonline.com/news/2021/02/09/council-not-sold-on-fabian-way-housing-project

https://paloaltoonline.com/news/2021/02/09/council-not-sold-on-fabian-way-housing-project

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NAWGoi5hYjW0y4XQ_ySnicIBG08IkWBQ/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NAWGoi5hYjW0y4XQ_ySnicIBG08IkWBQ/view?usp=sharing

https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/agendas-minutes-reports/agendas-minutes/architectural-review-board/2022/arb-10.20.2022-frys-site.pdf





Our groundtruthing reports (CalAve lower income, p. 6) also show three lots in the parking lot
between the Cannery and Olive Ave. They are not in the public record and have problems with
lot shape, lot location, and possible double-counting. We maintain this challenge.


● 3040 PARK BL, APN 132-32-036
● PARK BL, APN 132-32-042
● PARK BL, APN 132-32-043


viii. Sites with recent investments


When businesses invest capital in their sites, it sends a signal that the current use is unlikely to
cease.


● 843 El Camino Real - Additional low-income sites - 14 very low income
○ Permits pulled for new trellis and signage in 2022.


● 3901 & 3903 El Camino - Groundtruthing Letter 4 - 36 very low income + 16 market
○ As noted earlier, this site underwent 7 months of major renovations 7 years ago.


We think it might reasonably be excluded even under the City’s methodology.


ix. Sites currently for lease


Sites currently being for lease indicate an intent by the owner to continue using the site without
redevelopment. These low-income inventory sites were noted in previous letters as being for
lease and are still on the inventory.


● 3903 El Camino Real - Additional low-income sites - 11 very low income


x. Sites with recently-signed leases


When a site has a recently-signed commercial lease its use is unlikely to discontinue during the
planning period.


● 760 San Antonio Rd - Additional low-income sites - 14 very low income
○ Lease apparently signed in 2021 based on Loopnet data.


xi. Double-counting sites across the 5th and 6th cycles


The City is including numerous pipeline projects in the site inventory. However, these sites were
already submitted to HCD for the 5th cycle RHNA (see link), and cannot be double-counted for
the purposes of the 6th cycle RHNA. These sites include 788 San Antonio, 486 Hamilton, 3225
El Camino, 3265 El Camino, 2755 El Camino, 3001 El Camino, 4115 El Camino, 3705 El
Camino, and 565 Hamilton. We raised this feedback to the City via email on September 3rd,
2021.


xii. Other challenges


These are all stable businesses with a use that is particularly unlikely to cease, as well as some
other significant reason to believe the site is not likely to become housing or is otherwise
unsuitable for inclusion in the Inventory.
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xNe8m6pfsyBE2xljyqMF9g0c6y1sca1n/view

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1twHkQ03Kf0-vFArkMy7MAgT5ov2TTaix/view
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https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/agendas-minutes-reports/agendas-minutes/planning-and-transportation-commission/2021/ptc-2.24-comp-plan.pdf





● Bank of America downtown branch, 530 Lytton Av, APN 120-03-070


This includes not only a bank but a two-story office building to be replaced by only 21 units at a
realistic capacity of 32 du/ac.


● Safeway, 2811 Middlefield Rd, APN 127-34-098 (South Middlefield, p. 3)


This is the main grocery store serving central Palo Alto.


c. ADU Projections Do Not Account for Recently Imposed Constraints


The City relies on ABAG’s technical guidance for estimating ADU production based on
averaging production from 2019-2021.25 But this guidance does not contemplate the possibility
that a city might enact new policies that make ADU production more difficult in 2022 and that
invalidate its baseline production figures. This is precisely what Palo Alto has done to such an
exceptional degree that HCD should consider if they should be allowed to use this method
unmodified.


First, the steep fees described in the Fees and Other Costs section also apply to ADU
development. Perhaps even more so. As HCD recognizes,26 one of the merits of ADUs as a
housing production strategy is the low costs. This “lower denominator” means the fees will be an
outsized percentage of costs for ADUs relative to other modes of housing production.  Palo Alto
increased impact fees effective in 202227, so these fees are not reflected in 2019-2021 baseline
production.28


Second, the new constraint described in the Tree Ordinance section29 also applies to
ADUs. It bears repeating that the City itself recognized that the ordinance may “have the
unintended effect of unduly restricting ADUs.”30 The arborists costs, delays, possible appeals,
and other problems noted in that section and in Appendix C - Tree Ordinance will all also impact
ADUs. The smaller rewards associated with ADU production may not be worth pursuing in light
of these added costs for homeowners interested in building one. Because this ordinance was
only adopted in 2022, none of its many impacts are reflected in the City’s baselines.


30


https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/agendas-minutes-reports/agendas-minutes/city-council-a
gendas-minutes/2022/20220606/20220606pccsm-linked-amended-public-letters.pdf


29


https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2022/06/01/new-palo-alto-law-would-triple-number-of-protected-tree
s


28


https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2021/04/15/palo-alto-hikes-development-impact-fees-for-first-time-in
-20-years


27 Staff report for 4/20/2021 meeting, p. 8


26 “ACCESSORY DWELLING UNIT HANDBOOK UPDATED JULY 2022” (“HCD 2022 ADU
Handbook”)(https://www.hcd.ca.gov/sites/default/files/2022-07/ADUHandbookUpdate.pdf), p. 4.


25 https://abag.ca.gov/sites/default/files/documents/2022-03/ADUs-Projections-Memo-final.pdf
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https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2022/06/01/new-palo-alto-law-would-triple-number-of-protected-trees

https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2021/04/15/palo-alto-hikes-development-impact-fees-for-first-time-in-20-years

https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2021/04/15/palo-alto-hikes-development-impact-fees-for-first-time-in-20-years

https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/agendas-minutes-reports/reports/city-manager-reports-cmrs/year-archive/2021/id-12163.pdf

https://www.hcd.ca.gov/sites/default/files/2022-07/ADUHandbookUpdate.pdf

https://abag.ca.gov/sites/default/files/documents/2022-03/ADUs-Projections-Memo-final.pdf





Finally, Palo Alto has not remedied the defects in its existing ADU ordinance adopted in
late 2020, which were detailed by the HCD several months ago.31 Until Palo Alto corrects those
defects, ADU production is likely to be constrained by such defects, which are only partially
reflected in the baseline numbers.


In the context of these extensive policy changes, Palo Alto’s number of ADUs countable
toward RHNA should be substantially reduced until at least six months of ADU production can
be demonstrated under the new rules to establish a new baseline.


d. Site Inventory Relies Too Heavily on ADUs for Lower-Income Units


Table 3-4 on p. 158 proposes a 30-30-30-10 distribution of income categories (Very Low,
Low, Moderate, Above Moderate). The City cites ABAG’s technical memo to justify this
distribution. Indeed, this distribution can be found in that document.32 However, it is not the
proper distribution for Palo Alto to use. ABAG has guidance on these distributions in another
source that more directly applies to cities with fair housing concerns, such as Palo Alto:33


“Although ADUs are often affordable, jurisdictions should be cautious about relying on
them too heavily because of fair housing concerns. Many ADUs are affordable to lower
and moderate income households because they are rented to family and friends of the
homeowners. If minorities are underrepresented among homeowners, the families
and potentially friends of the homeowners will be primarily white. Therefore,
relying too heavily on ADUs could inadvertently exacerbate patterns of
segregation and exclusion. Additionally, ADUs often do not serve large families,
another important fair housing concern. Conversely, ADUs accomplish an important fair
housing goal by adding new homes in parts of the city that are more likely to be areas of
opportunity.


Jurisdictions with fair housing concerns may want to use more conservative assumptions
based on open market rentals, excluding units made available to family and friends, as
summarized below:


15% Above-Moderate Income
50% Moderate
30% LI
5% ELI/VLI”


Palo Alto is a jurisdiction with fair housing concerns based on the evidence and findings
in Housing Element Appendix C. Furthermore, our members tell us that ADU production is


33


http://21elements.com/documents-mainmenu-3/second-units/1315-draft-adu-affordability-report-sep-8-20
21/file


32 https://abag.ca.gov/sites/default/files/documents/2022-03/ADUs-Projections-Memo-final.pdf


31 See review letter dated December 23, 2021
(https://www.hcd.ca.gov/policy-research/docs/ordinance-review-letters/PaloAltoFirstADUOrdinance12232
1.pdf).
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https://abag.ca.gov/sites/default/files/documents/2022-03/ADUs-Projections-Memo-final.pdf

https://www.hcd.ca.gov/policy-research/docs/ordinance-review-letters/PaloAltoFirstADUOrdinance122321.pdf

https://www.hcd.ca.gov/policy-research/docs/ordinance-review-letters/PaloAltoFirstADUOrdinance122321.pdf





simply very expensive in Palo Alto, making it difficult for them to pencil out at affordable levels.
There is reasonable concern this will get worse with the new policies outlined above. This is
particularly true because of the additional “Housing Impact Fee - Residential” Palo Alto intends
to levy on larger ADUs.  Homeowners having to pay $15,000-$20,000 or more to rent an ADU
will be more likely to charge rents consistent with Moderate and Above-Moderate income levels.


Palo Alto should thus be using the more conservative distribution for ADU projections.
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Section 3: Governmental Constraints
The City is under a statutory obligation to impose development standards that do not


excessively constrain or render infeasible the production of housing. When developing its site
inventory, the City is required to assess the “realistic development capacity” of each of the sites
in the inventory.34 As part of this analysis, HCD requires cities to consider past “development
and/or redevelopment trends” and “housing market conditions.”35 Additionally, the City has an
additional requirement to identify and remove “potential and actual governmental constraints”
upon the development of housing, including: “land use controls, building codes and their
enforcement, site improvements, fees and other exactions required of developers, local
processing and permit procedures, and any locally adopted ordinances that directly impact the
cost and supply of residential development.”36


The City’s Housing Element falls short of meeting these statutory obligations. First, the
City’s site inventory has unrealistic development standards, even after the City’s proposed
rezoning. Second, the City has failed to adequately address governmental constraints such as
its entitlement and permitting times, fees, and other policies. Much of this section is new
feedback to the City, as we were only able to review the City’s constraints analysis after the City
released the draft Housing Element on November 7th.37


a. City’s Zoning Constrains Larger, Denser Housing (e.g., Apartment Buildings)


The City’s site inventory has unrealistic development standards for large, high-density
housing developments such as apartment buildings, even after the City’s proposed rezoning. To
briefly recap, the City has developed a RHNA site inventory with nine distinct strategies, most of
which involve some type of upzoning:


● Strategy 1: Multifamily Allowed -- This strategy contributes to RHNA by identifying
sites that can accommodate more housing under existing zoning.


● Strategy 2: General Upzoning -- This strategy contributes to RHNA by upzoning
specific sites where multi-family development is currently allowed.


● Strategy 3: Caltrain -- This strategy contributes to RHNA by upzoning specific sites
within ½ mile of the three Palo Alto Caltrain stations.


● Strategy 4: Bus -- This strategy contributes to RHNA by upzoning specific sites within ½
mile of frequent bus routes.


● Strategy 5: City-Owned Parking Lots -- This strategy contributes to RHNA by
considering the development of several specific City-owned parking lots.


● Strategy 6: Faith-Based Institutions -- This strategy contributes to RHNA by upzoning
vacant or underutilized space at specific faith-based institutions.


37 Additional feedback in other sections is also motivated by our findings while analyzing constraints.
36 Government Code section 65583(a)(5).
35 HCD Guidebook at 25.
34 Government Code section 65583.2(c)(2).
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● Strategy 7: GM and ROLM Zones -- This strategy contributes to RHNA by upzoning an
entire area of Palo Alto. It would upzone residential housing standards in the City’s
manufacturing and research areas.


● Strategy 8: Stanford Sites -- This strategy contributes to RHNA by upzoning three
specific sites owned by Stanford University.


● Strategy 9: Staff-Selected Sites -- This strategy contributes to RHNA by identifying
additional sites where there is existing developer interest.


These nine strategies are the core of the Housing Element, contributing 5,667 units to
the RHNA goal, or 93% of the 6,086 units required. The remainder is met by pipeline sites and
accessory dwelling units. Our analysis confirms that these nine strategies impose standards that
excessively constrain the development of housing. This analysis is based on a review of actual
housing proposals and development trends in Palo Alto, as the City is required to do by HCD.38


The first step of our analysis was to understand the new development standards
proposed by each of the nine strategies. Table 1 details each strategy and its proposed
upzoning. For example, “Strategy 2: Upzoning” will increase the density of its sites to 30-40
du/acre, but make no changes to their maximum height, maximum FAR, or minimum parking
requirement.


The second step of our analysis was to compare these development standards to those
of actual housing proposals to confirm whether those development standards are likely to be
financially feasible for developers. In Palo Alto, the best source of actual housing proposals is
the City’s Planned Home Zone (PHZ) process. Through the PHZ process, developers are
invited to “request changes from the base zoning regulations” in exchange for providing 20% of
units as deed-restricted affordable housing. The PHZ proposals are thus excellent indicators of
what development standards are necessary to enable production of housing. Table 2 details
PHZ projects and their FAR, height, density, parking, and affordability characteristics.


The conclusion of this analysis is clear: PHZ projects have consistently required
more density, height, and floor-area-ratios, as well as lower minimum parking
requirements, than the City is proposing in any of these nine strategies. The City itself
observes that PHZ projects “Projects submitted under this [PHZ] program tend to request higher
residential density, in the 85-115 dwelling units per acre range, and a much higher FAR than
allowed by the base zoning standards.”39 The City also notes that “Most applications have
proposed heights that slightly exceeded (55-67 feet) the City’s maximum allowed height of 50
feet.” If anything, the City is understating the point, as Table 1 and Table 2 demonstrate below.


39 Palo Alto Draft Housing Element at 174
38 HCD Guidebook at 25.
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Table 1: City’s Proposed Zoning Changes to Ensure Adequate RHNA Site Inventory40


Firm commitment by City to change development standard
No firm commitment by City to change development standard


Program Strategy Units Density Height FAR Parking


1.1 Adequate
Sites


Strategy 1: Multi-Family
Allowed


285 Retain at 40-50 du/ac


Retain at
present levels:


Typically 30’ to
40’ in residential
areas; 35’ to 50’
in commercial


areas


Retain at
present levels:


Typically 0.5 to
0.6 in


commercial
areas and 0.5 to
1.0 in residential


areas


Retain at
present levels:


Typically 1
space per


1-bedroom and
2 spaces per
2-bedroom


Strategy 2: Upzoning 1,017 Increase to 30-40 du/ac


Strategy 3: CalTrain 486 Increase to 40-50 du/ac


Strategy 4: Bus 179 Increase to 40 du/ac


Strategy 5: City Parking 212 Consider increasing to 50 du/ac


Strategy 6: Faith-based 121 Increase to 30 du/ac


Strategy 7: GM & ROLM 2,141 Increase to 90 du/ac


Strategy 9: Staff sites 45741 Retain at 30-40 du/ac


1.5
Stanford


Strategy 8: 1100 Welch
Road


425 Increase to ~99 du/ac (425 units /
4.3 ac)


Strategy 8: 3128 El
Camino Real


144 Increase to ~120 du/ac (144 units
/ 1.2 ac)


Strategy 9: 3300 El
Camino Real


200 Increase to ~66 du/ac in addition
to commercial (200 units / 3.0 ac)


41 We include 3300 El Camino Real separately in Program 1.5 (Stanford), where it is discussed and rezoned.


40 Development standards for commercial zones (e.g., CD, CS, CN, and CC) can be found at Municipal Code Chapter 18.16.060; development standards for
multi-family residential districts (e.g., RM-20, RM-30, RM-40) can be found at Municipal Code 18.13.040.
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Table 2: Actual Projects Proposed through PHZ Process42


Address 660 Univ.
Ave


955
Alma St.


2951 El
Camino
Real


3997
Fabian
Way


3150 El
Camino
Real


3400 El
Camino
Real


70
Encina
Ave


800 San
Antonio
Road


Average Base Zoning in City’s
Housing Element
(from Table 1)


FAR 2.3 2.7 2.5 2.8 3.0 2.5 2.4 3.0 2.7
Typically residential
FAR of 0.5 to 0.6 in
commercial areas; 0.5
to 1.0 in residential
areas


Res.
FAR


1.9 2.1 2.4 2.8 2.9 2.5 2.4 3.0 2.5


Com.
FAR


0.4 0.6 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2


Height 45’ 50’ 54’ 67’ 55’ 61’ 55’ 60’ 56’ Typically 30’ to 40’ in
residential areas; 35’ to
50’ in commercial
areas


Density 142 units
per acre


150 units
per acre


103 units
per acre


135 units
per acre


123 units
per acre


106 units
per acre


72 units
per acre


86 units
per acre


115
units per
acre


Typically 30-50 units
per acre; almost
always <90 units per
acre


Parking 0.9
spaces
per unit43


0.7
spaces
per unit44


1.2
space
per unit45


1.3
spaces
per unit


1.3
spaces
per unit46


1.3
spaces
per unit


1.4
spaces
per unit


1.9
spaces
per unit


1.25
spaces
per unit


Typically 1 space per
1-bedroom and 2
spaces per 2-bedroom


46 Excludes commercial parking
45 Excludes commercial parking
44 Excludes commercial parking


43 Excludes commercial parking. The project did not detail exactly how many spaces would be allocated between the residential and office use. To
isolate residential parking, we have assumed that the project provides 1 commercial parking space per 250 square feet, or 37 commercial spaces.
The total parking is 103 spaces, so this leaves 66 spaces for residents, or 0.94 spaces per residential unit.


42 We exclude the project 2241 Wellesley St. for the sake of comparability, as it is the only PHZ project proposed in an R-1 neighborhood.
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Below, we detail the implications of this analysis for four key development standards.


Density


● Analysis: PHZ projects have required high densities, with an average density of 115
du/acre. Yet not a single parcel in the draft Housing Element is zoned for anything close
to that density. Many parcels remain zoned at a 30-50 du/ac, far below what the City
knows is required to build housing in Palo Alto.47


● Recommendation: Eliminate density limits and rely on other planning tools, such as
maximum FAR and height, to limit the physical dimensions of a building. This change
would enable a greater diversity of homes and households without significantly changing
the physical character of a neighborhood.48 At a minimum, however, the City should
bring any density limits in line with observed data on feasible residential development in
Palo Alto (e.g., raising to 115+ units per acre).


Height


● Analysis: We find that the majority of PHZ projects have required heights above 50 feet,
with an average height of 56 feet. Yet the draft Housing Element rezones virtually no
sites above 50 feet, and many sites are zoned substantially lower, such as 35 feet.49 This
is a serious constraint that functionally limits buildings in the City to four or fewer stories.
The City’s insistence on a 50 foot height limit is particularly odd given that many beloved
Palo Alto properties are substantially taller than 50 feet (e.g., the Hotel President in
downtown Palo Alto, which reaches 90 feet).50


○ Moreover, a height limit of 50 feet is likely a physical constraint (not merely a
market constraint) at the City-proposed densities for many smaller sites, as it is
often simply impossible to fit that many units under 50 feet.


● Recommendation: Generally increase height limits to 60 feet outside of downtown and
up to 80 feet in specific downtown and transit rich areas. This would allow buildings in
Palo Alto to take advantage of 5 to 7 stories, rather than merely 4 stories, and would
encourage the type of transit-oriented development necessary to meet our climate goals.
A base 60 foot height limit would also bring us in sync with the building code for Type V
(wood-framed) construction, which is one of the most popular and affordable forms of


50 Historic Resources Board Staff Report (5/14/2020)


49 The only exception is for extremely low-income housing that is eligible for the Affordable Housing
Incentive Program, which we discuss in our review of Program 3.3.


48 Eliminating density limits would also minimize waste. Despite the state’s housing crisis, many
Californians live in housing that is simply too large for their needs. There are nearly 2.7 million spare
bedrooms in the state, or 20 uninhabited bedrooms for every homeless individual. Sightline Institute.


47 For example, the City Council’s signature project in the last five years -- Wilton Court, a 58 unit, 100%
affordable development -- was only possible because the Council permitted it to be built at 127 du/acre.
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construction available today and which safely allows heights up to 60 feet.51


Parking


● Analysis: The majority of PHZ projects required substantial parking concessions.
Currently, Palo Alto requires 1 space per 1-bedroom unit and 2 spaces per 2-bedroom
unit, but the average PHZ project penciled out at a lower 1.25 parking spaces per unit.
This is an important data point given the extraordinary cost of parking construction in
Palo Alto, which can cost more than $80,000 per space52. These costs are often
unnecessary, and the City itself has acknowledged that many required parking spaces sit
vacant and unused.53


● Recommendation: Reduce parking minimums to 0.75 spaces per unit or below, which
the City already allows for Affordable Housing Incentive Program-eligible projects, and
stop prescribing below grade parking and side street or alley access. Those latter
requirements often make it impossible to accommodate on-site parking at many of our
downtown sites. We also urge Palo Alto to provide additional flexibility to accommodate
parking off site or via other mechanisms, which could unlock much needed housing.


Floor-Area-Ratios (FAR)


● Analysis: PHZ projects have required much higher floor-area-ratios (FARs), with an
average floor-area-ratio of 2.7. Currently, Palo Alto limits FARs in most areas to 0.5 to
1.0, with a handful of areas zones for up to 2.0. Yet the draft Housing Element leaves
FARs untouched across the City, despite the City’s own acknowledgement that PHZ
proposals universally required a “much higher FAR” to pencil out.


○ Moreover, current FAR is physically incompatible with the densities the City is
contemplating, as it is often simply impossible to fit that many units on a site with
such a restrictive FAR.54


● Recommendation: Increase maximum FARs to above 2.5 or higher, in line with the PHZ
data and market trends. This would also address the concern that, in some cases, the
City provides hotels with substantially more flexibility on FAR than it currently does with
residential housing.55


55 See e.g., CC Zoning at 18.16.060 (granting hotels a FAR of 2.0 but limiting residential FAR to 0.4).


54 On 4/7/22 (22:50) Scott O’Neil gave comment to the Working Group that they had to be sure zoning
was not creating physical constraints and is encouraging development.


53 See Multifamily Residential Parking Requirements, City of Palo Alto, 5/30/2018, pg. 10 (noting that “for
market rate units…the surveyed parking demand rate suggests that 0.75 spaces per studio and 1.5
spaces per 2-bedroom unit would be appropriate to meet demand.”)


52 GreenTrip Parking Database - 801 Alma


51 The Hard Costs of Construction: Recent Trends in Labor and Materials Costs for Apartment Buildings in
California (March 2020), Terner Center for Housing Innovation (“Type I projects, which are typically over
5-7 stories and constructed with steel and concrete, cost an average of $65 more per square foot than
other types of construction, like Type V over I (i.e., wood frame floors over a concrete platform”).
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The same conclusions emerge from an analysis of actual approved projects in Palo Alto.
For example, the Alta Locale development at 2755 El Camino Real was approved in 2018 at a
density of ~130 du/ac.56 And the development at 788 San Antonio was approved in 2020 at a
density of ~102 du/ac.57 Neither of these projects, which constitute some of the only recent
market-rate development in the City, would be permissible under any of the base zoning of the
draft Housing Element. The fact that even approved residential projects exceed the base zoning
confirms that developers are not overreaching in their PHZ proposals.


It is telling that the only sites that the City has zoned above 50 feet and 100 du/acre are
those owned by Stanford University. The University was given two seats on the Housing
Element Working Group, and the City directly consulted with Stanford about what development
standards were necessary for the University to build housing on land that it already owns in Palo
Alto. As a direct result of that collaboration, Stanford-owned sites have more realistic
development standards than any other site in the inventory. But Stanford is not unique among
developers and almost certainly faces the same development costs as others in the market. If
anything, its costs are likely lower than other developers, as the University already owns the
land on which it is building. It is indefensible to provide Stanford-owned sites with concessions
on density and height but withhold those same concessions from every other site in the City.
The development standards currently reserved for Stanford should be available to all.58


The proposed site inventory buffer of 871 units is not sufficient to cover any potential
shortfall from excessively constraining development standards. As a preliminary matter, this
buffer is quite small: about 14%, or 871 units against a total RHNA goal of 6,086. Other cities,
like Emeryville, are planning with a larger 50% buffer.59 The City’s 14% buffer is also
exceptionally small given that Palo Alto is currently on track to meet less than half of its 5th
cycle RHNA goals, and virtually none of its goals for lower and moderate-income housing.60


Based on past data, even a 50% buffer would be inadequate given the City’s dismal
performance in the 5th cycle. It is clear that the City’s proposed 14% buffer cannot make up for
a site inventory that is not adequately zoned to accommodate financially feasible housing.


The bottom line is this: the zoning changes under the nine strategies of the draft Housing
Element are at odds with data from actual housing projects in Palo Alto. Not a single one of the
studied PHZ proposals would come close to meeting the City’s proposed development
standards. And given that fact, it is hard to imagine more than 6,000 units of housing being
feasible under these development standards. We strongly urge the City to remedy these issues
prior to submitting this Housing Element.


60 Housing Element Implementation and APR Dashboard (“Housing Needs” tab)
59 Emeryville Draft Housing Element (August 2022)


58 This point was made by Scott O’Neil in public comment to the Housing Element Working Group on
11/18/2021. Link. (time:07m:30s)  Also to Planning & Transportation on 02/09/2022 “feasibility arguments
that were being found persuasive in particular cases were simply not applied to the rest of the inventory”


57 Housing Incentive Program Expansion and 788 San Antonio Road Mixed-Use Project
56 2755 El Camino Real Multi-Family Residential Project
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b. City’s Zoning Constrains Medium-Density Housing (e.g., 25-35 du/ac)


In the previous section, we demonstrated that Palo Alto imposes development standards
that make it impossible to build larger, dense residential projects such as apartment buildings.
When reviewing City production history for market-rate mid-range units, we also discovered
constraints at this scale. To illustrate, we consider data from recent market-rate projects with
HCD APR data, supplemented with site-specific research. This data is included in Table 3 below
and reveals patterns of development that challenge the lower densities claimed for many sites in
the City’s inventory.


Table 3: Low-to-Moderate Density Residential Market-Rate Projects Approved in Palo Alto
and Reported to HCD
Includes all 5+ unit dense multifamily market rate projects in HCD APR records.


Lower density Higher density


Name 3225 El
Camino Real


2515 El
Camino Real


3877 El
Camino Real


No projects
between 25 and 35


du/ac


565 Hamilton


Density 11 du/ac 14 du/ac 23 du/ac 37 du/ac


Type Mixed-use w/
large condos.


Mixed-use w/
large condos.


Mixed-use
Townhomes
+Condos


Mixed-use
Studios


Res. FAR 0.6 61 0.5 0.6 62 1.063


Height 55’ 64 40’ 38’ 40’


Details 8 units
+8,574 retail
+1,826 office65


13 units
+1022 retail
+9835 office66


17 units
+4027 retail67


19 units
+7,450 office68


It concerns us that Palo Alto has no recent track record of producing housing at densities
in the range 24-36 du/acre.  Below 24 du/acre, townhome construction appears viable, as
evidenced by 3877 El Camino Real and other recent projects incorporating townhomes. Heavily
commercial projects (e.g., 3225 and 2515 El Camino Real) also work, at the expense of
squeezing residential down to low densities. But the inventory isn’t claiming as much
development in these lower ranges below 24 du/acre69 where it’s easier to demonstrate
feasibility with these projects.


69 There are 686 units below 24 du/acre, vs 1702 in the 25-35 du/acre range.
68 Architectural Review Board Regular Meeting Agenda (7/18/19)
67 Planning & Transportation Commission Staff Report (8/29/2018)
66 2515 - 2585 ECR Site and Design Review (2/10/16)
65 Planning & Transportation Commission Staff Report (4/25/2018)
64 The additional 5’ are only to accommodate mechanical features, per PAMC 18.40.090.
63 Architectural Review Board (5/3/2018)
62 Architectural Review Board (5/18/2017)
61 3225 El Camino Real Mixed-Use Project - Mitigated Negative Declaration
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Meanwhile, our smallest project outside the above range is a high-density studio project
with significant square footage of office space at 565 Hamilton. We think this is an excellent
project for inferring what a minimal viable mixed-use condo might look like.


In parts of this range, constraints appear physical:


● RM-30 is mixed use with 30 du/acre and FAR of .6. Even with no commercial, units are
restricted to around 700 square feet. Other zones also have restrictive FAR standards,
prohibiting developers from using the full density if they are building for-sale units, which
would normally be more than 1000 sq ft. This is not zoning for a variety of housing.70


● The 3225 and 2515 El Camino projects were clearly restricted from achieving higher
densities by low residential FAR.71


We found these patterns looking at HCD APR data. We’ve verified they also hold for
current pipeline projects. Palo Alto has parcels already zoned in this range and there’s simply no
evidence we can find that they are developed at the claimed density. Adding some margins to
the boundaries we’ve established by looking at 565 Hamilton and 3877 El Camino Real to be
conservative, we conclude that Palo Alto cannot produce market-rate housing in a range of
25-35 du/acre.


c. City Fails to Adequately Address Other Governmental Constraints


The draft Housing Element also does not adequately address many other constraints on
housing development in Palo Alto. The Housing Element fails to acknowledge several major
constraints, and fails to show any meaningful action towards reforming other constraints, such
as permitting and entitlement timelines. We detail our findings below.


i. Permitting Timelines
The City has not adequately acknowledged and mitigated its lengthy permitting times,


which are a governmental constraint on housing. The City suggests that “[a]pplication
processing timeframes in Palo Alto typically range from [90 to 180 days] for projects falling
under the City’s Streamlined Housing Development Review process to [365 days] or more for
projects requiring rezoning or tentative maps.” As a preliminary matter, some of these times may
be worse than reported in the Housing Element. According to HCD data, permitting times for
Palo Alto average 271 days and entitlement times average 300 days.72 But whatever the precise
entitlement and permit times are, they are indisputably long.73


73 Permitting procedures and timelines in Palo Alto affect and constrain ADU production as well. For
example, in later review cycles, Palo Alto plan checkers have sometimes introduced new plan check
comments not made in earlier review cycles, thus delaying or blocking ADU building permit applications.
In addition, Palo Alto has recently required information relating to its new Tree Ordinance to be provided


72 Housing Element Implementation and APR Dashboard (“Construction” tab)


71 Anne Paulson at The El Camino Institute provided much invaluable assistance and analysis in this
section.


70 On 4/7/22 (22:50) Scott O’Neil gave comment to the Working Group that they had to be sure zoning
was not creating physical constraints and is encouraging development.
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The City defends its times by noting that they are “comparable to other jurisdictions in
the Bay.” And it is true that there are other jurisdictions in the Bay Area with exceptionally long
permitting timelines. But that hardly absolves the City of its responsibility to improve permitting
times. It is useful to consider other jurisdictions. For example, our neighboring community of
Redwood City has a permit timeline of 69 days, which is a full 202 days faster than Palo Alto.
The comparison is even more striking because Redwood City and Palo Alto exist in the same
development market along the 101 freeway and El Camino Real. And impressively, Redwood
City handles far more projects than Palo Alto; it has historically permitted 3.92 projects per 10k
residents,74 which is nearly three times that of Palo Alto, which has historically permitted only
1.35 projects per 10k residents75. By any measure, Palo Alto is far slower to permit entitled
projects that it could be, based on peer comparisons alone.


The City should adopt a program with a quantified objective to reduce permitting
timelines by at least 120 days.


ii. Entitlement Timelines
The City has not adequately acknowledged and mitigated its lengthy entitlement times,


which are a governmental constraint on housing. According to HCD data, Palo Alto is the fifth
slowest jurisdiction in California to issue entitlements; only San Francisco, Oceanside, South
San Francisco, and Santa Maria are worse. This is particularly concerning because Palo Alto
processes 44%76 more requests for entitlements than permits. This suggests that Palo Alto’s
baseline zoning is inadequate for feasible development (which is hardly inevitable, as cities like
Oakland process 33% more permits than entitlement requests).77


And because HCD’s entitlement times and project counts do not include
pre-applications, HCD data is understating the length of the entitlement process. As the City
notes: “The applicant submits a prescreen application for a rezone proposal and the City
Council generally hears the prescreen request within two months. If the Council response is
favorable, then the formal application for a rezone process can begin.”78 Adding the City’s
claimed two month pre-application delay to the City’s official HCD entitlement time is sufficient to
give Palo Alto the second-worst entitlement time in the state, behind only San Francisco.
Additionally, Palo Alto’s pre-screening process allows projects to be killed (via negative
feedback during pre-screening) without any formal application appearing in HCD data.


However, to fully appreciate the impact of prescreens on timelines, we must also
consider the time applicants take to incorporate feedback. To that end, we consider timelines for


78 Palo Alto Draft Housing Element at 262
77 172 entitlements, 230 permitting requests
76 13 entitlements, 9 permitting requests
75 US Census Bureau data on Palo Alto
74 US Census Bureau data on Redwood City


during an initial “pre-application” submittal process, thus withholding from certain ADU applicants the
benefits of the mandatory ADU permitting timelines established by the Government Code.
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recent market-rate projects with APR data, supplemented with site-specific research. This data
is included in Table 4 below.


Table 4: Actual Projects Approved in Palo Alto and Reported to HCD
Includes all 5+ unit multifamily market rate projects in HCD APR records, including timelines.


Name 2755 El
Camino
Real


788 San
Antonio
Rd.


565
Hamilton


3225 El
Camino Real


3877 El
Camino
Real


2515 El
Camino Real


Avg.


Type Principally Residential Mixed Use


Details 57 units 102 units
+1,800
retail


19 units
+7,450
office79


8 units
+8,574 retail
+1,826 office80


17 units
+4027
retail81


13 units
+1022 retail
+9835 office82


Earliest
Record


Aug 2015
Study Sn.83


Oct 2018
Prescreen84


May 2018
Study Sn85


Feb 2015
ARB86


Dec 2013
ARB prelim87


Nov 2014
ARB88


Approval June 2018 Feb 2021 Aug 2019 May 2016 Sep 2017 May 2016


Time to
Approval


2 yr, 10 mo 2 yr, 4 mo 1 yr, 3 mo 1 yr, 3 mo 3 yr, 9 mo 1 yr, 6 mo 2 yr, 2mo


Permit Feb 2020 N/A89 Sep 2020 Feb 2020 Sep 2019 July 2019


Total
Time to
Permit


4 yr, 6 mo > 3 yr, 2
mo.90


2 yr, 4 mo 5 years 5 yr, 10 mo 4 yr, 7 mo 4 yr, 5
mo91


The state of approval processes in Palo Alto is so dire that it was recently a subject of a
Santa Clara County Civil Grand Jury, which was empaneled to assess why cities such as Palo
Alto have been performing so poorly on the production of affordable housing. Among other
findings, the Civil Grand Jury made the following observations:


The City of Palo Alto’s multiplicity of planning policies and documents creates lengthy
processes and can lead to frustration for all parties, including neighborhoods as well as
developers.
…


91 Excludes 788 San Antonio due to incomplete data.
90 Latest APR was March 2022.
89 No information as of 2021 APR reporting window.
88 Architectural Review Board ARB Staff Report (10/20/2014)
87 Architectural Review Board ARB Staff Report (12/19/13)
86 Architectural Review Board ARB Staff Report (2/19/2015)
85 Architectural Review Board ARB Staff Report (5/3/2018)
84 Staff Presentation (11/16/20) (p.4)


83 Application Narrative Surplus VTA Parking Lot Study Session Seeking PC Zone or CC (2) Zone District Designation
(8/21/2015)


82 2515 - 2585 ECR Site and Design Review (2/10/16)
81 Planning & Transportation Commission Staff Report (8/29/2018)
80 Planning & Transportation Commission Staff Report (4/25/2018)
79 Architectural Review Board Regular Meeting Agenda (7/18/19)
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https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/agendas-minutes-reports/agendas-minutes/architectural-review-board/archive-table-layout-2011-and-newer/2015/id-5550.pdf

https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/agendas-minutes-reports/agendas-minutes/architectural-review-board/2018/565-hamilton-id-9061.pdf

https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/agendas-minutes-reports/reports/city-manager-reports-cmrs/year-archive/2020-2/11162020-item-9-presentation.pdf

https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/planning-amp-development-services/new-development-projects/project-plans-only/narrative-for-study-session-8-21-15.pdf

https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/planning-amp-development-services/new-development-projects/project-plans-only/narrative-for-study-session-8-21-15.pdf

https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/agendas-minutes-reports/agendas-minutes/planning-and-transportation-commission/2016-agendas-minutes-staff-reports/id-6175.pdf

https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/agendas-minutes-reports/agendas-minutes/planning-and-transportation-commission/2018-agendas-minutes-and-staff-reports/august-29-2018-3877-ecr.pdf

https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/agendas-minutes-reports/agendas-minutes/planning-and-transportation-commission/2018-agendas-minutes-and-staff-reports/april-25-2018-3225-el-camino-real.pdf

https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/agendas-minutes-reports/agendas-minutes/architectural-review-board/2019/july-18-2019-agenda-only.pdf





The length of time it takes developers to get their plans approved is significantly higher in
the City of Palo Alto compared to the City of Mountain View. This discourages
developers from proposing residential development in Palo Alto.92


The Civil Grand Jury was correct that the byzantine structure of City approval processes
is itself a constraint. For example, the City’s description of its approval processes by project
type, located in Table 4-10, is virtually unintelligible to those unfamiliar with City processes:93


If the application is for a Planned Community rezoning, then the ARB will conduct a
hearing after the Planning and Transportation Commission hearing, and prior to a
second Planning and Transportation Commission meeting, followed by the Council
hearing and action. Since this is a rezone request, a prescreen by the Council is required
prior to the rezone request, which may also affect the processing timeframe. For all other
rezoning projects, the Planning and Transportation Commission reviews the project
twice, before and after the ARB recommendation, and prior to the City Council action.
This adds considerably to the processing timeline. (p. 263.)


This many hearings create an aggregate constraint worse than the sum of its parts because
opponents can demand concessions at each stage, until the cumulative effects kill a project.
Furthermore, informal surveys with developers show that the long and costly process keeps
them from coming to Palo Alto.  One recent public document confirming these frustrations is an
April 2022 letter from Summerhill Homes raising HAA concerns about Palo Alto’s handling of its
townhome project:


SummerHill has worked hard and in good faith to design a high-quality residential
community that meets the City’s standards, formally revising and resubmitting the project
plans five times to address the City’s comments.94


For all of these reasons, we have supported the Civil Grand Jury’s recommendation that the City
develop clearer area plans to eliminate Council prescreens, and combine reviews by the
Architectural Review Board and Planning and Transportation Commission into a single
consolidated review. The Civil Grand Jury recommended taking action by June 30 2022.
Unfortunately, the City Council largely dismissed the Civil Grand Jury’s concerns,95 and the draft
Housing Element embraces not a single one of the Jury’s recommendations. The Housing
Element’s only commitment on timelines is to limit projects to two meetings before the
Architectural Review Board.


95 “Palo Alto defies grand jury recommendations for more 'area plans' to boost affordable housing,” Palo
Alto Weekly, March 3rd 2022


94


https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/planning-amp-development-services/new-development-p
rojects/2850-w-bayshore/attorney-letter-regarding-directors-decision.pdf


93 Palo Alto Draft Housing Element at 263
92 Affordable Housing: A Tale of Two Cities (2021 Civil Grand Jury of Santa Clara County)
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https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/planning-amp-development-services/new-development-projects/2850-w-bayshore/attorney-letter-regarding-directors-decision.pdf
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The City must recognize its complex and lengthy approval processes as constraints to
housing, and adopt quantified program objectives to start including pre-screen/pre-application
time in APR data, and to reduce entitlement timelines to under one year. We urge the City to
look to the Civil Grand Jury’s recommendations in developing these commitments.


iii. Excessive CEQA Review
The City has not acknowledged that its policies and practices with regard to


environmental review are a government constraint on housing. The City requires CEQA review
beyond what should be required, and what is required for other cities. For example, an
Environmental Impact Report (EIR) is being prepared for 660 University Avenue. This is a 70
unit project on an infill parcel that is surrounded by urban development with no history of
excessive soil contamination or other potentially significant environmental issues. This can add
a year of delay for preparation of the necessary documents and required review times.


In Palo Alto, for simple CEQA exemptions, a contract with a subconsultant must be
implemented: excessive and often unnecessary technical reports prepared followed by several
months of document preparation time for the exemption. Antiquated General Plan and zoning
designations further complicate the CEQA issue by presenting impediments to use of
categorical and ministerial exemptions created solely for the purpose of streamlining the permit
process. One such impediment is that many projects must be consistent with land use
designations to qualify for exemptions from CEQA. Even simple exemptions can take up to six
months to prepare (including obtaining bids from environmental subconsultants to do the work
and completing requisite contracts), review, and finalize.


Unless an applicant has a savvy land use attorney involved (e.g., SummerHill Home’s
2850 West Bayshore development), projects are subjected to long CEQA processing times and
unnecessary review.  This is a constraint on housing development in Palo Alto.


To address this constraint for categorical and ministerial exemptions, the City should:


● As described in Section 3A and Section 3B of this document, immediately update the
General Plan to designate and rezone properties to allow densities at or higher than the
assumed Housing Element development potential for the site.


● The various CEQA processes (exemption, Negative Declaration [ND] or EIR) and
timelines should be specifically outlined in the Housing Element given the depth and
breadth of state regulations and policies supporting housing development.


● Begin outlining the necessary CEQA process in the 30-day completeness letter for a
project.


● Commit to a 30-day timeline for completion of ministerial or categorical CEQA
exemptions with a specific Housing Element-specified policy.


● Hire a staff member to process ministerial CEQA applications or create a list of approved
environmental consultants and allow applicants to contract directly with a consultant
when utilizing categorical and ministerial exemptions. This would save time and costs
associated with contract administration.
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● For more complicated projects requiring a ND or EIR, a consultant should be chosen by
the City from the approved list and identified in the 30-day letter so CEQA processing
can begin immediately.


iv. City’s Opposition to Mixed-Use Cross-Subsidization
The City has not acknowledged that its opposition to mixed-use cross-subsidization is a


government constraint on affordable housing. As context, the City Council has sought to limit the
amount of new commercial development in the City. However, the City’s caps on commercial
development can have the unintended consequence of simultaneously constraining residential
affordable housing development. That is because mixed-use development (i.e., both residential
and commercial) has been one of the most successful strategies used by our peer cities to meet
the affordable component of their RHNA obligations. For example, Redwood City’s downtown
precise plan has successfully leveraged extensive mixed-use development to exceed its 5th
cycle RHNA,96 and in part for that reason, it has substantially outperformed Palo Alto in the
production of lower-income housing.97


However, Palo Alto’s City Council has chosen to reject mixed-use development, on the
theory that any new commercial development could worsen the City’s overall ratio of jobs to
housing. As the City states in its response to the Santa Clara County Civil Grand Jury Affordable
Housing98 report:


Palo Alto believes the economics of affordable housing in the Peninsula preclude most
practical use of mixed-use development as an affordable housing tool, once
“net-of-demand” housing is considered. (p.5)


The City is entitled to reject Redwood City’s mixed-use strategy and disfavor new
housing that is associated with new commercial development. But it must recognize that its
preference is a constraint on affordable housing development in Palo Alto. The existence of that
constraint emphasizes the need for the City to demonstrate that affordable housing can pencil
out without any cross-subsidization from commercial development. The City can replace the
economic value of mixed-use commercial development with new subsidy programs for housing,
or with far bolder changes to zoning (e.g., height, density, FAR, and parking) that ensure that
residential housing is independently financially feasible. But the City must acknowledge its
present stance as a constraint and ensure that its programs adequately address it.


v. Tree Protection Ordinance
The City has not acknowledged that its newly revised Tree Ordinance is a government


constraint on housing. Palo Alto’s original Tree Ordinance had a relatively limited impact on
housing. But the City quantitatively and qualitatively transformed its prior tree policies on July


98 City of Palo Alto Response to the Civil Grand Jury Report
97 Housing Element Implementation and APR Dashboard (“Housing Needs” tab, “Progress” section)
96 Redwood City a Bay Area model in housing production, SF Chronicle, J.K. Dineen (May 2021)
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21, 2022,99 an action which we advised could jeopardize Housing Element certification.100 The
quantitative expansion tripled the number of protected trees to an estimated 600,000,101 or
roughly nine trees per Palo Alto resident (excluding trees in open space areas).102


For multifamily housing, removing a protected tree that is not dead, dying, or a nuisance
could require proving to Urban Forestry that:103


“Retention of the tree would result in reduction of the otherwise-permissible buildable
area of the lot by more than twenty-five percent, and … retaining the tree would increase
project cost by more than twice the reproduction cost of the tree or ten percent of the
given project valuation, whichever is greater.”104


To help visualize the sheer number of trees in Palo Alto, virtually all species of which
now are protected, consider this photo from the City’s Urban Forestry department:


104 PAMC 8.10.050(d)(1)
103 See Appendix C for a detailed treatment of removal rules
102 U.S. Census - Palo Alto; City Council Staff Report (6/6/22)
101 Proposed Palo Alto law would triple number of 'protected' trees, Palo Alto Weekly (6/1/22)
100 Palo Alto Forward Letter - 6/18/22


99 “Tree Ordinance Update” webpage. Even after the July 21, 2022 effective date, the new tree ordinance
did not apply to a certain “pipeline projects. See section 13 of the new tree ordinance.
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The impact of these expanded protections will only grow over time. Any tree that reaches
15” in diameter will become a new protected tree, unless it is an invasive species or one of eight
water-intensive ones.105 And the City’s new objective standards will continuously tighten this
constraint. These standards will require new tree plantings in the amount of 1 tree per 30 ft of
facade in landscape screens, and 1 tree per 40 feet of facade in setbacks.106


In addition to the quantitative impacts, the City has qualitatively changed the procedures
associated with complying with Tree Ordinance. These requirements will affect even housing
projects that do not require the removal of a projected tree. For example, the expanded Tree
Ordinance:


● Requires all permit applications changing an existing building footprint to include
a statement by a City-approved arborist.107


● Implicitly gives owners of adjacent properties leverage over the permitting
process by requiring access to trees on those properties.


● Creates new notice requirements and expands appeals for removals.


For more detailed analysis of these new requirements and their potential impact on new
housing, see Appendix C - Tree Ordinance Discussion.


We support protecting the urban canopy, and we believe that we can meet our housing
goals while protecting natural resources. For example, if the City desires to protect this many
trees while simultaneously meeting our RHNA goals, it can do so by more aggressively
increasing the height and FAR limits for residential development, especially near downtown and
transit-rich areas. But the Tree Ordinance as it stands is clearly a constraint on housing, and it
must be analyzed and mitigated prior to submission to HCD.


vi. City’s Strong Preference for R-1 Single Family Zoning
The City acknowledges that its preference for single-family zoning is a governmental


constraint on housing. We agree. Many vocal community members and some council members
support policies that prevent development of multi-family housing. But the City does not
adequately mitigate the constraint. As the draft Housing Element notes, “the majority of
residentially zoned land in Palo Alto is planned and zoned for low residential use,” and “the
single-family site development regulations are a constraint to the development of housing,
particularly affordable housing that often occurs at higher densities.”108 Unfortunately, the City’s
proposed solutions are irrelevant to this identified constraint:


108 Palo Alto Draft Housing Element at 235.


107 PAMC 8.10.040(b).  The provisions show that the new ordinance’s objectives extend far beyond land
use.


106 ARB Recommendation on Objective Design Standards (3/18/21)


105


https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/Departments/Public-Works/Public-Services/Palo-Altos-Urban-Forest/Tree-O
rdinance-Update-2022/Tree-Ordinance-Information
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“To combat this constraint, Program 6.1 Housing for Persons with Disabilities proposes
amending the Zoning Code to create incentives that encourage development of various
types of housing units, including units for persons with disabilities including seniors. In
addition, Program 5.1 Preservation of at Risk Housing supports a Zoning Code that
permits innovative housing types and flexible development standards while maintaining
the character of the neighborhood.”


While these programs address worthwhile goals, it is not clear to us how “updating the City’s
affordable housing guidelines to establish preferences for populations with special needs” does
anything to address the constraint that single family zoning imposes on housing development.
Similarly, it is unclear to us how notifying owners and tenants about the “termination of []
affordability restrictions” does anything to combat that constraint. Due to the exceptionally high
cost of low-density housing in Palo Alto,109 the only conceivable way to mitigate this identified
constraint is to increase density in single-family neighborhoods. The City should make this
commitment before submitting the draft Housing Element to HCD.


vii. Fees and Exactions
The City has not adequately acknowledged and mitigated its fees and exactions, which


are a governmental constraint on housing. The City correctly notes that its fees are
exceptionally high:


The Annual Report on City Services 2019-2020 conducted by the City of San Jose
identifies Palo Alto as one of the highest impact/capacity fee charging cities for both
single-family and multiple-family home construction. (p.274)


For example, these impact fees dominate the total costs given in the examples on page 275, at
78% and 67% of total fees, respectively. The City justifies its fees in part by suggesting that they
are proportional to the square footage of a building.


A development fee was adopted for parks, community centers, and libraries based on
the number of employees or residents generated by each residential or commercial
project using square feet or number of units. [¶]  The fees for parks, community centers
and libraries add approximately $64,503 to the price of a single-family dwelling unit less
than 3,000 square feet in size and approximately $47,707 to the price of a multifamily
dwelling smaller or equal to 900 square feet. (p. 273)


The phrases “using square feet” and “a single-family dwelling unit less than 3,000 square feet,”
for example, suggest that the City’s Park Impact Fee and other “Development Impact Fees -
Residential” for single-family housing vary based upon the square footage of the home being
built. But the City’s own Table 4-14 (p. 269) suggests that this is not the case110:


110 To be sure, the reference to “3,000 square feet” may have been a typographical error, but that phrase
appears to occur only once in the Palo Alto Draft Housing Element. The belief that the City does charge
such fees on a strict “per unit” basis is strengthened by the “Fiscal Year 2022 Adopted Municipal Fee


109 https://www.mercurynews.com/2022/11/10/single-family-home-sells-in-palo-alto-for-3-5-million/
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Rather than charging fees proportional to the size of a home, the City has adopted a “per
unit” approach to fees that acts as an implicit, regressive tax.111 The City asserts: “The purpose
of such fees is to minimize the impact of that new development on the City’s public services and
public facilities to the greatest extent practicable” (p. 267). Such “per unit” pricing of fees for
community centers, general government facilities, libraries, parks, and public safety facilities
might make sense if one were to assume that as many people are likely to live in a 1,200
square foot house as in a 6,000 square foot house. But such an assumption is doubtful. Even if
it were true, one cannot ignore the effects of such a “per unit” approach. The fees noted above
for single-family houses — totalling over $67,000 — act as implicit and regressive tax that
subsidizes larger, more expensive homes and penalizes smaller, more affordable homes.


Furthermore, a comparison with Redwood City shows that the magnitude of some of
these impact fees is astoundingly high. Palo Alto’s $57,420.00 per unit Park Impact Fee (p. 269)
is more than four times as great as Redwood City’s $14,224.09 per unit Parks Impact Fee.112 It
is also noteworthy that, even for the largest single-family homes, the absolute amount of Palo
Alto’s Park Impact Fee more than tripled (from about $18,570 to $57,420), while Redwood City’s
Parks Impact Fee seems to have only increased by about 12% between roughly 2016 and 2022
(from $12,733.38 to $14,224.09).113


113 See https://www.redwoodcity.org/home/showpublisheddocument/24502/637776003710600000,
https://www.redwoodcity.org/home/showpublisheddocument/5953/636084088997770000, and
https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2021/04/15/palo-alto-hikes-development-impact-fees-for-first-time-in
-20-years#:~:text=While%20park%20fees%20represent%20by,respectively%2C%20under%20the%20ne
w%20schedule. While it is true that Palo Alto’s impact fees had not been increased for some time prior to
2022, the period between 2000-2022 was generally one of very low increases in the CPI.


112 “Development Impact Fees” as of 2/18/22.
111 While “ADUs under 750 sq ft” are repeatedly noted as being exempt, this is a matter of state law.


Schedule” whose “PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES” table (p. 70) appears to show the
same fees assessed on a “per unit” basis.
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These points are largely missing from the Housing Element’s analysis of the City’s fee
structure. The City should expand its analysis and add new programs to lower these fees before
submitting the draft Housing Element to HCD.


viii. Historic Registry
The City has not acknowledged that its historic registry is a government constraint on


housing. The City has long maintained its own inventory of historic places which is often more
expansive than the National Register of Historic Places.114 This policy can significantly constrain
the development of housing, since it triggers special application procedures and possible
moratoria on the demolition of any historically significant building. PAMC 16.49.70.


The City has recently attempted to encourage historic designations of properties to “skirt”
state laws, including SB 9.115 For example, the City’s Historic Resources Board Workplan seeks
to expand the inventory by among other things, reviewing and recommending “applications for
Inventory category upgrades and support nominations to the City’s local inventory.”116 At a
retreat of the Historic Resources Board, it was noted that there are approximately 2,500-2,700
Eichler houses in Palo Alto, and there was apparently at least some discussion “about having
Eichlers as an historic district….”117 Such designations may be significant in terms of
constraining housing production in Palo Alto, given the existing protections against the
demolition of historically significant buildings.


The City should consider whether the City Council’s or the Historic Resources Board’s
consideration of further actions aimed at increasing the number of structures on the City’s local
inventory will act as a further constraint on housing production. This should occur prior to
submission to HCD.


117 “HISTORIC RESOURCES BOARD MEETING MINUTES: January 27, 2022”
(https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/agendas-minutes-reports/agendas-minutes/architectural-
review-board/2022/hrb-03.10.2022-minutes-january-27-2022.pdf), pgs 5-6, 6-7/14.


116


https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/city-clerk/boards-and-commissions/historic-resources-bo
ard/fy22-bcc-workplan-hrb.pdf


115 See “Palo Alto looks to expand historic registry to prevent redevelopment.” and “Palo Alto council could
use historic preservation to skirt SB9 lot-splitting law”
(https://www.mercurynews.com/2022/03/19/palo-alto-council-could-use-historic-preservation-to-skirt-sb9-l
ot-splitting-law/).


114


https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/planning-amp-development-services/historic-preservation
/historic-inventory/city-historic-inventory-list.pdf
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Section 4: Non-Governmental Constraints


The City has failed to adequately assess and mitigate non-governmental constraints to
housing as it is required to do under Government Code 65583(a)(6).


Community Opposition to Housing


Palo Alto has had a well-documented history of community opposition becoming a
constraint on housing development. This track record is so exceptional as to have garnered
recognition in national news media such as the New York Times.118 Some notable (but hardly
exhaustive) examples of projects killed by community opposition include:


● Killed by referenda:
○ 2003: 800 High St - Killed with Measure C119120


○ 2013: 567-595 Maybell - Killed with Measure D121


● Killed by lawsuits or legal threats:
○ 1987-1991: 660 University - Settlement prevented projects through 2023.122


● Ended after opposition in public comment:
○ 2021: 2239-2241 Wellesley St.123 124


○ 2022: Matadero Creek125


○ Ongoing: North Ventura Coordinated Area Plan (NVCAP) delays, impacting up to
2,130 units.126127128


To illustrate how community opposition can impact housing development, consider the
example of the North Ventura Coordinated Area Plan (NVCAP). The opportunity to build new
housing in this 60-acre area adjacent to major transit and commercial corridors may be lost for
generations due to community pushback. After a robust alternatives development process,
consultants, City staff, and the Planning and Transportation Commission concluded that a
development plan labeled “Alternative 3B” was the most, and possibly the only, financially


128 Council Communications, Oct 24 2024, p. 74


127


https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2021/06/15/facing-division-over-ventura-plan-palo-alto-delays-action


126


https://www.paloaltoonline.com/print/story/2022/10/28/residents-activists-irked-by-evolving-ventura-plan


125 https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2022/10/17/council-pans-housing-proposal-at-creekside-inn-site
124 https://paloaltoonline.com/news/2021/02/12/housing-plan-stirs-opposition-in-palo-altos-college-terrace
123 https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2021/05/18/council-rebuffs-apartment-plan-in-college-terrace


122


https://padailypost.com/2019/04/19/six-story-building-proposed-for-university-circle-traffic-problems-will-g
et-scrutiny/


121


https://ballotpedia.org/City_of_Palo_Alto_Rezoning_of_Maybell_Avenue,_Measure_D_(November_2013)


120 https://www.paloaltoonline.com/weekly/morgue/2003/2003_10_15.trail15.html
119 https://www.sccgov.org/elections/results/nov2003/ElectionResult.htm
118 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hNDgcjVGHIw
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feasible alternative to redevelop the area.129 That option would have created 1,490-2,130
housing units. However, after significant public opposition, the City Council chose not to endorse
any of the available alternatives.130 This example demonstrates how public opposition can often
constrain Palo Alto’s development plans, even beyond the constraints imposed by the City’s
own policies.


The City must recognize community opposition as a constraint to housing development
in Palo Alto and explain in the Housing Element how it will overcome this constraint. One way
the City could address this constraint is by removing rounds of discretionary review and
reducing the number of veto points in the process. The Santa Clara County Grand Jury Report
also includes findings around City electeds building community support for affordable housing
through direct public leadership.131 We encourage City officials to do more to educate the
community about what it takes for affordable housing to be feasible in our community.


Strength of Market for New Office Development


The City acknowledges that the strength of the market for new office development is a
constraint on housing, but does not adequately mitigate the constraint. The Housing Element
notes that developers are financially incentivized to build new office space, explaining that:132


“Due to lower construction costs per square foot for office space compared to housing
developments, as well as the high lease rates for office spaces, developers are choosing
to build office over residential in zones that allow both. This is considered a constraint to
the development of housing.”


We agree, but note that the Housing Element does not go far enough to advantage
residential development over new office space. The only program that addresses this constraint
is Program 6.3(b), which reduces commercial FAR in strategic locations.133 But the program
does not provide any specifics as to the extent of these reductions or their location. Nor does
the Housing Element provide any analysis to prove that these reductions alone will be sufficient
to put the economics of residential development on par with office space development. Indeed,
it is possible the City’s proposed mitigation will hinder residential mixed-use development by
reducing profitability below feasibility. Relaxing residential development standards, in contrast, is
guaranteed to make housing more feasible.


133 Palo Alto Draft Housing Element at 323
132 Palo Alto Draft Housing Element at 221
131 https://www.scscourt.org/court_divisions/civil/cgj/2021/Affordable%20Housing%20Final%20Report.pdf


130https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2021/06/15/facing-division-over-ventura-plan-palo-alto-delays-acti
on


129https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/planning-amp-development-services/north-ventura-cap
/nvcap-alternatives-cc-06-14-21_final.pdf
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This acknowledged constraint should be adequately addressed in the Housing Element
by increasing residential height and FAR to at least 140% of commercial in all mixed-use zones.
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Section 5: Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing
Community Engagement and Outreach


We believe that Palo Alto failed to conduct adequate outreach under HCD’s guidance on
Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing (AFFH). The City’s principal vehicle for community
engagement was the Housing Element Working Group, a citizen body comprising 15 members
and 2 alternates. As formed, the Working Group body disproportionately excluded the renters
and underrepresented applicants who applied to serve on the Working Group. Some facts about
those who were chosen:


● The Working Group was ~13%134 renters, in a city with ~44% renters135.
○ The applicant pool was more than half renters.


● Six seats went to neighborhood associations, generally representing single-family
homeowner interests. This bloc was just two votes shy of a majority.


○ Add a stridently anti-housing HOA President: one vote shy of majority.
○ Add a long-serving Planning Commissioner: a majority.
○ None of these 8 members were alternates.


● The Council selected: 0/3 pro-housing former City Council candidates, 0/2 young adults,
0/1 senior service providers, 0/1 housing economists, 0/1 tenant organizers.


Reviewing Housing Element Appendix B: Public Outreach reveals few signs of the sort
of targeted ongoing stakeholder outreach that is required for a city to meet its AFFH
obligations.136 This is not because City staff did not try. As we explain in Appendix D of this
letter, staff did an outstanding job of recruiting an extraordinarily qualified slate of about 80
applicants. In spite of this, the Council Ad Hoc Committee formed to do initial processing of
applications largely chose to stack the slate with experienced, known-anti-housing voices drawn
from HOAs and neighborhood associations.


Even to the inadequate extent they sought inclusion, the Ad Hoc typically passed over
candidates with policy-relevant expertise or experience in public service, getting it instead from
newcomers with neither. The resulting process functioned as designed: the slow-growth voices
were firmly in the driver’s seat, while less-experienced newcomers were often frustrated by
being unable to influence the process toward the goals that motivated them to apply137.


The City’s flagship AFFH outreach effort violated state law because it deliberately bent to
exclude voices the City had a legal duty to bring into the process. HCD should require that Palo


137 Some examples: the member in affordable housing was concerned that single-family ownership
options for people in her income bracket are unavailable in Palo Alto. Another wanted to reverse racial
segregation. Neither could identify or propose policies the body might pursue to achieve these goals, and
the body’s exploration of them ended with their respective comments on those matters.


136 On 02/09/2022, Kelsey Banes pointed out to Planning & Transportation that targeted outreach was not
occurring even after Council seated the working group, as constituted.


135 https://www.point2homes.com/US/Average-Rent/CA/Santa-Clara-County/Palo-Alto.html
134 18% including alternates, but only until the renting alternate dropped.
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Alto redo its stakeholder outreach in a manner that does comply with AFFH outreach
requirements.


Proposed Rezoning Does Not Further Racial and Economic Integration


As we’ve seen, Palo Alto’s planned rezoning is largely to infeasible levels for actual
development. See Section 3: Governmental Constraints. The only place the City seems serious
about housing production is the GM/ROLM areas, where it comes closest to committing to
zoning consistent with past exclusively-residential development.


However, it is impossible to address racial, ethnic, and economic segregation using this
strategy. Palo Alto may change the City’s aggregate racial, ethnic, and economic demographics
of residents with this approach, but to whatever extent it does so, it will also create a segregated
pocket in the newly-opened residential area. The City simply cannot integrate its current
neighborhoods by adding new ones.


This is especially true given the location of this rezoning: the sites are disproportionately
in the southeast corner of the City bordering Mountain View and the Bayshore Freeway, with
major surface corridors segregating them from pre-existing communities. Fabian, Charleston,
and San Antonio Road are all 4-lane roadways, which partition much of this area from every
school,138 library and park in Palo Alto or even Mountain View. San Antonio and Charleston is at
a major freeway onramp, focusing intense vehicle traffic to this nexus. It’s an island.139


The RHNA allocation to Palo Alto from ABAG included an above-average number of
units for low-and-moderate income residents because Palo Alto is considered as both a high
opportunity area and a high job proximity area. What is a High Opportunity Area? Here is the
explanation from an ABAG Methodology Committee packet.


“The Opportunity Map stems from HCD’s policy goals to avoid further
segregation and concentration of poverty and to encourage access to opportunity
through affordable housing programs. The map uses publicly available data
sources to identify areas in the state whose characteristics have been shown by
research to support positive economic, educational, and health outcomes for
low-income families and their children. The Access to High Opportunity Areas
factor directly addresses the RHNA objective to affirmatively further fair housing
by increasing access to opportunity and replacing segregated living patterns.”140


What is a High Job Proximity Area? Here is the explanation from the ABAG packet:


140 https://abag.ca.gov/sites/default/files/rhna_methodology_report_2023-2031_finalposting.pdf
139 The area is also a transit desert, and some sites have toxic waste concerns.


138


https://www.mercurynews.com/2022/08/26/palo-alto-focusing-future-housing-at-edge-of-town-near-highw
ay-not-caltrain-corridor/
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“The two factors based on job proximity (Job Proximity – Auto and Job Proximity
– Transit) consider the relationship between jobs and transportation. Job
Proximity – Auto is based on jobs that can be accessed from a jurisdiction by a
30-minute auto commute, while Job Proximity – Transit is based on jobs that can
be accessed from a jurisdiction within a 45-minute transit commute. These
factors encourage more housing in jurisdictions with easier access to the region’s
job centers. Additionally, these factors use a commute shed to measure job
access rather than solely considering the jobs present within a jurisdiction’s
boundaries. Using a commute shed intends to better capture the lived experience
of accessing jobs irrespective of jurisdiction boundaries. Housing and job markets
extend beyond jurisdiction boundaries—in most cities, a majority of workers work
outside their jurisdiction of residence, and demand for housing in a particular
jurisdiction is substantially influenced by its proximity and accessibility to jobs in
another community."


Cities with good public transit access got an extra allocation of low-and-moderate
income units from ABAG. Palo Alto has many neighborhoods with excellent access to
CalTrain and express buses. Unfortunately the GM/ROLM neighborhood is not one of
them. For these reasons, reliance on the GM/ROLM neighborhood for a high share of
the City's low-and-moderate income goal undercuts the very reason Palo Alto was
chosen as a great place to increase the number of residents and, unintentionally,
weakens rather than strengthens the City's racial/ethnic and economic integration.


The inventory and RHNA understate how much of Palo Alto’s future development will
come from this area under the Housing Element, because it is the only place in the City where
Palo Alto is planning on a broad upzoning. Everywhere else is site-specific upzoning. This is of
enormous significance for anticipating the patterns of future development in Palo Alto, because
in the 5th Cycle the probability of development for inventory sites was 2.8%. Units permitted on
inventory sites as a share of all permitted units was 5.3%.141 These suggest the Opportunity
Sites Maps in Section 3 of the Housing Element will not accurately predict future development
trends.


For the purpose of evaluating AFFH concerns, we analyzed the city-wide impacts of
upzoning as measured by newly-legalized units based on allowed density. From this analysis,
we produced the heat map below to convey the relative impact of where newly legalized
housing units are located throughout the City. As can readily be seen, almost all of the impact is
on the eastern corner of the City.


141 Kapur, Damerdji, Elmendorf, Christopher, 2021: “What Gets Built on Sites that Cities” Make..””.
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Quantitative unit totals support the impression: of the 10,895 potential new units from
upzoning we project142, 8,104 units (74%) are in the clusters on the eastern side of the map
where broad upzoning is performed. Such a distribution of newly legalized  housing units would
have a heightened risk of exacerbating segregation, and it should be analyzed as a factor
contributing to segregation in Housing Element Appendix C: Fair Housing.


The area could also be at risk of becoming a Racially or Ethnically Concentrated Area of
Poverty (R/ECAP). It is certainly the case that if the first residential project completed there is a
100% low-income affordable project, then it will become a R/ECAP, at least for a time.


We do support housing in this “fixer upper” of an area. However, to mitigate the
segregation and R/ECAP concerns above, the City should:


1. Reduce its RHNA reliance on GM/ROLM upzoning somewhat, down to no more than
25% for all income levels143.


2. Be required to upzone to economically feasible levels on all inventory sites.
3. Be required to consistently use uniform (non-site-specific) zoning around inventory sites


even outside GM/ROLM areas.


143 Currently it is about a third.


142 Excludes MFA Strategy due to lack of upzoning. Outside GM/ROLM and inventory, we take units
counted. Within GM/ROLM zones we take upzoned 90 du/acre w/ 80% realistic capacity adjustment. By
manually selecting all GM/ROLM sites subject to broad upzoning, we apply this density and unit count to
all upzoned sites, even ones not in the Housing Element inventory.
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4. Commit to transit and environmental improvements in the GM/ROLM areas in a specific
program.


ADU Fees and Fair Housing


The Housing Element only contemplates one modality for introducing new housing in
R-1 zones in Palo Alto: ADU production. It is therefore of concern that Palo Alto increased fees
on ADUs considerably in 2021.144 As described earlier, the revised Tree Ordinance will also
increase costs for ADU development by requiring retention of an arborist and preparation of
reports, as well as by expanding the number of protected trees in the City.


These factors probably cannot change the production projections beyond what we call
for in the ADU sections in the site inventory.  However, this is still a fair housing concern which
will tend to exacerbate patterns of racial and economic segregation in Palo Alto and should be
recognized as such.


144


https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2021/04/15/palo-alto-hikes-development-impact-fees-for-first-time-in
-20-years
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Section 6: Programs and Policies


Specific programs are critical components of a Housing Element that will bring forth
feasible housing proposals and ensure compliance to avoid loss of local control and other
penalties. Based on our review of the existing programs and HCD's review letters to neighboring
cities, we expect that HCD will ask for additional program specificity and additional programs.
We also understand that staff have ongoing consultant work related to sites and programs that
will almost certainly result in changes to programs. With that said, we are including our feedback
on the specificity and commitments of the existing programs.


Under Government Code Section 65583(c), each program in the Housing Element must
have “a timeline for implementation,” identify “the agencies and officials responsible for the
implementation,” and identify “the means by which consistency will be achieved with other
general plan elements.” In addition to meeting statutory requirements, HCD’s guidance indicates
that effective programs should include:145


● description of the specific action steps to implement programs
● description of the local government’s specific role in program implementation
● measurable outcomes (e.g., number of units created)
● demonstration of a firm commitment to implementation, and
● identification of specific funding sources.


HCD has increased its enforcement efforts with respect to cities’ proposed programs.146


As the Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG) recently observed:


“[M]any jurisdictions received comments asking for more specificity in their policies and
programs section. Generally, a program to study an issue will receive a comment asking
for more concrete actions. Vague language will likely be rejected, especially if a program
is tied to a constraint.”


To avoid a similar outcome in Palo Alto, we encourage the City to consider the revisions
proposed below, as well as to consider whether other programs could benefit from additional
specificity, commitments to action, and/or measurable targets.


Program 1.1: Adequate Sites Program


The City must commit to changing development constraints such as density, height, and
floor area ratio to allow both physical and market feasibility for all sites in the inventory,
consistent with market conditions as analyzed in Section 3A and Section 3B. Furthermore, this
must be fully specified in Program 1.1, with exact numbers. The applicant must be able to know
what they are permitted to build in base zoning, and they must be permitted to build buildings


146 August 22, 2022 City Council Meeting Packet, p. 217
145 HCD Building Blocks, “Program Overview and Quantified Objectives”
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that will generate the capacity claimed in the site inventory, without relying on discretionary
programs such as Housing Incentive Program (discussed in Program 3.4), which also precludes
using the state’s density bonus.


Program 1.4: City Owned Land


This is one of the most important strategies in the Housing Element. We know that
providing free or low-cost land is a proven strategy to encourage housing production. For
example, many local cities and Santa Clara County already have successful programs
underway to develop 100% affordable housing on City- or County-owned lots.


At its meeting in September 2021, the Housing Element Working Group heard a
presentation from Peter Baltay and David Hirsch, who are local architects and commissioners
on the City’s Architectural Review Board. They presented an extensive analysis demonstrating
that the City had the capacity to add over 1,000 housing units by building on City-owned lots. In
particular, the City had 29 parking lots in the University Avenue and the California Avenue
Business Districts that could be developed into housing.147 These lots range in size from 10,000
to 34,000 square feet.148 The report also included a concept plan for building 83 units and 130
parking spaces at 375 Hamilton Avenue (Hamilton/Waverly Parking Lot), which is approximately
29k square feet. As a result of this report, the Housing Element Working Group and Planning &
Transportation Committee supported having two parking lot projects that could lead to the
creation of 168 housing units.149


Unfortunately, the commitment to this important program is too vague. In particular,
Implementing Objective A does not provide specific, measurable outcomes beyond selecting a
development partner, and only provides one completion deadline. The City should commit to a
number of units it anticipates developing on City-owned parking lots, and provide a more
detailed program timeline. Given the community’s interest in larger housing units, it may also be
worthwhile to add an incentive to have these units serve large families. The City should also
remove the phrase “subject to available funding,” as it has indicated that the program will be
financed through the General Fund. Because the City has authority over its own finances,
keeping a financing caveat risks HCD concluding that the City is not committed to the program.


Program 1.5: Stanford University Lands


As one of the largest landowners and employers in Palo Alto, Stanford University
provides the opportunity to build housing close to jobs. Two representatives from Stanford
University participated in the Housing Element Working Group and suggested three sites that
are available to redevelop. Two of these sites were included in the site inventory. However, 27
University was not included in the final site inventory. We believe that there should be a program
and timeline to redevelop this large 4.3 acre site, where Stanford suggested that between 180


149 https://paloaltohousingelement.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Jan-13-PPT_Final.pdf
148 https://paloaltohousingelement.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/September-2_Memo_FINAL.pdf
147 HEWG Meeting, Sept 2, 2021
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and 530 units of multi-family housing could be developed. This parcel is next to the University
Avenue Train Station and within walking distance of the University and shops and restaurants in
Downtown Palo Alto. The Housing Element Working Group and the Planning & Transportation
Commission were supportive of seeing housing units built at this site. Yet this program is
nowhere to be found in the Housing Element.150


Objective D commits to discussing future development on Stanford-owned sites,
especially those in Stanford Research Park. But these will require a long time horizon, since
they will constitute new neighborhoods or “areas.” For context, the City has a track record of
taking five years to develop new area plans.151 We urge the City to commit to start this process
in 2023 and impose a 3-year deadline on the process.


Finally, given Palo Alto’s record of robust community engagement and long negotiation
cycles, we encourage the City to add an objective of meeting with Stanford University by Dec.
31, 2025 to discuss finding sites for additional housing sites for the 7th cycle RHNA process.
This will give the City at least five years so that identified sites can easily be included in the 7th
cycle. The City should also commit financial resources to this process.


Program 2.1: Affordable Housing Development


We ask the City to add a new objective of securing new funding sources for affordable
housing. While we applaud the passage of Measure K (a business tax), which will help provide
funds for 100% affordable housing projects, this funding will be insufficient to meet our housing
goals. The City has spent $54 million on affordable housing projects in the past five years. Of
these, the City contributed $20.5 million to 59 units of housing at Wilton Court ($340k subsidy
per unit built). Projections from Measure K estimate that it will contribute $20 million over the
next eight years which would support the development of 55 units of affordable housing. For
comparison, the City has a RNHA goal of 2,452 affordable housing units. Given this gap, we
believe that the City should strongly pursue other funding sources.


Objective C focuses on establishing relationships with housing developers rather than
providing specific, measurable outcomes for residential development (i.e., impact on housing
stock). The City should identify a specific number of units to be approved and built under this
partnership strategy.


Program 3.1: Fee Waivers and Adjustments


151 As an example, consider the City’s current work on North Ventura Coordinated Area Plan. The goals
and objectives of the plan were approved by the City Council on March 5, 2018. After five years of
meetings including: 17 working group meetings, 10 PTC or City Council meetings and numerous
meetings with Sobrato Organization, the largest landowner in North Ventura, the plan is expected to be
finished in 2023. See link.


150


https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2021/11/24/housing-near-caltrain-stanfords-proposal-nets-mixed-re
action
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Objective A proposes reducing processing fees by $20k for affordable housing
applications. But the application processing fees are a small fraction of the total amount spent
on permits and fees. Wilton Court Apartments, which just finished construction, paid a total of
$535k in local permits and fees. This is approximately $9k per unit. We encourage the City to
examine other permitting-related costs with the goal of reducing them further –and to zero in
the case of affordable housing.


Objective B proposes conducting an economic feasibility study to evaluate development
impact fees in October 2025. In 2021, development impact fees increased for the first time in
twenty years from $5,557/unit to $47,707/unit -- that is over 750%.152 These fees are some of
the highest in Santa Clara County. Given this sharp increase in fees, we believe that these are
a new constraint. We encourage the City to monitor the response to these higher impact fees
and report findings to PTC and CC.


Program 3.2: Monitor Constraints to Housing


We agree that the City should always be monitoring constraints to housing production.
However, this program does not indicate how the City’s observations of such constraints will be
shared with the City Council, PTC, and members of the public. At a minimum, the City should
commit to publishing an annual report with observations of constraints and analysis of housing
applications and concessions requested during the previous 12 months.


Programs 3.3 to 3.5: AH Development Incentives, HIP, and PTOD


While stressing that these programs cannot be used to remedy the inadequacies of the
City’s base zoning, we do applaud the City’s interest in expanding the Affordable Housing
Incentive Program,153 the Housing Incentive Program (HIP),154 and the Pedestrian and Transit
Oriented Development (PTOD) program.155 These changes are detailed below. Unfortunately, in
many cases, the City’s commitment is not a commitment at all: rather, in many cases, the City is
merely considering or studying changes to the scope and design of these programs.156


156 On 2/9/2022, PAF Board Member Steve Levy recommended to Planning and Transportation that the
City commission a feasibility study.


155 Chapter 18.34 of the Palo Alto Municipal Code (providing density of 40 du/ac and a FAR of 1.0 to
certain developments within walking distance to the California Ave. Caltrain station).


154 Chapter 18.18.060(l) of the Palo Alto Municipal Code (authorizing the Planning Director to modify
residential certain development standards in downtown Palo Alto).


153 Chapter 18.32 of the Palo Alto Municipal Code (promoting the development of 100% affordable,
transit-oriented housing in certain commercial zones by providing unlimited density, increased FAR of 2.0,
and reduced parking minimums of 0.75 per unit).


152


https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2021/04/15/palo-alto-hikes-development-impact-fees-for-first-time-in
-20-years
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Firm commitment by City to change development standard
No firm commitment by City to change development standard


Program Overlay Coverage Density Height FAR Parking


3.3
Affordable
Housing
Develop-
ment
Incentives


Affordable
Housing
Incentive
Program


Expand overlay
to most RHNA
sites; also
consider
expanding to
faith based sites


N/A;
already
unlimited
density for
affordable
housing


No changes,
except for
extremely
low income
affordable
housing,
which will get
60 feet


Increase
from 2.0
to 2.4 for
affordable
housing


Updated
to
comply
w/ state
density
bonus


3.4
Housing
Incentive
Program


Housing
Incentive
Program


Expand overlay
to GM/ROLM
zones; consider
expanding to
other multi-family
districts


Consider relaxing standards


3.5 Ped.
and
Transit
Oriented
Dev.


PTOD


No changes Consider relaxing standards


For example, in Program 3.5, the City does not commit to a single change to the PTOD,
which makes it impossible to evaluate as a contribution in the Housing Element. Similarly,
Program 3.4 gestures at relaxing development standards under the Housing Incentive Program,
but makes no firm commitments regarding any of those development standards. We understand
that the City is waiting on consultant reports that may inform these commitments. If so, we look
forward to reviewing these updated policies and programs before the City submits to HCD.


One change that should be made is increasing the height limit for the Affordable Housing
Incentive Program, which is a significant constraint on affordable housing. This height limit often
burdens 100% affordable projects with expensive architectural changes (e.g., undergrounding
parking garages to fit the building under the height limit). That’s why many affordable housing
proposals in Palo Alto come in at above 50’ in height. For example, the proposal by Santa Clara
County to build affordable housing at 231 Grant Ave. will require a height of 55’ to pencil out,
and the proposal by Charities Housing to build housing at 3001-3017 El Camino Real will
require 59’ to pencil out. The cost of complying with a 50’ height limit is significant. The only
recent affordable housing to be built in Palo Alto is Wilton Court, which was required to meet a
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50’ height limit. But to ensure that Wilton Court was financially feasible within the City’s
development constraints, the City had to contribute more than $20 million to the project.157


The City recognizes this fact because the Housing Element now provides for a narrow
height exemption for extremely low income housing projects. Such projects now have a
maximum height of 60 feet. This change should be applauded, and more importantly, it should
be extended to all projects. There is no meaningful difference in the cost to construct a project
for extremely-low-income residents versus a project for merely low-income residents. Moreover,
as we have explained elsewhere in this letter, a 60 foot height limit allows projects to take full
advantage of Type V (wood-framed) construction, which is one of the most popular and
affordable forms of construction available today and which safely allows heights up to 60 feet.158


We urge the City to remove this constraint before submitting the Housing Element to HCD.


While we support the Affordable Housing Incentive Program, it is important to note that
its relaxed development standards should not be allowed to count as “base zoning” for the
purpose of meeting low-income RHNA. It requires 100% affordable projects to qualify, and Palo
Alto does not have adequate affordable housing funding to produce subsidized units at scale
sufficient to meet RHNA. Per HCD’s Site Inventory Guidebook159:


“If the overlay has conditions such as an affordability requirement, incentives
should be sufficient and available to make development feasible and more
profitable than the underlying zoning. … For example, a 100 percent affordability
requirement may act as a constraint to using the overlay depending on the level
of subsidy required per unit and the availability of funding to support the level of
affordability or available incentives.”


Another step in the right direction would be committing in Program 3.4 to expand the HIP
to all zones (not just sites) currently represented in the Housing inventory. The program
currently contemplates only studying the issue for GM/ROLM, and “multifamily” zones. Taking
this broadly throughout all zones suitable for housing would be a step in the right direction.
However, the City may find that once base zoning is updated to support feasibility, the HIP
zoning parameters (e.g., height, FAR) are insufficient to attract interest to the program. Similarly,
the City may find the requirement of waiving state density bonuses to qualify for HIP becomes a
limit on attracting HIP applications. Finally, we stress that because HIP only grants waivers at
the discretion of the Planning Directory,160 it cannot be used to satisfy RHNA.161 Per HCD
Guidance, overlays used to meet RHNA for lower-income RHNA must demonstrate:


161 “local government may not ... require a ... locally imposed discretionary permit” 65583.2(h) and (i)
160 “The Director may waive the…”, PAMC 18.16.060(k)(1)
159 Site inventory guidebook, p. 15


158 The Hard Costs of Construction: Recent Trends in Labor and Materials Costs for Apartment Buildings
in California (March 2020), Terner Center for Housing Innovation (“Type I projects, which are typically over
5-7 stories and constructed with steel and concrete, cost an average of $65 more per square foot than
other types of construction, like Type V over I (i.e., wood frame floors over a concrete platform”).


157 Gennady Sheyner, Palo Alto boosts affordable-housing project with $10.5 million loan (Jan 19 2020),
Palo Alto Weekly
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“There is no additional discretionary action needed above what is required in the base
zone (i.e., a conditional use permit or other review) for a developer to take advantage of
overlay.
… [and] …
The developer can access State Density Bonus Law in addition to using the densities
allowed in the overlay.”162


Program 3.7: Expedited Project Review


Palo Alto’s Streamlined Approval process uses objective standards to accelerate project
applications. While this can be a promising approach to improving timelines and limiting delays,
Palo Alto’s implementation falls short. The most serious deficiency is that only zoning-compliant
changes can comply with these standards. As we’ve seen in other sections, Palo Alto’s baseline
zoning is inadequate, so few projects will be able to take advantage of objective standards.
Entitlement will still dominate project timelines.


The Housing Element commits to expanding applicability of expedited project review, but
only to projects which qualify for the Housing Incentive Plan.163 Qualifying for the Housing
Incentive Plan is a discretionary process. When you need discretionary approval to qualify for
using objective standards, you do not have objective standards.164


Furthermore, the objective standards process remains discretionary once it passes the
Architectural Review Board. It’s not clear if the Director can reject projects for nonobjective
reasons, and it further seems that appeals to the City Council can result in the project being
killed for any reason whatsoever. To fix the streamlined appeals process so that it is actually
streamlined and objective, the City should:


● Expand expedited review to projects qualifying under base zoning, and update base
zoning to feasible levels.


● Specify that when the Director takes action on a project to deny it, the decision must
specify which objective standard was violated as basis for the denial.


● Specify a fixed number of days for an appeal to be filed so the applicant knows when an
appeal is no longer possible.


● Require a reasonable fee to deter nuisance appeals.
● Require appeals of approvals to specify the objective standard violated.
● Require that the City Council hear the appeal in the next scheduled meeting, or meeting


after that, if the next meeting is within the next week.
● Require that the Council can only consider what was brought up in the appeal (i.e.,


violations of objective standards).


164 Exception: for 100% affordable projects, it is possible to use the objective standards.
163 Program 3.4(b)
162 Site Inventory Guidebook, p. 15.
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We also have some concerns with the objective standards themselves. For example, the
limitations on road space usable for vehicle ingress and egress as a percentage of
road-adjacent length could be prohibitive for some projects, especially in the smaller lots in and
around the downtowns.


Before submitting the draft Housing Element to HCD, Palo Alto should address these
issues.  At a minimum, the objective standards should be made truly objective, in recognition of
the community opposition constraint (see Section 4: Non-Governmental Constraints) and the
zoning needs to be updated to make the program salient.


Program 4.2: Housing and Neighborhood Preservation


Objective C’s target of reaching five new houses annually through fair housing
workshops is not consistent in magnitude with the City’s ambitious fair housing goals.165 The
City should substantially increase its target. We also ask the City to clarify what it means to
“reach” a household.


Program 5.2: Funding Partnerships


Objective A provides an option for the City to consider participating in the California
Community Housing Agency (CalCHA) program, but does not commit the City to seeking
funding from CalCHA. As discussed above, HCD requires that programs make commitments,
along with specific timelines and numerical targets. The City should commit to applying for or
participating in particular funding partnerships, on specified timelines.


Program 6.1: Housing for Persons with Special Needs


Objective A does not indicate what preferences the City will provide in its affordable
housing guidelines for persons with special needs. The City should identify more specific
updates to its affordable housing guidelines to comply with HCD’s requirement to provide
particular policy commitments.


Program 6.2: Multi-Family Housing and Large Households Units


Given the economics of developing multi-family housing in Palo Alto, it is more
advantageous for developers to build housing targeting smaller households (studios and
one-bedroom apartments). Both Alta Locale (completed in 2021) and Wilton Court (completed in
2022) have only one-bedroom and studio apartments. Unfortunately, Objectives A, B, and C do
not identify specific actions which the City will take to remedy this trend. The City should commit
to establishing particular incentives for larger units, rather than indicating that it will “explore”
such incentives, and provide measurable objectives by which to measure success (e.g., a target
number of new large-household units constructed). Incentives for such large housing units could
include reduced parking, additional FAR, and reduced impact fees.


165 August 22, 2022 City Council Meeting Packet, p. 237
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Program 6.3: Mixed-Use Development


Objectives A and B do not specify the changes the City expects to make to commercial
floor area allowances. Similarly, Objectives C and D require only that the City “examine” or
“consider” amendments after review by the City Council. The City should commit to particular
code amendments and policy changes. These changes to Objectives A through D are
necessary to comply with HCD’s requirement that “programs must have specific commitment
(beyond considering) to housing outcomes, discrete timing (e.g., at least annually) and where
appropriate numerical targets.”166 We also ask that, in order to achieve its stated goal of shifting
“the economic benefit of redevelopment toward home building,” the City increase residential
floor area allowances in addition to any change it may make to commercial allowances.


Program 6.4: Homelessness Program


Objective A allows the City to only “consider” using City parking lots for the Safe Parking
Program. We ask that the City commit to using City parking lots for the program.


Program 6.5: Alternative Housing


Objectives A and B neither specify any changes the City expects to make to local zoning
regulations, nor connect its alternative housing policies to measurable outcomes (e.g., number
of units built). The City should commit to particular policy changes to encourage house sharing,
micro-unit housing, intergenerational housing, and other innovative housing models, and should
connect each of these policies to measurable housing objectives. The City’s current
commitment to initiate conversations in 2024 and 2027 is unlikely to meet HCD standards.


Program 6.6: Fair Housing


This program is one of the most important topics in the entire Housing Element, since
over 40% of our community rent their homes. Unfortunately, the City provides no specific
information about its commitment to expanding tenant protections.


● Relocation Assistance: The relocation assistance threshold was already lowered to
buildings with 10 or more units in January 2022 in response to a pending eviction.167 If
the City intends to further lower the relocation assistance threshold, it should commit
to a specific change.


● Eviction Reduction Program: The City mentions that it plans to institute an “eviction
reduction program.” We applaud efforts to reduce evictions, but the City provides no
details about the content of this new program. The City must share more information


167 Ordinance of the Council of the City of Palo Alto Amending Chapter 9.68 (Rental Housing Stabilization)
of Title 9 (Public Peace, Morals, and Safety) of the Palo Alto Municipal Code to Extend Relocation
Assistant Requirements


166 See above; July 8, 2022 HCD letter to the City of Redwood City
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about the program, its design, and its goals before submitting to HCD.


● Rental Survey Program: We have strongly supported the rental registry, which has
been a part of the municipal code for 20 years,168 but has not been fully implemented
during that time. The City should specify how it intends to fully enforce this policy.


● Security Deposit Limit: The City voted to move forward with a security deposit limit
ordinance in November 2021, but it has still not yet been finalized by Council. The City
should commit to implementing a security deposit limit by a specific date, as well as
share the design of that security deposit limit.


● Fair Chance Ordinance and Right to Counsel: Both of these tools are exceptionally
important to address tenant displacement issues. We applaud their inclusion in the
Housing Element. However, they are notoriously difficult and expensive to set up. The
City should share specific details about how it intends to structure these programs,
including timelines and intended funding structures.


In addition to the policies above, we recommend that the City consider additional
programs that can protect vulnerable communities. For example, we ask that the City consider
adding a program modeled after East Palo Alto’s rent stabilization program.169 As a majority of
complaints that the Palo Alto Renters’ Association has seen in the last year are of tenants
experiencing harassment, we also recommend the City consider adding a Anti-Tenant
Harassment program modeled after Los Angeles’s program.170 For all of these programs, we
encourage the City to continually study and evaluate their effectiveness.


Finally, we want to address the City’s quantified objective in this section. The City states
that it intends to educate 20 tenants and landlords a year. In other words, the City’s goal
amounts to educating 1-2 people per month. But there are more than 10,000 renter households
and more than 20,000 renters in Palo Alto. Indeed, over the eight year planning cycle, the City is
only committing to educating 160 renters and landlords about fair housing over the course of the
next housing cycle. The City should commit to reaching, at a minimum, a majority of renter
households in the first two years of the planning period.


170 https://housing.lacity.org/residents/tenant-anti-harassment
169 https://www.ci.east-palo-alto.ca.us/rent-stabilization/page/rent-stabilization-program
168 See Chapter 9.72.050 of the Palo Alto Municipal Code.
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Appendix A - Previous Letters to the City


Letter to City on Nonvacant Sites (2/22/22) - Chun
Letter to City on Nonvacant Sites (2/28/22) - Chun
Letter to City on Government Constraints (4/21/22) - Chun
Letter to City on Programs (10/13/22) - Faucher
Groundtruthing Letter 1 (3/19/22) - Chun/O'Neil
Groundtruthing Letter 2 (3/30/22) - O'Neil
Groundtruthing Letter 3 (3/30/22) - O'Neil
Groundtruthing Letter 4 (11/1/22) - O'Neil
Small Residential (03/01/22) - Nielsen
Duplicate Sites (03/13/22) - Nielsen
South El Camino Real (3/20/22) - Nielsen
South El Camino Real, Supplement (3/21/22) - Nielsen
South Middlefield (4/20/22) Nielsen
S. Palo Alto Supplement (4/20/22) - Nielsen
South Middlefield Supplement (5/13/22) - Nielsen
S. Palo Alto Supplement 2 (5/13/22) - Nielsen
California Ave / College Terrace II (5/27/22) - Nielsen
North Middlefield (6/13/22) - Nielsen
Additional low-income sites (10/23/22) - Ashton
Opposing Tree Ordinance (6/28/22) - PAF Board
Deny Palo Alto’s Wasteful RHNA Appeal (8/31/2022) - PAF Board
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Appendix B - Form Letter to Owners of Site Inventory Parcels
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Appendix C - Tree Ordinance Detailed Discussion
Tree Ordinance Impact


The City is likely underestimating how the new tree ordinance will constrain housing
production. The City’s new tree ordinance provides, among other things:


● Extremely Broad Fiscal Impact: Every building or demolition permit application that
alters building footprints must be “accompanied by a statement by a designated
arborist….”171 Since nearly all homeowners and developers building new housing must
now hire an expert arborist simply to submit a permit application for a project of any size,
all such permit applications are fiscally affected by the revised ordinance.


● Project Scope Expands to Adjacent Properties: The arborist’s report must now
address “trees located on adjacent property within thirty feet of the proposed building
footprint,” whether or not such trees have “canopies overhanging the project site.”172 In
other words, even if the property on which a new home may be built does not contain
any protected trees, an expert arborist must still gain access to and survey trees on
adjacent parcels that are within 30 feet of the “proposed building footprint.” Because side
setbacks in Palo Alto are often 6-8 feet173 (or less in the case of ADUs), this means that
such reports will often require gaining access to and surveying trees on two neighboring
properties and, in some circumstances, perhaps as many as five or more.174


● Neighboring Property Owners Gain Leverage Over Project: As a practical matter,
arborists must often opine about trees on adjacent properties. Neighboring property
owners may use this to impede, delay, or even deny permitting, or to seek to obtain other
concessions from people seeking to build more housing.


● Expanded Notice & Appeals: The new ordinance also expands notice and appeal
provisions greatly. “The [original] ordinance only allow[ed] for appeals by an applicant
and [did] not include notification requirements.”175 In contrast, under the new ordinance,
(a) people seeking to remove a protected tree must give written notice to “all owners and
residents of property within 300 feet of the exterior boundary of the property containing


175 2022 Tree Protection Staff Report, at p. 2, 98/173 in Council packet. See also PAMC 8.10.140.


174 2022 Tree Protection Staff Report, Attachment A, at p. 13, 128/173 in Council packet; see also PAMC
8.10.040(a).  Five adjacent properties might be involved if, for example, one were building a home that
extended towards the rear setback and equal-sized parcels in the neighborhood were arranged in a grid.
(Consider, for example, a property whose front faces a street to the south.  Such adjacent properties
might include those to the east and west, due north, north-east, and north-west.  Still greater numbers are
possible if one supposes non-equal-sized properties or non-rectilinear neighborhood configurations.)


173 See, e.g., PAMC 18.12.040(a) Table 2.


172 2022 Tree Protection Staff Report, Attachment A, at pgs. 13-14, 128-29/173 in Council packet; see
also PAMC 8.10.040(b).


171 2022 Tree Protection Staff Report
(https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/agendas-minutes-reports/agendas-minutes/city-council-
agendas-minutes/2022/20220606/20220606pccsm-linked-amended-public-letters.pdf), Attachment A, at
p. 13, 128/173 in Council packet; see also PAMC 8.10.040(a).
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the protected tree, and to all principal urban forestry partner organizations,” and (b)
appeals (i) may also be brought by “any owner or resident of property within 600 feet of
the exterior boundary of the property containing the protected tree” and (ii) appellants
gain the procedural rights to both (A) “request a public hearing by the director of public
works to review the urban forester’s decision,” and (B) “appeal the director of public
works’ determination to the City Council.”


○ It is unclear from the new ordinance itself how long such sequential appeals may
take, or whether multiple, sequential appeals by multiple appellants are
countenanced by these new remedies.


Furthermore, the new tree ordinance imposes development penalties on homeowners
who remove protected trees in non-development contexts that are dead or hazardous or that
create a nuisance. Even when such removal is sanctioned by the City’s urban forester, the
homeowner may incur a 36-month development moratorium on the property.176 In this regard, if
a homeowner lawfully removes larger trees that may constitute fire hazards, the homeowner
may be precluded from further developing housing on the property for years.


In addition, the City has adopted an explicit economic metric for assessing whether a
protected tree may be removed in a development context: “financially feasible means an
alternative that preserves the tree unless retaining the tree would increase project cost by more
than twice the reproduction cost of the tree or ten percent of the given project valuation,
whichever is greater.”177 These provisions, among others, suggest much of the animus behind
the new tree ordinance. In evaluating the extent to which the new tree ordinance constrains
housing production, one should also consider the practical implementation of such measures:


● It is unclear what type of showing must be made to prove that “there is no financially
feasible design alternative.” (For example, what counts as a “design alternative,” and
who is to decide what is feasible or infeasible from a design perspective?)


● It is unknown when such a determination would be made, or, once made, whether it is
actually binding on the City. (For example, it is unlikely that the City would grant the
non-existence of such a “financially feasible design alternative” until after several plan
check cycles, when homeowners have already paid considerable sums to architects,
engineers, arborists, and others, not to mention plan check fees.) Furthermore, as noted
above, appeals of determinations by members of the City staff remain possible.


● It is difficult to establish how many property owners seeking to build additional housing
would be willing to incur the transaction costs necessary to establish “the replacement
value of the tree” or more precise estimates of “project valuation” in the hope that


177 2022 Tree Protection Staff Report, Attachment A, at p. 15, 130/173 in Council packet; see also PAMC
8.10.050(b)(1).


176 2022 Tree Protection Staff Report, Attachment A, at p. 14, 129/173 in Council packet; see also PAMC
8.10.050(a)(2).
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members of City staff are willing to accept such data. However, the new ordinance
grants substantial discretion to the City’s urban forester with regard to several matters
associated with tree replacement in PAMC 8.10.55.


Such practical considerations suggest that (a) only applicants with access to
considerable capital will be in a position to contest initial determinations by members of City
staff, and (b) applicants will incur substantially greater transaction costs in obtaining building
permits under the new tree ordinance. It is important also to note that these marginally greater
tree-ordinance-related transaction costs are in addition to the City’s greater enhanced impact
fees. See the discussion of “Fees and Exactions,” above.


Tree Removal Conditions


Under the new Tree Ordinance, the precise limitations on removing trees in connection
with new housing or other developments vary based upon whether a project occurs in R-1 or
low-density zones, in association with a lot split, or in other situations “requiring planning
approval under Title 18.”178


The most stifling new arboreal regulations apply to removing a protected tree as part of a
multifamily project requiring such Title 18 approval. In that case, (a) if the tree is dead,
hazardous, or a nuisance, the removed tree’s dripline area or an equivalent space on the site
must not be developed, or (b) if the tree is vibrant and not a nuisance, an applicant must
convince the City’s urban forester that both:


(1) “[R]etention of the tree would result in reduction of the otherwise-permissible
buildable area of the lot by more than twenty-five percent,” and


(2) “[T]here is no financially feasible design alternative that would permit preservation of
the tree, where financially feasible means an alternative that preserves the tree unless
retaining the tree would increase project cost by more than twice the reproduction cost of
the tree or ten percent of the given project valuation, whichever is greater.”179


This two-part standard is a particularly insidious governmental constraint on new
multifamily developments in Palo Alto. Under the PAMC, a tree’s


"Dripline area" means the area defined by the projection to the ground of the outer edge
of the canopy or a circle with a radius ten times the diameter of the trunk as measured
four and one-half feet (fifty-four inches) above natural grade, whichever is greater.180


180 PAMC 8.10.020(i).
179 PAMC 8.10.050(d).


178 Compare sub-sections (b), (c), and (d) of PAMC 8.10.050(b)(1). For sub-sections (b) and (c), these
are in addition to the general removal conditions, e.g., that the tree is dead, hazardous, or a nuisance,
detailed in PAMC 8.10.050(a)(1).
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Consequently, one modestly sized tree, particularly near the center of a parcel may cut the heart
out of the buildable area and greatly delay the permitting process for a multifamily project
(especially given the appeal processes incorporated in the new Tree Ordinance discussed in
Appendix C).  Furthermore, on its face, this language does not appear to allow an applicant to
aggregate the effects of multiple trees to reach the 25% threshold. Even if that threshold is
reached, in most cases an applicant must still demonstrate to the satisfaction of the City’s urban
forester that all possible design alternatives would increase project costs by at least 10%.
Developing multiple design alternatives increases “soft costs.” More importantly, because
multifamily project “hard costs” often include expensive parking and common space amenities,
total project expenses include far more than just the costs of building habitable units. As a
result, satisfying the strictures of the new tree ordinance may increase per unit costs in
multifamily developments by much more than 10%, making at least some projects at the margin
economically unviable. Finally, if such governmental constraints on multifamily housing
production are accepted, there is nothing to prevent the City Council from increasing either the
diameter of the protected area around a tree or the 25% cost threshold.


Conflicts with State ADU Law


The following tree ordinance provisions are in tension with State ADU law. State law is
designed to streamline and encourage ADU production, so these issues may constrain ADU
production:


○ Illegal Basis for Denial or Delay: The new tree ordinance is difficult to reconcile
with the limitation on local agency action in state ADU law: “No other local
ordinance, policy, or regulation shall be the basis for the delay or denial of a
building permit or a use permit under this subdivision.”181


■ If there were no such tension, then the City could effectively ban
construction of all or nearly all ADUs by increasing the size of its “tree
protection zones,” and making other changes.


○ Appeal Durations: Appeal procedures are not compliant with the 60-day time
limits182.


○ City Has Indirect Discretion: The City requires an arborist report for an ADU
building permit application, but also controls which arborists can submit
reports183. No objective ministerial review is possible because the City has control
over which expert opinions are allowed.


183 2022 Tree Protection Staff Report
(https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/agendas-minutes-reports/agendas-minutes/city-council-
agendas-minutes/2022/20220606/20220606pccsm-linked-amended-public-letters.pdf), Attachment A, at
p. 11, 126/173 in Council packet; see also PAMC 8.10.020(d).


182 Gov. C. 65852.2(a)(3)
181 Gov. C. 65852.2(a)(5)
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Appendix D - Council Ad Hoc Activity


The City’s public outreach centered on the “Housing Element Working Group,” a citizen
body comprising 15 individuals with 2 alternates that advised on the development of the
Housing Element. In the packet presenting the applicants to the Council, staff included language
mirroring AFFH outreach and stakeholder requirements.184


The outreach was extraordinarily successful. The City received 81 applications to serve
on the body. The staff report organized the applicant pool into tables to help the Council sort
through this bounty of talent. It is notable which tables the Council favored:185


● Table 1: “Housing Developers and Academic Stakeholders”: 1/4 were selected.
○ Plus one additional, as an alternate.


● Table 2: “Stakeholders Typically Underrepresented”: 1/10 selected
○ Plus one additional, as an alternate.


● Table 3: “Stakeholders with 4 or more self-selected categories”: 1/10 selected.
● Table 4: Everyone else. 12/57 selected.


About 71% of the body could not be categorized in Tables 1, 2 or 3, which align with
necessary expertise (Table 1) and AFFH goals (Tables 2 and 3). Candidates were twice as likely
to be selected if they were not on Tables 2 or 3 (21% accepted) than if they were (10%.)186


186 23% and 15%, if we include alternates.


185


https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/agendas-minutes-reports/reports/city-manager-reports-c
mrs/year-archive/2021/id-12030.pdf


184


https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/agendas-minutes-reports/reports/city-manager-reports-c
mrs/year-archive/2021/id-12030.pdf
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The three Councilmembers who put this slate together comprised an “Ad Hoc
committee,” which was given direction by full Council on representation to seek.187 The Ad Hoc
produced a spreadsheet which illustrates how lopsided the body was toward neighborhood
associations (6), how thinly it included staff-identified stakeholder groups (2), and hints at how
systematically they processed the staff material.188 (See spreadsheet tabs.) A Public Records
Act request for all documents relating to the work of the Ad Hoc produced no response.189


However, we have this screen capture from the council meeting:190


190 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q53LQ_g2d-k&t=20277s
189 W003456-021922


188 We only saw one tab in the meeting, but the labels for three other tabs are visible, as well as a ‘...’
button indicating more unseen tabs.


187 Council’s guidance was already excluding youths, and underrepresenting renters.
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Much of the City Council also felt excluded. In an article titled “City Council clashes over
appointments to new housing panel”191, Palo Alto Online reported:


With the council's recently empowered "residentialist" wing pitted against the rest of their
colleagues, the elected leaders appointed the new Housing Element Working Group by
a 4-3 vote
...
For those in dissent, the biggest problem was the appointment process. … Any
substantive discussion of the group's roster was curtailed, however, when three council
members — Mayor Tom Dubois and council members Eric Filseth and Greer Stone —
presented a list of their preferred appointments that they had put together over the
weekend. Council member Lydia Kou, who frequently aligns with DuBois, Filseth and
Stone on the council's slow-growth wing, added her vote to their list, giving them the
majority that they needed to advance it.
…
"You weren't given the mandate and yet you acted that way and it's coming to the
council," Burt told DuBois, Filseth and Stone192


What all this shows is an Ad Hoc that excluded youth representation, excluded senior
representation, excluded renters, and skewed stakeholder representation to only Stanford and
one homeless services provider (in alternate seats).193 But moreover, it shows that this was
done carefully and deliberately against the flow of guidance coming from City staff, while
exceeding their mandate.


193 Two members of the ad-hoc, Dubois and Filseth became active in local politics at least in part through
organizing a successful referendum to kill an affordable housing project for seniors in 2013.


192 https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2021/04/06/city-council-clashes-over-appointments-to-new-housing-panel


191


https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2021/04/06/city-council-clashes-over-appointments-to-new-housing-panel
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From: Roberta Ahlquist
To: Dave Price
Subject: 2 more Homeless women "disappeared" in downtown PA
Date: Tuesday, December 6, 2022 4:52:28 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Over the past month we have 'lost ' track of two homeless women, both of whom have been on
the streets in downtown Palo Alto. Have they been taken in by good neighbors? Have they
been arrested? One was on University Avenue, near the old ATT store, and the other was in a
cubby area on Kipling off University Avenue. Now there is a fence and a " no trespassing"
sign in the area. Kim has been missing for a long time from the underpass on Homer. Is there a
homeless Shelter that we can direct these women to? Or do they just vanish, like Bunny, who
died on the streets some five years ago. When will we develop a humane way to help these
women?

Roberta Ahlquist

mailto:roberta.ahlquist@sjsu.edu
mailto:price@padailypost.com


From: Roberta Ahlquist
To: Council, City; Human Relations Commission; Joe Simitian; Julie Lythcott-Haims; Planning Commission; Shikada,

Ed
Subject: Palo Alto for Whom?
Date: Tuesday, December 6, 2022 4:42:20 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Palo Alto's population is nearly 1/2 renters..So, how do we support these 30,000-38,000
residents? Older seniors are a significant part of our city. The  Palo Alto city budget now has a
$40 million surplus. Halt office building! Support low-moderate income housing development.
Bring back La Comida lunches to downtown, to five or six of the currently empty rooms at
Avenidas. Then up to 500 seniors a week would not be in line to get a tray in the rain, then
 scurry home or eat alone on the streets.
Develop a rent stabilization and just cause eviction ordinance.NOW.
 Start the free cross town shuttle NOW, not in the spring. It's going to rain again soon.
Make the Junior Museum Zoo FREE. 
Those are a few ideas for starters.

Roberta Ahlquist
Avenidas Senior Housing Committee

mailto:roberta.ahlquist@sjsu.edu
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From: Charlie Weidanz
To: Council, City
Subject: JOIN US - Business Networking Event - w/ Los Altos Chamber - December 7th
Date: Tuesday, December 6, 2022 1:10:15 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

This email was sent on behalf of Palo Alto Chamber of Commerce 355 Alma St Palo Alto, CA 94301.To unsubscribe click here. If you have questions or
comments concerning this email or services in general, please contact us by email at info@paloaltochamber.com.
 

This email was sent on behalf of Palo Alto Chamber of Commerce 355 Alma St Palo Alto, CA 94301.To unsubscribe click here. If you have questions or
comments concerning this email or services in general, please contact us by email at info@paloaltochamber.com.
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From: Friends of the Palo Alto Junior Museum & Zoo
To: Council, City
Subject: Exchanging Ideas with the Bing Nursery School
Date: Tuesday, December 6, 2022 1:02:08 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.
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Exchanging Ideas with the Bing Nursery School
December 6, 2022

Hello Friends,

I’m happy to share that the American Flamingo, African Spoonbill, Hamerkop, and Red
and Green Macaw have been moved back to the zoo! Visitors can, once again, feed a
flamingo alongside animal care staff in the Wildlife Circle. For the safety of the birds
during the ongoing avian flu outbreak, the JMZ has provided booties and foot washing
stations for visitors to use in the zoo. If we all do our part to keep the birds safe when
visiting the zoo, the JMZ may be able to bring back the rest of the bird collection and the

mailto:info@friendsjmz.org
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“Loose in the Zoo” experience!

This month, we feature a recent tour of the JMZ by 30 plus educators from Bing Nursery
School. The Palo Alto Junior Museum & Zoo and Bing have long histories of facilitating
childhood learning. The goals for the tour were for staff from both the JMZ and Bing to
learn from each other, and to be inspired by how both institutions encourage children to
learn through their own curiosity. We spoke with former educator and current Friends
board member Kelly Bavor about the unique opportunity this tour presented both Bing and
the JMZ.

I hope to see you at the JMZ soon. Best wishes for the holidays and a very happy and
healthy New Year!

Lauren Angelo
President, Friends of the Palo Alto Junior Museum & Zoo

Flamingos are back! Photo courtesy of Artem Nazarov.

Questions for Kelly Bavor, Friends Board Member
 

What were the goals of the tour?

The Junior Museum & Zoo and Bing have long histories of facilitating childhood learning.
Knowing that both institutions have a wealth of knowledge to offer about early childhood



education, this tour was meant to be collaborative and dialogue-focused. The goals for the
tour were for staff from both the JMZ and Bing to learn from each other, and to be inspired
by how both institutions encourage children to learn through play and to be guided by their
own curiosity.

John Aikin and Kelly Bavor spoke to the Bing group before the tour.

How was the tour of the Junior Museum & Zoo tailored to Bing’s learning
objectives?

Bing educators were invited to walk around the JMZ with questions to ponder, such as
what accessibility features they observed throughout the museum and zoo and what kind
of exhibit they would design if given the opportunity. JMZ staff also provided in-depth
looks at the various components of the museum and zoo. For example, Tina Keegan, JMZ
Exhibits Director, spoke to Bing educators about her process in designing an accessible
exhibits hall and highlighted some of the most popular exhibits. JMZ Education Director
Alex Hamilton let educators explore the Education Hub, where JMZ teachers store
materials for lessons. Looking through the shelves and cabinets, visitors were asked to
think about what lessons they could create with supplies in the hub.



Alex Hamilton shows one of the groups the Education Hub and invites them to explore its
contents.

How are the JMZ and Bing similar in their approaches to childhood education?

Central to both Bing and the JMZ’s philosophy, is the concept of learning through play.
Not only are the JMZ and Bing sites for learning, but for research as well. The JMZ, for
example, collaborates with the Stanford Department of Psychology’s Social Learning
Lab to support research into how children think, learn, and interact with others.

Were there features about the JMZ that Bing educators found particularly engaging
for children?

Bing teachers were quick to note the dynamism of the exhibits at the JMZ and the myriad
ways children of different ages, interests, and abilities could engage with them.  JMZ
Exhibits Director Tina Keegan discussed her approach to exhibit design and invited Bing
teachers to imagine what they might adjust or add to further enrich the experience of
children and their caregivers. 

Animals and the design of the zoo were also a discussion point. In his tour of the zoo, JMZ
Executive Director John Aikin, highlighted the many vantage points children had to view
the animals up close—from above in a canopy, or a tunnel amidst the roots of a tree. 
Allowing children to observe wildlife up close in this way, he said, sparks curiosity and
engenders respect for the natural world.
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"We were all excited to see how the new JMZ would look, and it exceeded
our expectations. Everything was so thoughtfully and intentionally
designed for children to experience, learn, and enjoy! Truly such an
exceptional place for children and families!"

--Rinna Sanchez-Baluyut, Bing Head Teacher

Friends of the Palo Alto Junior Museum & Zoo
info@friendsjmz.org | www.friendsjmz.org
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http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF21_CPE&pn=softerwarebundle&nav=baa2911d-87ba-44c5-b504-eed255455319
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF21_CPE&pn=softerwarebundle&nav=baa2911d-87ba-44c5-b504-eed255455319


From: Carla Befera
To: Lait, Jonathan
Cc: French, Amy; Andie Reed; Hank Sousa; Alan Cooper; Bruce McLeod; Council, City; Tom Shannon
Subject: Castilleja TDM - follow up
Date: Tuesday, December 6, 2022 12:57:51 PM
Attachments: image003.png

image004.png
Castilleja TDM specifics.xlsx

Hi Jonathan –
 
As Thanksgiving is now behind us, we are circling back on your email below. Castilleja held a
community meeting last week with neighbors, and when asked about the status of the TDM
reported it was “likely to go before the City Council as a Consent item this month.”  This is
disconcerting, as we have yet to see the proposed TDM, nor heard back about any of the issues we

raised in our meeting with you and your team on October 13th. You indicated in October that the
school’s TDM would not be put before the Council this year, and that it would be made public in a
timely manner prior to being presented as a Consent item. Has this timeline changed? 
 
Of major concern:
 

1. Under which TDM is/should the school be operating under this school year? We have learned
they will be off-campus starting next summer, when they intend to begin construction. All
bets seem to be off at the moment. Can we get clarity on which rules they should be currently
observing?

2. Counting methodology: Neighbors ask the City to a) make the counting requirement
consistent with the methodology used to determine the maximum car trips and b) clarify
greater and more impartial oversight (via an independent traffic consultant) to alleviate future
concerns of misrepresentation. At the moment it looks like the school is asked to self-monitor
and self-report, which was clearly not the City Council’s intent.

3. TDM during construction: as there will be no driveway or counters during this phase, it is
entirely unclear how construction traffic will be monitored, if at all. Neighbors understand it
will be years of disruption and are very concerned that there will be no oversite or rules
relating to traffic, parking for the 100+ construction and crew vehicles, staging areas, truck
waiting areas, use of smaller residential streets, lane closures, etc. At the recent meeting, the
school advised neighbors that construction vehicles would not be regulated under the TDM.
We ask that this be specifically addressed in the TDM.

4. The Neighborhood oversite committee: as we discussed, the current CUP indicates it will be
City Council appointed, which evidently triggers Brown Act Compliance. This was added after
the council meeting, we all assume by the City Attorney, you were going to look into this.
(Concern: Brown Act restrictions will mean two of the three members cannot discuss any
relevant issues without full meeting, reported agenda, etc.) We propose the Neighborhood
Committee be self-nominated by neighbors who are not affiliated with the school and
permanently reside within 600 feet of the school. PNQL is prepared to create a nominating
body, manage this process, present City Staff or Council with its recommended members,
track tenure of the members, recruit new members as needed, etc.

5. Local enrollment: The new CUP requires a % of local students - who/how will it be determined

mailto:carlab@cb-pr.com
mailto:Jonathan.Lait@CityofPaloAlto.org
mailto:Amy.French@CityofPaloAlto.org
mailto:andiezreed@gmail.com
mailto:thomashenrysousa@gmail.com
mailto:akcooper@pacbell.net
mailto:mcleod.bruce@gmail.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org
mailto:tshannon2@cs.com



Sheet1

				Castilleja Land use inconsistencies

				ROLUA 

		Page #		Section 		No.		Question/Issue?

		20		Enrollment		4, 5		Auditors letter attesting to enrollment numbers used to be posted on the City's Castilleja page, but haven't been for a few years. Pls. reestablish that method.

		22		Enrollment		7		PAUSD use of Castilleja campus needs to use the same TDM as the school; we believe it wasn't Council's intention to make this separate

		22		OP REL		10		Clarify that buses will dropoff/pickup from INTERIOR area of campus, not from SIDE DRIVEWAY along Kellogg. 

		23		Comm Engagmt		16		So far, the RULUA and the list of planned special events are not posted on the website.

		25		TDM		21b		"Mitigation Measure 7a shall be incorporated"; how will it work during construction?  Currently cars in queue block lanes on Kellogg

								   so 7a is not being observed (pkt pg 300, oct 2020) as Kellogg is regularly blocked

		25		TDM		20		"real-time monitoring shall be in place by Nov 2022"; pls. confirm; when are first reports ready?

		26		TDM		22.a		Metrics for the 1198 number need to be referenced

		26		TDM		22.a		Can we add VMT (Vehicle Miles Travelled) as a metric?

		26		TDM		22.b		Needs a  more specific definition, i.e. number of days more than 5% over the target. 

								"Data from premanent driveway counters.. will be used to calculate ADT".  Counters can't possibly count ADT, as students are dropped off on the street

		26		TDM		22.c		AM peak hours are not specified, why?

		26		TDM		22.d		Needs a more specific definition, i.e. number of days more than 5% over the target?

								Reference to 24 seems to include "data collected by independent traffic engineering company".  Please specify who, method and periods (quarterly? annually?)

		26		TDM		22.g		Why is the school deciding when to monitor (and what is to prevent them from notifying their constituents?) This seems absolutely counter to City Council's intent

		26		TDM		22.g		Period should be seven consecutive school days

		27		TDM		22.i		Event parking plans also shared with the neighborhood...

		27		TDM		22.k		Excluded from RPP? How, needs to be more specific.

		27		TDM		22.l		School responsible for traffic control - can this specify what is consiquence if they don't?

		27		TDM		22.o		Satelite parking. Is this section a placeholder?

								Why is pool amplification allowed until 8pm, whle noise must abate at 6pm?

		27		TDM		22.m		Add that freshmen and sophmoresare not allowed to drive to school (as is now allowed). We understant verbally the school is putting this into effect, but do not see it required in this document.

		28		TDM		24, 26		Contradiction in how counts are done; independent traffic counts need to be a part of the reporting process. Please include specifics.

		29		TDM		25 A.iii		No left turns always to avoid accidents. Please remove the words "at peak times"

		30		TDM		25 A.vi		Add: Violators shall be required to move cars to proper school spaces.

		?		OP REL		? 		Section missing? Where is there a discussion of how student will be dropped off and picked up each day, with percentages at the three drop off points?

								Why aren't deliveries and garbage trucks and busses counted towards traffic car trips?  

				NBR		33		We ask for a rewrite on who is on the committee, how appointed, what is critereon. Council was specific that this be made up of immediate neighbors,who are not affiliated with the school.

		34		N-hood Comm		33.a.iv		Neighborhood committee shall coordinate with the school in organizing twice annual community mtgs.Change #18, pg. 24 (listed above) to coordinate with this.

		34		N-hood Comm		33.b.iii		Committee subject to Brown Act?  A 3-person committee therefore would be forbidden to talk to each other at all

		34		N-hood Comm		33.c		Committee shall live within 500 feet of the school.  Suggest 600 feet instead, as that is the distance for all notices, etc.  MOTION doesn't specify.  



		36		Remedy		34c		Doesn't align with MMRP 7a, which specifically includes construction trips for trip counts ("throughout construction, driveway counts..." etc)

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Sheet2

		Record of Land Use Action

		pg. 24, #18		School shall host n--hood meetings to report on school operations, received feedback, and attempt to problem solve any issues.  They will provide a summary to Dir of Planning 

				They will provide a summary to Dir of Planning within 30 days.

				seems in conflict with #33

		pg. 34, #33		3-person Neighborhood Committee shall

		iv:		coordinate with the school in organizing 2x/year community meetings





vnguyen2
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who “resides within a 5-mile radius” and where will this be reported? (The school also
admitted at the recent meeting that it “monitors arrivals” by noting how many girls walk in,
rather than get dropped off by car. They agreed they have no way of knowing which of these
students park a block away and walk in.)

 
Attached is a spreadsheet with specific page numbers, sections, item numbers with our notes on
inconsistencies or missing information in the Record of Land Use Action. Can there be a “clean-up”
document alongside the signed CUP?
 
We know you all are busy and this is yet more detail on a project that has taken so much of
everyone’s time. But as we are all aware, the prior CUP contained vague language that left much
room for interpretation, and we have learned the school’s fallback position is consistently to follow
the letter (and then only when sharply monitored) of its agreement, and not the spirit. This time we
are taking pains to make sure the specifics are in place, so that everyone can live in peace going
forward.
As discussed, we hope to avoid any confusion or ambiguity in this document, which will be used as
reference for some time to come and which we all hope will help us establish an amicable co-
existence with the school.
Many thanks for all your assistance. We look forward to hearing from you.
Best,
Carla Befera
__________________
CBCO PR/Marketing
www.cbpr.co
 
 
 
On Wed, Nov 9, 2022 at 11:38 PM Lait, Jonathan <Jonathan.Lait@cityofpaloalto.org> wrote:

Hi Carla,
 
I just wanted to follow up and let you know that this is still on our radar even if it is not moving as
quickly as we’d all like. I hope to respond to all your questions on your previously attached agenda
before Thanksgiving. Thank you all for your continued patience.  
 
Jonathan
 
 

JONATHAN LAIT
Director
Planning and Development Services
(650) 329-2679 | jonathan.lait@cityofpaloalto.org
www.cityofpaloalto.org

 

http://www.cbpr.co/
mailto:Jonathan.Lait@cityofpaloalto.org
mailto:jonathan.lait@cityofpaloalto.org
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/Home/City-Service-Feedback


From: Carla Befera <carlab@cb-pr.com> 
Sent: Thursday, October 13, 2022 2:56 PM
To: Lait, Jonathan <Jonathan.Lait@CityofPaloAlto.org>; French, Amy
<Amy.French@CityofPaloAlto.org>
Cc: Andie Reed <andiezreed@gmail.com>; Hank Sousa <thomashenrysousa@gmail.com>; Alan
Cooper <akcooper@pacbell.net>; Bruce McLeod <mcleod.bruce@gmail.com>
Subject: Agenda from today's meeting
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Jonathan and Amy –
 
Thank you again for meeting with us today to discuss the status of Castilleja’s CUP and TDM.
Attached is the agenda, amended to reflect some of the points made during the meeting. We
understood you to say the TDM was no longer on track to be placed before Council as a Consent
item by the stated deadline of December 6, 2022 - and further that you will ensure neighbors see
an early draft in a timely manner, so that they may give input on how the regulations are going to
be spelled out. As discussed, we hope to avoid any confusion or ambiguity in this document,
which will be used as reference for some time to come and which we all hope will help us
establish an amicable co-existence with the school.
 
We will follow up in a couple of week to see if at least some of these questions can be answered,
and learn what might be the timeline for next steps.
 
With best regards,
Carla Befera
 
 

mailto:carlab@cb-pr.com
mailto:andiezreed@gmail.com
mailto:thomashenrysousa@gmail.com
mailto:akcooper@pacbell.net
mailto:mcleod.bruce@gmail.com


From: Bing Wei
To: Bob Wenzlau
Cc: Board of Neighbors Abroad; Council, City; info@greenfoothills.org
Subject: Re: Betty Gerard Passing
Date: Tuesday, December 6, 2022 10:24:29 AM
Attachments: Betty Gerard -- obiit.docx

Some people who received this message don't often get email from bbwei99@gmail.com. Learn why this is important
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of
opening attachments and clicking on links.

Thanks, Bob, for sharing!
What an accomplished lift.
My deep condolences.
Pass on my/our warm regards to the families.
Best,
Bing 

Bing Wei
Mobile: 1-650-842-0209

On Dec 5, 2022, at 21:38, Bob Wenzlau <bwenzlau@neighborsabroad.org> wrote:


All,
This is an obituary and photo of Betty that Jennifer passed on.
Albeit resending, this reminds us more of her contributions to our community.
Bob

On Mon, Dec 5, 2022 at 7:37 PM Bob Wenzlau <bwenzlau@neighborsabroad.org>
wrote:

Board members,

We lost in mid November Betty Gerard.  Betty was a longtime board member of
Neighbors Abroad.  Her craft was writing and editing. She was also deeply engaged
in telling many stories of Palo Alto, Not only was Neighbors Abroad a beneficiary,
but also the historical society.  In the 60s she and her husband helped with the
founding of the Committee for Green Foothills.  So dedicated to Palo Alto she was.

The sad thing like many is we did not get to cheer her off.  She was a lovely caring
person.  We actually knew her as she raised a granddaughter in Palo Alto, a
youngster that knew my daughter.

Jennifer Buenrostro informed me today, and she said that she was surrounded by
family.

Rest in peace, and thank you for your service.

mailto:bbwei99@gmail.com
mailto:bwenzlau@neighborsabroad.org
mailto:board@neighborsabroad.org
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org
mailto:info@greenfoothills.org
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification
mailto:bwenzlau@neighborsabroad.org

Betty Watkins Gerard died peacefully at her home of 61 years in Palo Alto, CA on November 16, 2022, at age 97.  Born in Seattle, WA on February 23, 1925, she was the only child of Flora and Alva Leland (A.L.) Watkins.  Both sides of her family included pioneers who’d arrived in Washington by covered wagon.  

She and her former husband, the late Gary Gerard, had four children:  Erica (Vin Di Bona), Annie (Gary McKee), Steven (Carol) and the late Kitty Sanford.  She is also survived by four grandchildren:  Jamie Goldstein, Ian McKee, Reid McKee (Julie), and Kuuleilani Sanford.   

Working with words was a key part of Betty’s life.   She started out writing poems and short stories, then edited her eighth-grade newspaper and petitioned successfully to become the editor of the Columns humor magazine at the University of Washington.   After graduating Phi Beta Kappa from UW, she earned her MBJ at Northwestern University’s Medill School of Journalism in 1948.  (As one of just five women in her class, Betty was flattered when a professor praised her by saying she “wrote like a man.”)   Betty’s working career included public relations/writing positions at Westinghouse,  Sunset Magazine and Raychem, before spending  22 years as a writer and editor for Hewlett-Packard in Palo Alto.  At HP, she managed a worldwide internal news service, producing daily “newsgrams,” and  wrote for Measure magazine before retiring in 1997. 

Betty applied her journalism skills to producing newsletters, press releases and ads for a number of community organizations, most recently the Palo Alto Historical Association (for which she edited several books) and World Affairs Council–Peninsula Chapter.   Betty also did publicity for decades on the boards of the League of Women Voters of Palo Alto and Neighbors Abroad, emailing out press releases well into her 90s.   Her witty, topical Christmas letters were enjoyed by many friends.   

Her interests included international travel (one highlight:  being in Berlin when the Wall came down) and photography.  She was a news junkie, reading five daily newspapers until the very end of her life, and had a longstanding involvement in politics. (Betty served as Pete McCloskey’s press secretary in his 1972 campaign and, after retirement, volunteered for nine years in the legislative office of then-Senator Joe Simitian, helping tabulate Joe’s “There Oughta Be a Law” competition.)   She was a co-founder of the Committee for Green Foothills and passionate about learning her entire life: auditing Stanford classes, attending classical music concerts locally and in San Francisco, participating in investment and book clubs, and reading voraciously (almost exclusively non-fiction).  

Her family is planning a virtual celebration of Betty’s long and accomplished life after the holidays.  For details, please email bettygerardfarewell@gmail.com
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Bob

P.S. Given her impact I have copied a few that would want to know.

-- 

Bob Wenzlau
President
Neighbors Abroad of Palo Alto
650-248-4467
Facebook  |  Web | Twitter | Join

-- 

Bob Wenzlau
President
Neighbors Abroad of Palo Alto
650-248-4467
Facebook  |  Web | Twitter | Join

-- 
You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Board
of Directors" group.
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to
board+unsubscribe@neighborsabroad.org.

https://www.facebook.com/NeighborsAbroad
http://www.neighborsabroad.org/
https://twitter.com/neighborsabroad
http://neighborsabroad.org/join
https://www.facebook.com/NeighborsAbroad
http://www.neighborsabroad.org/
https://twitter.com/neighborsabroad
http://neighborsabroad.org/join
mailto:board+unsubscribe@neighborsabroad.org




From: Neilson Buchanan
To: Council, City; Nose, Kiely; finance.committe@cityofpaloalto.org
Cc: Shikada, Ed
Subject: Long Range Forecasting FY24-33
Date: Tuesday, December 6, 2022 8:28:33 AM
Attachments: Palo Alto Finance Commitee Packet Dec 6 2022 page 28 to 34.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

I want to acknowledge the summation of fiscal issues on the December 6 agenda of
the Council's Finance Committee.  The Finance Committee continues its stewardship
role for the benefit of the City Council and citizens of Palo Alto

I do have a three suggestions to strengthen the ten-year forecasting.  Please refer to
page 28-34 in your agenda packet.  It itemizes 21 real risks.  See attachment.

First, choice of words makes a difference.  Long range planning is prioritized risk
assessment.    The paragraph header on page 28 is Assumptions NOT Included in
Forecast.  The concept of risk is more important than assumptions.  Would you
consider rephrasing the header as Risks NOT Included in Forecast?

Second, during the next year Finance Committee could rank order its 21+ priorties.
This would establish a sense of urgency.

Third,  please consider three additional risks.  

#1 Sea rise change and the risks of unaddressed levees.  A levee planning
benchmark against other jurisdictions  would be helpful.  

#2 There is risk that Palo Alto will not revert to its tradition of heavy inbound
commuters by car,  bus and train.  It is conceivable that work-from-home will
undermine most assumptions for office space demand. This means greater risk to the
number and types of housing units to be developed.  The San Francisco County
Board of Supervisors may blaze the trail for cities such as Palo Alto as they confront
risks of their downtown office vacancies.  San Francisco may address their dilemma 
as early as Fall 2023.

#3 There is longer term, but serious risk driven by the absence of specific plans for
Palo Alto's two downtowns.  Within 5-7 years a perfect storm may be driven by
CalTrain ridership, low occupancy offices*, work from home, housing demand,
Stanford's long-range plans (both University and Reseach Park) and simple
circulation through the two downtowns.  Parklets, privitized pubic parking and parking-
lite developments are worthy risks to be listed now but they pale in comparison to lack
of specfic area plans for the very old downtown properties. It is difficult for me to
imagine rational modernization of these commercial cores without addressing lot

mailto:cnsbuchanan@yahoo.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org
mailto:Kiely.Nose@CityofPaloAlto.org
mailto:finance.committe@cityofpaloalto.org
mailto:Ed.Shikada@CityofPaloAlto.org
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consolidation.

*One risk is technology growth drifting  from computer sciences to bio-tech lab spaces
and healthcare services which may require traditional workspaces for teams,
collaboration and equipment.  Once again San Francisco office space vacancies are
instructive.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Neilson Buchanan
155 Bryant Street
Palo Alto, CA  94301
 
650 329-0484
650 537-9611 cell
cnsbuchanan@yahoo.com

mailto:cnsbuchanan@yahoo.com


From: Robert Neff
To: Council, City
Subject: 1700 Embarcadero
Date: Monday, December 5, 2022 11:51:42 AM

Some people who received this message don't often get email from robert@neffs.net. Learn why this is important
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear City Council,

I see a lot to like in the proposal for 1700 Embarcadero.  I hope you will support this.

I think the proposed bike/ped connection around the perimeter of the property will enhance
bicycle connectivity to the between the 101 crossing at Oregon Ave/E. Bayshore, to
destinations accessed via Geng Road, including an improved connection to Baylands Athletic
Fields, and the paved Bay Trail connection from there to the baylands, E. Palo Alto, and the
Dumbarton Bridge.

I am excited to see that many non-native Chinese Elms will be removed, and will be
replaced with Native trees, including Coast Live Oaks.  This is part of our Urban Forest
master plan, and will lead to better habitat for bird species.  A Chinese Elm is a food desert
for birds, but a Coast Live Oak is a bonanza!  

So this will be a significant improvement to the environment for bikers, walkers, and native
insects and birds.

Thank you for your service to our city, 

-- 
-- Robert Neff
Emerson near Loma Verde
robert@neffs.net

mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=b4cf28b212fe4438afaf720d2ff66abe-RobertNeff
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification
mailto:robert@neffs.net


From: Tran, Joanna
To: Council, City
Cc: Executive Leadership Team; ORG - Clerk"s Office; Boatwright, Tabatha
Subject: Updated Council Consent Questions Item 5 (12/5/22)
Date: Monday, December 5, 2022 11:18:19 AM
Attachments: image001.png

image003.png
image004.png
image006.png
image007.png
image008.png
image002.png
image010.png

Good morning Mayor and Councilmembers,
 
Please view updated links below with staff responses for questions from Councilmember Tanaka.
Thank you!

December 5, 2022 Amended Agenda Packet 
Staff response for Items 3 and 5

 
Best,
Joanna
 

Joanna Tran
Executive Assistant to the City Manager
Office of the City Manager
(650) 329-2105 | joanna.tran@cityofpaloalto.org
www.cityofpaloalto.org

            

 

From: Tran, Joanna 
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 1:07 PM
To: Council, City <city.council@cityofpaloalto.org>
Cc: Executive Leadership Team <ExecutiveLeadershipTeam@cityofpaloalto.org>; ORG - Clerk's Office
<ClerksOffice@cityofpaloalto.org>; Wagner, April <april.wagner@cityofpaloalto.org>; Jensen, Eric
<Eric.Jensen@CityofPaloAlto.org>; Bates, Amanda <Amanda.Bates@CityofPaloAlto.org>
Subject: Council Consent Questions Item 5 (12/5/22)
 
Dear Mayor and Councilmembers,
 
On behalf of City Manager Ed Shikada, please view the following links below for the amended
agenda and staff response to a question from Councilmember Cormack for Monday night’s Council
Meeting:

December 5 Amended Agenda
Staff response to Items 5

mailto:Joanna.Tran@CityofPaloAlto.org
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org
mailto:ExecutiveLeadershipTeam@cityofpaloalto.org
mailto:ClerksOffice@cityofpaloalto.org
mailto:Tabatha.Boatwright@CityofPaloAlto.org
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/agendas-minutes-reports/agendas-minutes/city-council-agendas-minutes/2022/20221205/20221205pccsm-amended-linked-qa-updated.pdf
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/agendas-minutes-reports/council-questions/20221205cqccs.pdf
mailto:joanna.tran@cityofpaloalto.org
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/
https://www.facebook.com/cityofpaloalto/
https://twitter.com/cityofpaloalto
https://www.instagram.com/cityofpaloalto
https://medium.com/@PaloAltoConnect
https://www.linkedin.com/company/cityofpaloalto
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/servicefeedback
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/agendas-minutes-reports/agendas-minutes/city-council-agendas-minutes/2022/20221205/20221205pccsm-amended-linked-qa.pdf
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/agendas-minutes-reports/council-questions/20221205cqccs.pdf










 
Thank you,
Joanna
 

Joanna Tran
Executive Assistant to the City Manager
Office of the City Manager
(650) 329-2105 | joanna.tran@cityofpaloalto.org
www.cityofpaloalto.org

            

mailto:joanna.tran@cityofpaloalto.org
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/
https://www.facebook.com/cityofpaloalto/
https://twitter.com/cityofpaloalto
https://www.instagram.com/cityofpaloalto
https://medium.com/@PaloAltoConnect
https://www.linkedin.com/company/cityofpaloalto
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/servicefeedback


From: Charlie Weidanz
To: Council, City
Subject: Meet Emily RD - Our Latest Spotlight Member
Date: Monday, December 5, 2022 11:00:23 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Emily Zorn is a registered dietitian and health coach in Palo Alto. She is the owner and founder of Emily RD Nutrition Coaching where she provides virtual nutrition
coaching to clients across the country. Her goal is to empower people to learn how to eat healthy in a way that is personalized and sustainable over time. Emily offers
free initial 30 minute nutrition sessions to new clients. Emily is also the co-host of the RDs vs BS podcast where she researches diets, supplements, and other
nutrition topics and decides whether they are legit or BS.

Emily RD - Emily Zorn, Dietitian & Health Coach

Let's Connect

Instagram: @emily_rd_

Podcast: RDs vs BS (www.rdsvsbs.com)

www.emilyzorn.com

emilyrd@emilyzorn.com

This email was sent on behalf of Palo Alto Chamber of Commerce 355 Alma St Palo Alto, CA 94301.To unsubscribe click here. If you have questions or comments concerning this email or
services in general, please contact us by email at info@paloaltochamber.com.
 

mailto:charlie@paloaltochamber.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org
https://www.emilyzorn.com/
http://www.rdsvsbs.com/
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From: Jennifer Landesmann
To: Council, City
Subject: Soundscape
Date: Monday, December 5, 2022 10:17:04 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Council, 

The Palo Alto Historical Association held an interesting event yesterday looking at the history
of local and regional environmental organizations which are doing extraordinary work with
conservation, education, and environmental stewardship. One take-away I had is how
their work began as a way to conserve or preserve spaces and is evolving to consider the
health effects from nature on the human condition; ideas about how to bring nature into urban
settings, and how science has evolved to explain why. 

I offer a presentation by Prof. Martin Röösli on soundscape/noise, which the EU
considers is the 2nd most relevant environmental health burden after air pollution. At
the end, is a noise threshold policy proposal with Lden 54 during day and Lden 43 for night,
showing the serious health impacts of noise at night. Lden is calculated like DNL and it's a
cumulative noise metric which is essential for understanding health effects. 

Transportation noise, Health threat or just annoying?  and slide deck

The distinction between annoyance and health matters because they are different impacts.
Annoyance is self-reported ("I am annoyed") whereas health effects from excessive noise
happen more like how blood pressure occurs - there are no symptoms but there is a
physiological response. So, say you are not awakened by a plane, your ears and brain are
processing the sound even while you are asleep. 

The FAA's current noise threshold criteria does not consider health (at all) and has only one
assumption which is a threshold at which enough people will get annoyed enough to sue or
organize (bother the agency) and also the threshold for which insulation is federally funded .
Granted, the FAA's threshold criteria was set half a century ago, with a very different mindset
that aviation needed to be promoted and protected, and before concentrated flight paths
became an issue.

As we prepare for potential FAA noise policy changes (following their own NES study that
shows their data does not support even their first assumption thus they are compelled to
change), it will be crucial how the FAA addresses their framework for their noise threshold.
Will they still only care about noise if it's at a level where someone can bother them? 

Jennifer
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